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The 2Qth of July, he consideres as an act of desperation on the part 
of patriotically (vaterlaendisch) minded, wise, and important men, whose 
fate he genuinely regretted. His congratulatory telegram to the Fuehrer 
he claims to have sent only "to maintain peace and order among the troops". 
The officers he is alleged to have shot in connection with this event, 
he labels a propaganda story of the English radio, of which not a word is 
true. 

Difficulties with the SS: Of the SS division "Prinz Eugen", which was 
under his command, v.W. says that with these troops he had many difficulties* 
He had not the right to undertake transfers to relieve anyone of his command. 
He was only permitted to submit a report to the SS-Reichsfuehrer. His ex-
perience was, however, he states, that these reports did little good, and 
consequently he only utilized this right once or twice. On the basis of 
atrocities and murders committed by SS men against Croats, he demanded the 
transfer and punishment of a regimental commander. The Commander was re-
moved from his post, only to soon afterwards, occupy another equally import-
ant post. 

Reports concerning foreign radio broadcasts were regularly brought to 
him, but he credited them with no great degree of truth. He himself, he 
states, was twice reported as being murdered, and such stories had naturall: 
had a detrimental effect on the credibility of the source. 

f/ru^i r^ć*"^ 
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ANNEX A—PARTISAN WARFARE 

a* PREREQUISITES FOR PARTISAN IVAR 
(1) Terrain 

"Partisan warfare in the Balkan s was :;avored by the- rugged, 
often hardly accessible mountain territory, which provided conve-
nient hideouts fcr guerilla fighters. The lack of railroads, reads, 
and paths in this region also proved to be of advantage—for when 
roads wore blocked, detours were not readily available. Thanks to 
the country's poor system of connunicaticns? occupation forces found 
it very difficult to establish conti 1.. While large guerilla units 
of division cr corps si."<5 e assembled at various centers, smaller units 
were at all times distributed throughout the country." 

(2 ) Fighters 
"In contrast to the disorganized fighting in Greece, warfare 

in Croatia, Montenegro, and Serbia was directed b^ one nan's leader-
ship—by TITO, This can be considered a perfect example of effective 
partisan warfare. Distinction could be made between various kinds 
of activities, ranging from, small squads to tho operations of large 
battle groups with missions to carry out a planned occupation« TITO 
increased his forces as time went cn, starting on a small scale with 
a. group of dissatisfied Croats, and ending with forced conscription. 
Thus he succeeded in gradually building up his guerilla bands in4:o 
well equipped and well trained divs and corps, which were later grouped 
into armies. 

"Their fighting quality and their equipment were vastly superior 
to those of our auxiliary Croatian and Bulgarian troops. This was 
made possible through large air and seaborne shipments of British 
weapons, food, and equipment and the subsequent help of British officei 
TITO also benefitted through reinforcements c British trained Yugo. 

brigades, sent from Italy 3 His comb", t c rength toward the end 
of the war was said to comprise 35 divs, 

(3) Six Rules fcr Guerilla War—TITO 
:iTITO based his operations on these principles: 

i. Supply centers establi?. "ied in well secured, inconspicuous 
places, providing bases for all kinds of missions. 

ii. Air fields suited for the landing of supply planes as 
well as for intermediate stops of British reconnaissance 
and fighter planes. 

iii. Well marked dropping zones for aerial supply. Pre—arrange 
light signals, changing frequently« 

iv. An extensive communications system, enabling the commander 
in chief to maintain complete control over all his units. 
(German monitors found that TITO 's communications func-
tioned very smoothly. ) ~ 

v. Extensive scouting activities to determine enemy move-
ments and supply traffic. TITO profited greatly by co-
operation from the population in this matter. 

vi. Training camps located at inconspicuous places, with 
specia.l emphasis on the schooling of specialists." 
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b. GUERILLA. TACTICS 

(1) Small U nj. t s 
"Guerilla warfare in Greece suffered .,. ,:om a lack of uniform 

leadership, Nevertheless there were times when it caused serious 
disturbances nmcng rear area communications. The explosion of a 
railroad bridge on the SALONIKI-ATHENS line, for example, interrupted 
traffic fcr about two weeks. During that time troop movements and 
supply were limited to truck, transportation, When it became necessary 
to withdraw a large p ort. ion of the C- rm an occupation troops from the 
Greek peninsula.f ELAS fighters gained control over most 'of this area, 
with exception c f the main -raids. h few narrow—gauge railroads could 
also be kept operating. 

"Whenever an attempt was made -to fight the Greek partisans, they 
would temporarily become peaceful peasants, and take up their arms 
only after the departure of German troops. 

"The chief aim of guerilla warfare was the destruction of supply 
lines. This led to the demolition of railroad tracks mil roads, to 
attacks on supply columns, tra.ins, small strong points, and local 
occupation forces,, RAF fighter-bombers cooperated with the partisans 
by patrolling supply lines in dry time, so that they would ha.ve to 
be used at night, and. thus be more vulnerable to attack. Tnese uis— 
turbances centered around the railroad line ZAGREB- BEL GR ADE-N IS CH--
SKOPLJE. Repeated destruction of bridges in Macedonia led to prolonged 
interruption cf traffic. The tracks between ZAGREB and BROD were 
targets for many attackse During the later phase cf operations attacks 
took place every night—damaging as many a.s different points along 
the tracks at one time. This damage could be repaired in a very short 
time, however. On the ether h nnd, destruction of bridges along the 
BRO D—S ARAJ EVO road frequently disrupted raili ,ad traffic for long 
period, s. 

"The important road between BIHAR and KNIN was threatened con-
stantly. Other dangerous roads led from ZAGREB to'VARAŽDIN and from 
ZAGREB to BELGRADE. Travellers on these routes had to be given special 
protection at all times. Disturbances increased whenever important 
German operations were expected," 

( 2 ) Lqr/ge Groups 
"Large scale partisan operations employed several divs, whose 

strength varied from a few hundred to ^-,000 men. Their object was 
to occupy politically and economically important 1:cations, or to 
procure supplies in great qua.ntities. One town which had been taken 
by the partisans could be retaken only after a planned encirclement 
by German troops. Partisan attacks were begun from several directions 
at one time, using the element of surprise wherever possible. 

"As long as TITO's forces were not equipped with modern arms 
they had little chance of defeating regular soldiers in a pitched 
battle. Therefore they tried to withdraw when approached by strong 
bodies of regular- troops. They were very clever at this maneuver. 
They would split up into small groups,, quietly slip away, and reassembl 
at another place. 

"La.ter on the partisans wore equipped with modern weapons, 
with arty pieces, motor vehicles, and even ta.nks. This equipment 
was first captured from the Italians, and later supplied by Great 
Britr.in, This mechanization forced them to r way close to reads. 



"Partisan operations were well coordinated with RAF planes 
who provided fighters, an 1 fighter-bombers for air support. Toward 
the end of the war, TITO's operations became so w< organised, and 
were carried out on so large a scale, that they cannot be considered 
as partisan engagements in the real sense of the word anymore. An 
example of this was his attack on BOSNIA, starting in Southern Serbia 
and Montenegro." 

ca GERMAN COUNTER MEASURES 
(1) Groups Aiding Germany 

"German troops in the EPIRUS region depended for their supplies 
on a road between LARISSA and JANINA, which passed through the PINDUS 
mountains. This road was seriously threatened by ELAS troops, until 
Gen ZERVAS began to assemble his men in that region. ZERVAS1 actions 
v/ere sometimes neutral toward us, and sometimes hostile. Ho prevented 
actual conflict with Germany for a long time through negotiations. 
This provided a considerable relief of the threats against our supply 
road. 

"MIHAILOVIC 's troops once fought against our occupation troops 
out of loyalty to their King. At the same time they fought against 
TITO, because of a.nti—Communist convictions. This two front war could 
not last long, particularly when British support favored TITO. Con-
sequently MIHAILOVIC showed pro—Geri an leanings. There v/ere engage-
ments during which Serbian Chetniks fought TITO alongside German 
troops. On the other hand, hostile Chetnik groups were known to attacl 
German supply trains in order to replenish their own stocks, 

"MIHAILOVIC liked to remain in the background, and leave such 
affairs up to his subordinates. H e hoped to bide his time with this 
ploy cf power until an Anglo—American landing would provide sufficient 
support against TITO. '.Germany welcomed his support, however tem-
porary. Chetnik reconnaissance activities were valued highly by our 
commanders. Only when Serbia was threatened by a Russian breakthrough 
fr on Bulgaria, did TITO's forces succeed in making a strong penetra-
tion into the threatened country. MIHAILOVIC could not resist this 
thrust, and withdrew into Croatia.," 

C2) Purpose and Method cf German Counter Atta.cks 
"The aims of our counter attacks were limited to the destructio: 

of particularly dangerous partisan groups, the seizure or demolition 
cf their supply depots, and occasional assaults cf their hq. It was 
important to have advance knowledge cf partisan plans, in order to 
forestall them by counter attacks. They proved to be most vulnerable 
whil.e assembling, and while on the march. Attacks on their hideouts 
inv olved greater risks tc our troops, and a." ;:o gave the pa.rtisa.ns a 
better chance of escape, 

!iOur attacks were executed from several directions in an attempt 
to catch the enemy in a complete net. The partisans liked to avoid 
fronta.1 attacks, preferring retreat into inaccessible mountain regions 
Thus it w as only possible for us tc inflict he a.vy casualties—complete 
annihilation could not be accomplished. The partisans lost large 
quantities of hea.vy equipment during their retreats, however. — 
Rather than fight the enemy in the mountains, it was advantageous to 
keep up an uninterrupted a.ttack upon completion of the encirclement. 
Ey outrunning the partisans with motorized vehicles, cutting off their 
retreat, and thus separating them from supply centers, we were able 
to achieve satisfactory results. It was determined by monitored radio 
messages that hea.vy casualties, supply difficulties, and problems of 
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eva.cuating the wounded seriously hampered the enemy, and made him 
comparatively harmless for long periods afterwards,11 

(3) German Intelligence Service in the Balkans 
"A well organized intelligence service war required to keep 

ahead of partisan plans«, This consisted'of personnel familiar with 
the country and the language. Dependable natives were employed as 
often as possibles Radio messages were monitored*. We succeeded al-
most always in obtaining a complete picture f the disposition and 
plans of partisan units. We likewise received information concerning 
their condition and casualties," 

Major Operations of, the Balk an P- r t i s a n IV ~r 
"During the last year cf the war, TITO planned a major operation 

proceeding from Bosnia and Montenegro across the DRINA River, to occupy 
Southern Serbin., š»vo o lir-—hal f German clivs were usedi in an enve-
lopment movement, intended to stall this drive, TITO't> nrmy was 
able to break through cur lines, however, even though our outposts 
were never more than 300 yards apart. On the other hand we wore. able 
to annihilate two cf his divs by continuous pursuit, 

"As late as winter of 19^-^3 a Partisan group in the PAPOK 
mountains was annihilated by comparatively small German forces, mainly 
because they were denied access tc large portions of their supplies. 
This enterprise could not be carried out to its ultimate conclusion, 
because some of our trcops had to bo committed at another place. Time 
was a most important element for the successful execution of such 
missions. But in view cf the limited number of troops at our" dispo-
sal we could net always spend as long on a mission as it would r— 
mally require. . 

"In addition tc large counter attacks, it was necessary to 
interfere v/it h partisan guerillas through small scale actions. Special 
bns formed for this purpose had received thorough training in guerilla 
warfare• They had an independent intelligence service within their 
respective areas, Wherever possible they wore committed only in small 
units: assault groups and combat teams. Th y were supposed to črpate 
disturbances by attacking enemy strong pc int a an d supply depots, .The 
occasional employment cf airborne troops pre ved successful along this 
line. In May kk we succeeded in assaulting TITO's hq, located near 
JAJCE, in an operation conducted by•both.airborne and ground forces, 
TITO was able to escape only because his bodyguard sacrificed his 
life to cover the leader's retreat. Numerous documents wore captured 
by the atta.cking soldiers." 

( 5 ) Effect of Anti-Partisan Warfare 
"Although our counter operations failed tc clear the Balkans 

completely from undesirable opposition, we nevertheless achieved some 
good. Communication lines were maintained tc such an extent, that 
no serious shortage of supplies occurred in spite of frequent inter-
ruptions. We furthermore succeeded in policing all areas required for 
the housing o.nd movement of our troops, as well as for the economic 
exploitation cf the country." 



ANNEX B—CRITICISMS OF BRITISH BALKAN STRATEGIES IN WORLD WAR II 

a. GERMANY BENEFITTED FROM YUGOSLAV CONFLICTS 
"According to the German point of view, England committed a mili-

tary and. diplomatic mis take, when she systematically created military 
conflicts in Yugoslavia through encouragement and support of the re-
volutionary party (PUTSCHISTS)a The long German—Yugoslav border, 
Hungary's doubtful political loyalties, Bulg ia's need for protec-
tion, Greece's hostile attitude. and the possibility of a.n Allied 
landing a. t S .iL ON IK I — a l l these would have presented a much less plea— 
sant and more enduring threat to the southeastern parts of Greater 
Germany and Italy than this temjjorary solution, 

"There can be no doubt that the support cf Greece by a few British 
divs, committed at a. moment's notice, was a strategic error. It causec 
severe losses cf men to the New Zealand forces, not to mention pres-
tige. It gave Germany and Italy a chance to move the whold Balkan 
front up tc- the coast, and to incorporate the advance sector of the 
Aegean Sea into cur defense system. 

"In spite of the enormous length c f this coastal frc nt, it required 
considerably fewer troops for defense tha.n a.n ord.ina.ry front of eqiia.1 
longth. A few first rate divs wore sufficient to man the permanent 
coastal for tifica.ticns â nd positions, thanks to the better range cf 
observation across the sea., 

"Total occupation of the Balkans, resulting from the war with Yu-
goslavia also permitted a. considerable influence on the British domi-
nated Mediterranean Sea. Contributing factors were: a. far-reaching 
surprema.cy iri the Adriatic Sea up to Ita.ly1 s fall, a. ch.anging domina-
tion in the Aegean, an occasional influence on the eastern Mediterra-
ne a.n. For some time it was even possible to supply German troops 
at EL ALAMEIN via CRETE. 

"Even admitting Gernan intentions tc attack Greece in spring of 
19^1 through Bulgaria, with the purpose of supporting Italy's Albanian 
front, the fact remains that Yugoslavia's en ry into the war was to 
the Reich's advantage. The transformation of Macedonia intc a theater 
of operations greatly fa.cilit.ated a German atta.ck on Greece by wide-
ning the front and enabling us to contact Italian units. The modern 
and well constructed Metaxas Line along the very short northern Greek 
border would have been a far more difficult obstacle than it turned 
out to be, had it not been for a simultaneous attack from Macedonia." 

b. BRITISH ME PI TERR ANE AN SUPREMACY ENDANGERED 

"The passage through the Mediterranean Seal and its control v/ill 
always remain a vital question for England and her colonial Empire, 
For that reason England is greatly interested in he passage through 
the Dardanelles and in the grouping of great powers along the shores 
of this sea.. Up to World War II, the most influential nations with 
access to the shores were France and Italy, representing a desira.ble 
balance cf power. Nov/ a new world power, Russia, has advanced to the 
important Mediterranean by way cf two previously independent countries— 
Bulgaria, and Thrace—and also toward the long Dalmatian coast through 
TITO's independent state, England has merely stood by so far, silent-
ly watching the effect of her own political errors. Although she 
preserved her sphere cf interest in the greatest po.rt of Greece and 
Alb: Miia o.t the TEHERAN Conference, this can be regarded only as a. 



minor success in consideration cf the events in Thrace after the 
German evacuation of the Southern Balkans. 

"After the formal evacuation of the regular Bulgarian occupation 
forces, the same troops were reorganised with the Commissar system 
by the Soviets, and returned to Thrace. They then overpowered National 
Greek units, which had been organized by Eng and, and forced them out 
of the country. Thus Russia forced her way o th.? Aegean and Medi-
terranean Seas by the mere formality of a shtrt dotou.r through Communi 
Bulgaria, realizing her old ambition to possess the Dardanelles in a 
very inconspicuous manner. new British separation of thu Aegean 
Sea from the Mediterranean through the island chain surrounding CRETE 
could only prove effective in time of war. There is no possibility, 
however, of preventing Russian eccn lio competition in ordinary 
times. 

"The second appro ach to the Mediterranean through TITO•3 state, 
giving access to numerous harbors along- the Dalmatian coast, fell 
into Russian hands very easily. No mat ;er hov; the formal relation 
between the Soviet Union and the TITO s jate may a. pear on the surface, 
their political relations and intimate friendship will inevitably 
pave Russia's way fcr a powerful position in the Adriatic, v/hich may 
easily loo.c! to the end of British Mediterranean su.rer.iacy," 
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"b. iOk^CPIER's Relations with .Axis Intoll i perice ju:er_cjgs 

(1) General 

Judging with the limited amount cf certainty that can ho assumed in an? 
C I interrogation, it appears that N E U E A C H E R knows very little of German intelligence 
activities, organisation, and personnel. The little positive information which he 
has is based on his casual and rather informal association with non of the GI3 and 
from experiences in cases where his own and G-IS activities overlapped. 

IEEUIACHER assorts that prior to his ap ointment as plenipotentiary fcr 
SS Europe, he never had any contact with GIS agencies, nor, to the best of his know-
lodge, did carxy of his subordinates in EUCHAREST have such contacts. After his ap-
pointment as plenipotentiary, ho derived his information from the following sources 

(a) The intelligence officer (Ic) of o/lef Sued-Ost 
(b) iTEUEACHER1 s own intelligence teams (Gest von ECHCUTEX, übst/Lt vor 

LAS SEP,) 
(c) C/Fuehrer SCHAEFER, BdS BELGRADE 
(d) " RSHA Suod-Ost Nachrichten Stolle* 7'IEN 
(o) prime Minister NEDIC and his office 
(f) D raj a HIHAIL07ICK1 s HQ, 
(g) Various local sources 
Sources (a) - (c) were sanctioned ty the Auswaertige Amt, but the con-

nection with the R S H A office in T. 'LEN, which N E U E A C E E R owed to his personal friend-
ship with KALTSIC-'RUNNER, was quite unofficial. 

(2) RSHA 

NEUE ACHER' s associations with KAL TENEPJJNITER were on a personal basis. 
Loth men ceno from Upper Austria and shared the same political outlook. ITEUBACHER 
was intorostod in I^LIEiCRUin-TER' s political activities, but did not concern himself 
with tho latter1s functions as chief of the RSHA. 

Ey the same token, NEUEACHER claims to know very little of tho composi-
tion and activities cf Scctior. VI—E» ."ERLIN, but was in close contact with the VI-
E office in VflElT and twico mot its chief, UANECK, after ho had been recommendod to 
him by KALTENE3UNNER. Of SCHEL1ENEERG ho knew nothing beyond the fact that ho was 
chief of Amt VI. His contacts with MUELLER wore limited to ono occasion, when ho 
visited him (Aug 19-i-i) on HITLER»s orders in connection with the 1TEUHAUSEN ease 
(see c (17). Ho professes to know nothing of Amt III. 

In most cases NEiiBACHER cannot give the exact titles or functions of 
RSHA personalities. He considered himself, as an international diplomat, above the 
need of having to pay attention to titles and offices of purely internal Gorman in-
terest. 

iJEUBn-CHER emphatically donios evor having submitted reports to any 
agency but tho Foreign Cfficc, and states that his position a s a diplomat would : . 
never havo permitted him to submit reports to intelligence agencies. In the early 
days, when ho was friendly with von RIEEENTRCP, ITEUIL-iCESR would h^vo considered sue 
action disloyal. Later, whan his relations with the Foreign Minister had worsened, 
he was too c-rcful to play such a trump into the hands of his foe. 

inDUBACHER did, however, discuss natters of high level intclligonco wit! 
KALTENBRUNN!* and other loading C-IS functionaries. 2y analyzing important currcnt 
news he tried to influenco .ANECZ's men to phrase their reports along linos cor-
responding with his own (see b. (7)). 

VJhi 1 o he made no attempt to interfere with ICALTENT-RUNNER1 s handling cf 
matters of purely intelligence interest, ho admits having influenced tho RSHA chief 
in questions of politics. He believed that Gorman diplomacy in tho Balkans should 
have been based en cooperation with tho Serbs, rather than with Bulgaria and tho 
Ustaschaso NEUBACHER believes that his pro-Serbian attitude may havo c aus od tho im-
pre s s.'.on that ho had insisted on increased GlS activities in Serbia (cf CIR Ho 3, 
Annex IV)0 
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(4) Eolations "between tho Auswa.ertigo Amt an d RSHA 

i , There was continuous rivalry and deep—soa.ted hatred betwoen RIE3ENTRCP 
and EliyALER which projected itself over their respective departments and prevented 
any real collaboration. RIEEENTRCF1 s ambition to have his reports roach HITLER 
ahead of HIMMLER's reports,, at any price resulted in a reckless competition between 
officials of both departments who were as subservient to their chiefs as only of-
ficials of tho Third Reich could bo. 

(5) RIBESNTRCP1 s Special Secret Service 

During an investigation by the German commissar of the Serbian Nation-
al Lank early in 1944, it was discovered that the loader of the Serbian peasants1 
cooperative possessed dollar notes:. which wr-s in violation of existing currency le-
gislation. Shortly afterwards, Geheim Rat JTTNICER, cf NEUE.-iCKER's staff, accidental-
ly discovored dollar notos in a top sccret letter from tho Auswa.ortigQ Amt, sent by 
diplomatic courier to this Serb. 

NEUEACHER was intorosted in this conr.cction with the Auswaortige A@T 
because the nattor had completely by—passed hir.;. Upon closer investigation ho founc 
that tho Serbian peasant load or wa.s employed by a spccial Foreign Office branch 
which operated independently and without kno^lecgo of the official Gorman represent-
i ves in many countries. This sccret service seemed to be supervised by Unter Staat* 
Sekretaer HENKE, chiof of tho Politische Abteilung, who was directly under RIEEEN-
TRCF. Tho Sorb also seemed to bo the source of tho periodic and rathor poor intel-
ligence reports on Serbia which NEUEACHER reccivod from the Auswa.ertigo AR.it. Tho 
secret service branch, in N E U E A C H E R 's opinion^ was inefficient and inexperienced 
which loads him to conclude that it had been organized only a very short time. 

Neither the agent for Serbia, nor any of tho other agents of the spo— 
qial intclligoncc branch had any connection with the RSHA» NEUEACHER is convinced 
that tho spccial branch was organized by RIEEENTRwP only because of his rivalry wit):, 
the RSHA in the field of intelligence, and that his new organization was set up tc' 
compete with operations of Amt 71. 

NEUEACHER does not remember tho names of anyone connected with this 
particular branch, exccpt that cf Unter Staats Sokretaer HENKE. 

(6) IG Farben Intelligence Service 

Although NEUEACHER claims to remember vory little of the activities anc 
organization of tho IG Farben Intelligence Service, it is believed that into r roga*-*» 
tion at some lator date should reveal additional pertinont information. 

Tho IG Farben Intelligence Service was divided into two main branches 
which seemed to operate independently. 

Security service for all factories of tho concern (Abwehrdienst gegen 
Werk Spionage) was directed by a section (name unknown) of the financial branch at 
the head office, BERLIN. NEUEACHER remembors only two instances of work done by 
that branch, at the Leuna and at the Agfa works. There, X-ray devices wore placed 
at spots which all visitors, even social callers, had to pass, and all hidden photo-
graphic filns were ruined by the X-rays without knowledge of the people concerned. 

Operational intolligence was the task of the Volks Wirtschaftlich© 
(economic) Abteilung of IG main offices, BERLIN. Information was supplied by a 
large staff of highly-trained traveling agents and was Evaluated by specialists of 
the economic branch. All other available sources were also used, and ITEUBACHER re-
calls an instanco in x^hich a highly desirable pioce of information concerning tho 
Imperial Chomical Industrios conoorn was gathered by thorough study of a sports re-
port published by the recreation branch of the trust. The economic department kopt 
extensive files and records which should be of tho highest intelligence interest. 

Tho intelligence summaries of tho opor' t i OK. al branch were the best in 
Germany* if not in the entire world, and wore o'fton used by tho Auswaertigo Amt. 
NEUEACHER saw some of these reports. 



(?) Ar.1t VI 
v Late in Autumn 1943 KALTENERUNNER offered NEUEACHER the services of 

Aiat 71 in obtaining information on SE Europe. Such an alliance would havo "boon very 
much against RIEEENTRCP1 s wishes, "but NEUEACHER decided to disregard his chiofrs 
personal wishos and tho order xvhich forbade any agency of tho Auswaortige Amt to 
contact any other organization without previously obtaining permission. Ho Knew 
very well that KALTE1TLRUNH3R and his men also wore interested in keeping such an 
association secret. Acceptance of KALTENERUNNER's offor was prompted by two con-
siderations. 

(a.) Under the rules of the Auswaertige Amt NEUEACHER was not supr.es©d 
to colloct information concerning countries outside his sphere of interest. 

(b) Through contact with the appropriate offices of RSHA ho could 
influence intelligence reports to highest headquarters insofar as they concerned 
his oxvn sphere of cporatipns and could thereby indirectly guide RSHA policies in 
such a way that they did not counteract his own. 

NEUBACKER states with considerable pride that he was the only of-
ficial of the Auswaertige Amt who enjoyed the respect of the lea.dors of a rival or-
ganization. The further he drifted from R I & 8 E N T R : P ? S favor, tho closer ho became 
allied with K A L T E N " R U N N E R s who placed all his services at NEUEACHER1 s disposal. The 
RSHti. chief even authorized him to ^ive orders to men of Amt 71 whenever their act-
ivities overlapped with those of tho Plenipotentiary for SE Europe. NEUEACHER suc-
ceeded in having Gruf MEYSSNER, KSSPf Serbian, who did not ccoperate in his pro-
Serbian policy, removed and replaced by tho more cooperative Gruf LEHREND S , CC of 
a Waffen SS command in Croatia and a former functionary of the 7olksdeutscho Mittel 
Stelle, BERLIN. 

Nachrichten Stelle WIEN, an office of Gruppe 7I-E, submittod its 
reports to N E U L A C H E R through its Serbian branch and later ono, after NEUEACHER had 
moved to WIEN through a spccial liaison officer from Amt 7I-E (Not CsD,cf CIR no 3, 
ANNEX IX). This xoosition was hold by H/Stuf Er WUEHRER, an Austrian (arrested by 
US authorities . at L A D GAS IE IN) , who had his desk in NEEEACHER 1 s office. Through a 
lengthy discussion of all itor.s cf current interest with WUEHRER, NEUEACHER succeed-
ed in influencing WANECK to make his reports conform to his own policy. Cn the 
other hand, it was obvious to NEUEACHER that all his utterances were exploited by 
y/ANECK^ office. 

NEUEACHER thinks that KALTEN0RU1LEER enjoined WANECX from publish-
ing any report which might encroach on the preserve of the Plenipotentiary for SE 
Europe without prior discussion with NEDEACHER. T^iilo the office was still in BEL-
GRADE, a certain R3XEISEN, an Austrian stationed at WANECE's Serbain branch office, 
WÖuld frequently call on NEUBACKER, ostensibly to submit reports fron his office, 
but in reality to discuss current problems going far beyond that office's limited 
sphere of Operations (Croatia and Serbia). 

This pra.ctice may have led to the two wrong conclusions first 
that NEUEACHER supervised all intelligence agencies in Serbia, and Croatia, and 
second that he was the author of tho most reliable intelligence reports on Serbia 
and Croatia which wore read by '."ANE C K and KOETTL (cf CIR No 3, ANNEX 17). NEUEACHER 
states that he novor tirrote any intelligence roports and that he had no supervisory 
powers over any intelligence agencies. 

In checking at random his knowledge of personalities listed in 
TINNEX IV, CIR. No 3, only two names se ©mod to have any meaning to NEUEACHER. He 
stated that Stubaf HETIE: listed among these personalities, organized (late 1943) 
IMRO Bulgarian terrorists in Northorn Grocce into a potential anti-communist foroe. 
NEUEACHER remembered this particular instanco bocause it was the only occasion when 
KALTENLRTJIIIJERi s policies ran counter to his own. KAYLE, according to NEUEACHER, re-
mained i:a Northorn Greece until late Autumn 19*44. Tho other personality known to 
fsJEUBACHER was 0/Stubaf HELM whom ho mot once (November 1944) when tho latter was 
police attache in ZAGREB. 



g b o it s i •• 
(8) Ic, über 3ofohlshabor Suod-Ost 

Intelligence reports concerning military and guerilla activities came 
\ to NEUEACH3R from Obst/Lt von HARLING, tho intelligence officer (Ic) of Ober 

Befehlshaber Sued—Ost, Tho reports came through channels, via Lt HITTER tho liai-
son officor of tho Auswaortige Amt (Verbindungs Officer - VAA) at tho office of 
Obor Bofohl shabor Sued-Ost. Lt RITTLR was in peace-time an official of tho Auswaer-
t i go Amt. (VAA1 s wore attached to many staffs at Army, cchclons or higher.) Those 
reports woro seldom delivered by von HARLING personally. On the other hand, NEU-
BACHER and von HARLING met weekly at political confercncos (so—called clearing con-
ferences) under the chairmanship of von VJEICHS. 

(&) NEUBACEEEJs Intelligence Torm 
Obst bon KOHOUTEX; and Obst/Lt von LASSER, two former officers of the 

Imperial Austrian Army, roliable and conscientious workers with a thorough knowledge 
of tho Balkans were introduced to NEUEACHkiR by STAERKSP, (cf para b ( 1 2 ) ) shortly 
after his arrival in BELGRADE. Thoro is some cuostion as to from which office they 
had been-'sent o LEULACBER thinks that they came from von HARLING Ic of O/Bef Süed-
Ost, and that they wore connectod with the ̂ tbwehr, because they wcro to be trans-
ferred from Sorbia when the Abwehr was reorganised in Autumn 1943. EEUBACHER pro-
tested to Admiral CANARIS and succecdod in having tho transfer cancelled. Ho does 
not know what the offical status cf the two men was after they were placed at his 
full disposal. NEUEACHER retained Obst von KCKCUTEK in BELGRABE, whore the latter 
had an office and a rather large staff at a location unknown to EE'CJBACHER. C-bst/Lt 
von LASSER, was sent to ZAGREB on NEUE AC KER' s orders, AS ide from the fact that von 
L A S S E R employed a secretary at ZAGREB, NEUEACHER know no details regarding that of-
fice. Neither tho offloors nor thoir staffs appeared on the official tablo of or-
ganisation or on the budget. Von KOHOUTEK received approximately 30,000 dinars 
monthly for expenses, and NEUEACHER remembers that STAERKER advance von LESSER, cn 
one or two occasions on NEUEACHER1 s behalf certain sums in gold sovereigns for tra-
velling expenses. Both officers, and sometimes members of their staffs, made ex-
tensive trips around the country. These trips wore ordered by NEUEACHER, but ho č 
does not know who signed the official travoling orders. NEUEACHER's statements in 
this matter seem reliable, bocauso he consistently disdained to occupy himself with 
petty administrative matters which ho considered unimportant in comparison with his 
activities at international diplomatic level." 

Von KCHCUTEK was a specialist n̂' matters concerning Macedonia and 
Albania, and, to a much lessor degree, Serbia. NEUBACHER sont him on several im-
portant missions, including a trip into tho TETOVO—KTCEVC—STRUGA Lake OCHRID area 
where tho causes of constant Bulgarian and Albanian complaints had to be investi-
gated. Bulgaria sont hor notes through tho legation and. tho auswaortige Amt Chan-
nels, while Albania filod hor complaints diroctly with the plenipotentiary at 
BELGRABE, Another important mission of von ICOITUTEXF' -resulted in tho settlement cf 
conflicts between Greeks and the .Albanian minority in TSHAMURLn. (Province of Thes-
prottia, Greece). Von KCHCUTEK was in NEUEACHER's service until tho Gorman retreat 
from BELGRADE (Novomber 1944.) 

Croatia was not within the official scope of interests cf the Pleni-
potentiary for SE Europe, and NEUEACHER owed much of the valuablo information on 
this country to Obst/Lt von L A S S E J T , who was a specialist on Croatia. Von L A S S E R ' S 
principal mission was to report on Moslem problems and to support a positive Moslem 
policy, follcwing the pattern of tha old Austro-Hungaripn imperial policy. 

NEUEACHER last mot his two aides in V'IEN, ven LASSER around Christmas 
1944, and von KCHCUTEK in March 19-1-5. 

( 1 0) Chief of Sipo, BSLGRATE 
O/Euehror Dr S C H A E E E R , EdS BELGRABE, submitted officially to NEUEACHER 

his police reports which usually dealt with political cr guerilla activities in 
Serbia. Tho reports generally were rather poor in quality and contained little 
useful information. NEUEACHER did not put r.ruch stock in thorn, nor did he • very 
often ask S C K A E E E R to report to him personally. 

L CFR H L T V 



(11) In t oll If: ene o Sup-plied .by tho 3STE1X)IG Government 
NEDIC personally supplied information, "be th orally and in the form of 

written reports. Tho information dealt primarily with Serbian, Bulgarian, and 
Croatian questions and, in N E U B A C H E R ' S opinion, leaned in favor of the Sorbs. More 
information was obtained by members of NEUBACHER 1 S staff through relations with the 
corresponding agencies of the NEDIC government. Among the latter sources, NEU"— 
BACHER mentioned Drage JOVANCVIC; a typical gangster, but an outstanding expert on 
communist matters, whoso contributions proved valuable, JCVANOVIC, a Serb, had 
lost his position as chief cf the Serbian police with tho fall of MBYSSNER, but 
was retained by NEUE-n OKER as Mayor and Chief of Police of BELG-RABE and proved him-
self a useful collaborator. 

C12) Draja MIKAILCVICE 
Minis ter A C I M C Y I C , a professional criminologist, former chicf of the 

BELGRADE police and one-time Minister cf the Interior, served as M I H A E L O V I C H ' s 
liaison agent to !KEUBJ.CHER and supplied information which was of groat value in tho 
field of political activities. A C I M O V I C had a natural talent for politics, and 
NEUBACHER describes him as a "perfect worker". NEUEACHER did not maintain full-
time liaison with MIKAILCVICE» s headquarters, but sent Rudi STAERKER there on 
occasional missions. 

(13) STAERKER 
While NEUEACHER was an attache in BUCHAREST, ho met Rudi STAERKER 

who at that time (Winter 1941-1942) was manager of Elatuerk (Hellenisch-Tuorkische 
Handels Gesellschaft). This corporation was created in order to supply Grcoce 
with food and other commodities from foreign countries, primarily Turkey. 

After NEUBüCHER assumed his post as special Plenipotentiary for SB 
Europe, closo cooperation developed between him and STAERKER and lasted (from 
October 1942) until Easter 1945. N E U E A C H E R ' S connections were useful to STAERKER 
while the latter sup died, in return, much valuable information which ho collected 
during his numerous journeys through tho Balkans, especially Greecc. 

Three or four trips took STAERKER to Switzerland whero ho had to 
settle accounts for E'.atuork with the Int ernational Rod Cross. NEUEACHER never 
heard of any W/T messages which STAERKER might have sent from thorc. Ho remembers 
one telegram from a Swiss frontier station in which STAERKER announced his impend-
ing arrival in WIEN. When ho did not arrive until much later, his adversaries 
made good uso of the delay by spreading rumors that STAERKER really had no intent-
ions of returning. 

NE'UBACHER denies any private financial dealings with STAERKER. Ho 
admits that in his official capacity, especially while he was special envoy to 
Greece, he had many official financial transactions with him. One of tho largest 
of these transactions was intended to support the rate of exchange.of the drachma. 

Although the rate of exchange of Greek currency wa.s held fojr one 
year the position of tho drachma became hopeless in late Summer 1943, when tho 
moral backing of the Greek government alone could no longer support the national 
credit. The food and commodity supply, by means of which the inflation had been 
held back, was greatly curtailed by Allied bombings, and complete chaos with wild 
operations on the stock exchange resulted. 

HITLER was opposed to any of NEU&kCHER' s attempts to back up the 
Greek currency at the expense of the Reich. NEUJJACHER convinced the other leaders 
of the Reich of the necessity, and HITLER finally dropped his arguments, sinco ho 
did not know much about currency problems. So from November 1943 until the Gorman 
retreat from Greece, altogether 1.3 million pounds of sterling in gold were sold in 
monthly installments on the ATHENS stock exchange. Another crisis arose (Summer 
1944) with the marked decrease of the monthly gold transfer fron Germany and it was 
then that STAERKER succeeded in holding the drachma by exporting to Hungary cheap 
agricultural surpluses for payments in gold. 



Early in 1545, STAERKER narried NEUEACHER's secretary (name unknot), 
a native of GRAZ (Austria) who had lived in Yugoslavia. Like her hush and, sho eve-
ntually went to Switzerland. In April 1945, NEUEACHER not STAERKER's two sisters in 
KITZBUEHEL. The elder sister had "been STAERKER's secretary, "but neither she nor hor 
sister knew of thoir "brother's whereabouts. 

STAERKER cane fron PFORZHEIM (Eaden), was a South German chauvinist 
with strong anti—Prussian leanings. Ko was approximately 35 years old and had "been 
a business man (watches and jexrclry?) in PARIS before the war. He was gifted and 
experienced in matters of finance and foreign trade; an opportunist, but loyally 
devoted to NEUEACHER. STAERKER's boorishness nado him many enemies. Eoing secrete 
ive and an adversary to bo reckoned with, he was particularly disliked by von EAR-
LING- and tho men of von H A R L I N G's and W A N E C K ' S staffs. In duo time von HARLING's 
attitude softened, but many others, such as Dr 'JTJEHRER, remained his implacable ene-
mies until tho very end. 

NEUEACEER knows definitely that STAERKER never served in tho armed 
forces and had no military rank. He has reason to believe thrt STAERKER had 
connections of long standing with the Abwehr, which nay havo accounted fcr his not 
being called to tho colors. 

The name of Er HAESKER (cf SC HELLENEERG Report, Para XVIII/68 means 
nothing tc NEUEACHER, and he denies ever having known anyone by that name. In 
comparing the significant circumstances under which NEUEACHER dealt with Dr HAESKER, 
with those under which ho wcrkod with STAERKER, it may be possible that the two 
are identical. NEUEACHER admits knowing of STAERKER1s having used aliases, but 
c anno t r emomb e r any. 

(14) W/T Liaison 

NEUBACHER denies having ever been concerned with the installation 
of a W/T station for transmitting intelligence matters directly fror: Serbai to 
BERLIN (cf CIR No 3. ANNEX IV). Military HQ, cbvicusly usod their wireless equip-
ment for transmitting such ncg?sf;es, NEUEACHER had his own W/T sets at the German 
legations in BELGRADE, ATHENS, CETINJE, and T IHANA which were in contact with the 
Auswaertige Ant and through that office, with other central headquarters. 

NEUBACHER ruled that before transmittal, all messages pertaining 
to political matters had to be approved by hin at his office in EELGRALE (later 
V U K O V A R ) . For contact with KALTENERUNNER, NEUBACHER sometimes used tho *r/T station 
in -ANECK's BELGRADE office. Communications to KAL TENE RUNNER wore camouflaged 'to 
appear as reports by O/Fuehrer SCHAEEER reporting on conversations with NEUEACHER 
(who actually dictated theso messages to SCHAEEER and had them sent in a special 
code.) 

After moving to WIEN (November or December 1944) NEULaCHER had a 
W/T station at hi3 own headquarters in the former French Embassy. He was in di-
rect contact vrith the Auswaertige Ant and, on two or three occasions, also with 
MIHALOVICH. The only message from the Serbian leader which NEUEACHER remembers 
concerned the supply cf shoes. 

(15) NEUBACHER's Relations with HOE T TL and Others of Amt VI-E 

NEUEACHER consistently denies ever having had any close associations 
with HOETTL. As far as he can recollect, he first met him in Septenber 1944 when 
he visited BUDAPEST to get a report on the internal situation in Hungary fron him 
(HOETTL), whon he knew "to be a close collaborator of KALTENBRUNNER. HOETTL seemed 
greatly dissatisfied with S Z A L A S Y . 

Further discussions cf the Hungarian situation, which affected tho 
fate of WIEN, brought HOETTL to N E U E A C H E R 's W J E N office twice or throe tines dur-
ing the Winter of 1 9 4 4 . NEUBACHER does not remember if KALTENBRUNNER was present 
during the talks at WIEN. HOETTL did not. tako part in the conferences at GMUNBEN 
and ALT A U S S E E , and NEUBACHER seens to remember vaguely that KCETTL was reported to 
be in Switzerland at that tino. 
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In Switzerland HOETTL and GCETSCH had son© connection with an oppo-
sition group, known as HS Deutsche Dissidenten. NEUEACHER considered those two 

^ nen, the only members of the opposition group known to hin "by name* as tho nore 
inforners (Spitze). This is a typical example of NEUBACHER' S attitude toward in-
telligence personnel, whon he consistently terns his inferiors, socially as well 
as intellectually. 

Other contacts in WIEN included Dr FUEHRER, who submitted and dis-
cussed intelligence information, and fANECK, who would cone for occasional visits. 
NEUEACHER admits that seme of KAL TENE RUNNER' s men may be justified in claiming that 
they worked hand in glove (untor der selben Decke) with him, because certain of 
KAL TENE RUNNER's men wcra assigned to bo at the beck and call of tho Aussenpolitike; 
(States man), as NEU"ACKER liked to call himself. They were to support NEUEACHER 
along his lines of policy in tho Ealkans. Tho men from Ant VI, according to NEU-
_ACHER, considered the Plenipotentiary for SE Europe a sort cf oracle whose most 
casual uttcranco was scrutinized for potential intelligence value. 

The association between KAL TENE RUNNER and NEUEACHER was based on 
personal friondship, but NEUEACHER. disdained any close connection with an infor-
mant's clique (His term for the intelligence agency* even with WANECK's office in 
i/IEN, Hshop (Laden) 6" in NEUEACHER's terminology which was staffed exclusively 
by Austrians. While he considered KALTENERUNNER his friend and ally, WANECK and 
his offico wore, in his estimation, merely a tool in his Ealkan policy. 

(16) Hptm LANCE 
After the collapse of Italy, HITLER ordered that an independent 

Albania bo organized and NEUEv.CHER was charged wl t h the task. Contact had to be 
made with a mountain division, commanded by Gen FAHN (?) stationed in the ELEASSAN 
area, and with Maj von SCHEIGER, an expert on Albania, who had lived approximately 
20 years in TIRANA as an officer of the'Imperial Austrian Army. NEUEACHER decided 
to fly to TIRANA (10 or 12 Sop 45), but a special escort was necessary because 
the airfield there was controlled by Italians. Through the services of Obst von 
KOHOUTEK (sec para b(:,)), NEUEACHER established contact with Hptm LANGE, (probably 
cf Div Erandcnburg) , Abwehr II officer for Albania, who provided him with an ©es-
cort of 60 - 70 expecially pickod natives of the Caucasus. (LANGE and his special 
unit were famous for having parachuted b hind the Russian lines and carried out a 
mission in tho GROZNY oil-fields. The enterprise was a success although only five 
of the original group, inulnding LANGE, returned.) 

NEUEACHER does not remember clearly whether LANGE was present at 
prior meetings in BELGRADE at which prominent Albanian leaders pa.rticipa.ted, among 
then DSEAFER DEVA from KOSSOVSKA-MITRCVICA and VEHE I F R A S H E R I whose father, MEKDI 
BEY F B A S H E R I, later becano president of the Albanian regency council. 

A close association with LALTGE developed as soon as NEUBACHER dis-
covered the latter's ability, political acumen, and his special gift of dealing 
with mountain tribes which ho had acquired in his negotiations in the Caucasus. 
Disregarding his military superiors' displeasure, LANGE, besides attending to his 
Abwehr duties, also devoted part of his efforts to NEUBACHER's service and supplied 
him with valuable political intelligence. Ee soon became a well-known personality 
in Albania, His services to NEUBACHER were especially valuable because WANECK's 
intelligence service in Albania was very poor. 

In du© time LANGE became NEUEACHER's military intelligence executive, 
more or less unofficially. He was mostly concerned with relations with the various 
tribes and with problems resulting from guerilla warfare. One of his main missions 
was the guarding of German supply lines, fcr which he used Albanian forces because 
German troops stationed in Albania wore barely strong enough to maintain a thin 
line of defense along the coast.. 
— An attempt at LANGE's life, allegedly a hunting accident, occurred 

when he and NEUEACHER were at Lake Ochrid early in 1944. A prominent physician, 
Prof SCHOENBAUER, was brought by plane fron WIEN and saved LANGE's lifo, although 



ho failed to restore hin to full health. After he had recovered he tried to re-
nain in contact with NEUBAOEER and was still Interested in Albanian natters, al-
though he was greatly handicapped "by speech difficulties resulting fron his head 
wound. NEUEACHER last saw LANGS in UI EN during the winter 1944-1945. 

The collaboration with Abwehr II gradually disappeared under LANGEfs 
successor, EGGERS (fn and rank unknown). The results were unsatisfactory, and 
EGGERS, unlike LANGE, did not want te work for NEUEACHER. The Caucasian unit also 
deteriorated; some non had to bo transferred, while others deserted. EGGERS 
later on became involved in a court martial. 

In reply to- questions* NEUEACHER denies knowledge of Einheit LAU. 
As far as ho can remember, a unit possibly a regiment, of Liv Brandenburg was con-
nit ted (Sep 44) against TITO in the VALJEVO district. No Brandenburg unit, NEU-
BACHER clains, was ever at his disposal. 

( I ? ) T S I R C N I K C S 

Hector TSIRONIECS, formerly a wealthy banker in Czarist Russia, had 
lost his fortune during the 1018 revolution. He then went to France and Belgium 
and again acquired a considerable fortune „ He became one of NEUBACHER's most val-
uable advisors and informants on Greek questions because he lived outside the coun-
try most of the tine, and ho was not involved in petty domestic politics but was 
always well-informed on current problems and events. NEUEACHER la.st saw TSIRONIKCS 
in KITZBUEHEL. 

(18) HAHN 
Economic intelligence in tho Balkans, especially Greoce, was supplier* 

by HAHN, Lir b d Reichsbank. He was attached to tho Gorman Legation in ATHENS 
when NEUBACHER took over and made him his deputy on economic questions. 

(10) Dr VGL IM AR 

During his first visit to CETINJE in his capacity as plonipotentiary 
NEUBACHER received a certain Dr VCLLMAB (NEUBACHER thinks this to bo a cover-name) 
who represented himself as the local Abwehr agent. VCLLKAR entered NEUBACHER' s 
service end supplied good information which was .most welcome since WANECK's infor-
mation on Montenegro was rather poor. VOLLKAR was eventually killed by Partisans. 

(20) WAWRZINOWSKY IN ATHENS 

When NEUBACHER cano to ATHENS (November 1942) as special envoy ( 
(soner Beauftragter) for economic and financial questions, ho was approached by a 
certain WAWRZINOWSKY (WARZINQWSKY?) with whom he discussed tho situation in Greoce. 
Although WAWRZINOWSKY did not state the purpose of his vicit o r "business in 
Greece (cf CIR No 3, ANNEX VI) NEUBACHER" gathered that he"was connected with the 
GISo Since this was beforo the agreement with KALTENBRUNNER, contact with a GIS 
agont was nost welcono and a closer association gradually developed. 

WAWRZINOWSKY originally cano fron Central Germany, but undor the in-
fluence of his beautiful Austrian wife, had becone «Austrianized". Ho had close 
connections with the proninont Greek politician REALLYS and had a thorough under-
standing of Greek politics«. Whenever NEUBACHER cane to ATHENS, WARZINOWSKY was at 
hand with new, useful information. 

NEUBACHER never knew with which office WARZINOWSKY was associated, 
but thinks that he was in WANECK1 s service. When he last saw hin (oarly 1945) in 
WIEN, WARZINOWSKY was still active in Grook affairs. 

(21) Underground Resistance Plans 

1TEUEACEER denies consistently and with great emphasis any connections 



with Werwolf, stay-behind agents, sabotage plans, or resistance movements of any 
sort. As one of the most prominent figures in world politics, as ho likes to con-
sider himself, he was noithor personally nor by virtue cf his offire concornod with 
•such matters. During the lengthy interrogation his claims seem to be substantiated 
by the fact that he showed little understanding or appreciation for intelligence 
insofar as it did not involve his own field of political activity. . 

The only instances in which NEUBACHER had some remote connection with 
resistance movements are tho following: 

(a) When it had become evident beyond the last vestiges of doubt 
that German resistance was collapsing (April - May 1945), and KALTENBRUNNS seemed 
"ripe" for discussions of futuro developments, NEUBACHER approached him with the 
fo11owing suggo s t ien s: 

1. that any Werwolf or similar resistance plan would bo non-
sense after the unqualified collapse of the Reich, and that Werwolf was nothing but 
a bluff, especially since it was supported by GOEBBELS and LEY. 

2. If it vre re already too late to stop the organizing of the 
Werwolf, the mission of any such movement in Austria, in whose future KALTENBRUNNER 
and NEUBACHER were particularly interested at that time (see Para c (14)) should be 
directed exclusively against native Austrian attempts to establish a Soviet regime 
(Raete Regierung)* In no case should any Werwolf action be directed against any 
pf the occupying forces. Por this purpose also, all units of the Austrian Volks-
t u m were to be withdrawn to Eastern Austria and to bo disbanded with the mission 
Of counter—acting any local» native attempts at ftovietizing tho municipal or local 
administrations. NEUBACHER' s main argument in favor of this plan was based on his 
experiences in Greece where, in his opinion, a foreign-inspired revolution, based 
on native activities, was prevented only at the last moment by the skill and de-
termination of the British commanding general, AS usual, KALTSNBRUNNER agreed, and 
(as far as NEUBACHER can tell) gave the appropriate orders in his capacity as der- ; 
fenso commissioner for Austria. He was so deeply impressed with tho arguments that 
ho was resolvod to devote the time during which ho intended to remain in hiding to 
the personal execution of tho plan. 

(b) Hptm'LANGE and his successor, EGGERS (see para b (16)) wore 
charged with tho organization of a resistance movement in Albania. NEUBACHER thinks 
that tho results vre re nil. 

(c) Similar attempt« by SD agents to organize a resistance movo-
rncnt in Groecc (Summer 1944) met with failure. 

(d) Special troops, recruited from LJOTIC's Serbian Volunteers 
(see para o (6)) were organized toward the ond of 1944 and were to infiltrate TITO's 
lines. They received part of their training from Abwehr personnel, part from SD. 
Some of tho mon were comitted early in 1945, but the mission was inadequately organ-
ized. NEUBACHER did not learn of any positive results. 

(o) After the withdrawal of German troops the entire German L 
Intelligence system in the Balkans broke down, and NEUBACHER doubts that any German-
sponsored underground movement survived. 

Intelligence, in NEUBACHER's opinion, is a dirty business but a n 
• necessary evil. He does not hold the Gorman Intelligence system in very high esteem 
and was very much disappointed "hen he first came into contact with CANARIS' Abwehr. 
The reorganization of the Abwehr in 1944 nade hin hope for better results and in-
creased efficiency, but he was disappointed again T̂ hen all intelligence activities in 
Bulgaria, Albania, Mon enegro and Greece ceased as soon as these countries had been 
cirerrun by Allied forces. Some little information, mostly fron returning soldiers, 
it ill leaked through fron Rumania, WANECK supplied a few small items on Croatia to 
NEUBACHER after the latter had moved to WIEN, von HARLING, Ic with Ober Befehls 
laber Sued-Ost (until March 1945), and WANECK, save for the Croatia information, 
railed completely. 

- 14 -

(22) NEUBACHER's Opinion of C-IS . 
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The nach—praised efficiency of G-ornan Intelligence was highly over-
estimated, and the servico itself deteriorated into a denoralized5 money—wasting 
•organization, NEUBACHER, who is personally not intelligence ninded, learned to 
rely on other sources, especially his ovna staff» for information» 

c. NEHBACHER!s Political Activities 

(1) NEUBACHER1 s Political Outlook 
The world, NEUBACHER opines, stands today, at the end of tho war, at 

its most decisive and dramatic cross roads. Never in history was thero such an 
opportunity for revolutionary novenents as today. 

Ho goes on further "by explaining that only two naj or powers energed 
from World War II; tho United States and the Soviet Union. The British Connon-
wealth in its soveral parts is dependent on one of the two other powers. Even 
"before tho war, Prance could no longer "be counted among tho major ijowers. Germany 
is utterly defeated and can no longer fulfill her mission of "being the connecting 
link between all the other European border—countries - and NEUBACHER naintains that 
all other countries in pre—war Europe were border—countries. She can no longer 
serve as the bulwark against the Soviet Union whose ain and destiny ha.s always been 
the world revolution, he believes» 

There will be an era of dualisn. The USA will fulfill its world 
mission, which nay not yet bo fu'.ly understood by many Americans. It will becone 
tho leader of the awakening forces in Europe and will guide then towards a new era, 
based on American ideas and Ideals, by forning a strong cultural bridgehead in 
Europe around which the European forces nay gather to counter the Asiatic flood. 

Russia will be the opposing force. If the USSR should becone the 
overlord of Europe, the world would be led along the road to bolshevization. Any 
further signs of Anerica's indifference toward European problens would allow the 
how loaderless European countries to slide into closer association with the USSR, 
in spite of their antithetical traditions, culture, and nontality. Eventually 
this night lead to an anti—American Europe under Russian leadership, although pro-
Anerican feelings in Europe"are stronger today that they ever were in history." 

There is no other choice, according to NEUBACHER, who onphasizes 
again and again that he is one of the few men whoso knowledge of Russia, Central, 
and Eastern Europe is based on long practical experience. Any policy aining at a 
balance of power or sono othor compromise between the two remaining major world 
powers would bo doomed to failure. 

NEUBACHER freely admits his anti-bolshevik bias because he cannot 
visualize the modern civilized world working snoothly within any sort of bolshevik 
systen, not even If this systen were nodifiod to suit Western European standards. 
The Bolshevik idea, far renoto fron theoretical communism, is incompatible itfith the 
European culture, tradition, and mentality,, in N E U B A C H E R ' S opinion 

The danger of a communist revolution and the potential power of 
Russia became evident to hin during a conversation with KRAJEWSKI, president of 
"Exportliess", in Decenber 1932, when he was on one of the frequent business trips 
which took him to MOSCOW as a commercial representative of Austria. KRAJEWSKI 
tried to convince NEUBACHER that a bolshevik revolution in Germany was inevitable. 
It would bo one of tho nost important steps toward the world revolution. Moreover, 
Germany vras a potential oconomic and political complement of Russia, and German 
Russian cooperation would result in the exchange of German technical potentials 
for Russian raw- materials, and of the mass of the Russian peoples with tho German 
ability for organization. 

K R A J E W S K I ' S tolling argument was: "It nay cost us generations, but 
the day will cone when tho U S S R will be the leading power in tho w o r l d * K R A J E W S K I 
was primarily a general commanding a corps of tho Red Army, but ho was also influen-
tial in other Russian spheros. He conducted negotiations with Henry FORE and vras 
the Russian comnercial representative in South Anorica. 

i 1 
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Consistent with his philosophy, NEUBACHER admits that his main act-
• ivity, expecially in SE Europe, was from the "beginning directed against "bolshevik 

penetration. It was also his official political mission. HITLER's order of 29 
Oct 44, which was.inspired by lö&tJjÄAÖEfeKr called for political action against the 
Soviets "by mobilization of national forces. NEUBACHER was charged with this mission 
in SE Europe in his capacity as special plenipotentiary of tho Auswacrtigo Amt. He 
tried repeatedly, especially in tho South,, to gather around him all persons whoso 
previous activities scorned to vouch for their political reliability, and to exert 
his influonco on local politicians and have them follow his own political idea. 

(2) German Policy in SE Europe 
Although NEUBACHER denies having been an adherent of the NAUMANN 

school of political thought, his own ideas roughly coincide with tho Mittel-Europa 
concept of that school. Ho contends that SE Europe, as an economic unit, is in 
need of a continental market for its surplus agricultural products. Tho logical 
consumer is Central Europe (Greater Germany), which at the same time, as a pro-
ducer of manufactured products, complements the exchange by exporting finished 
goods to the countries which supply it with agricultural products. Mittel Europa, 
(evidently NEUBACHER takes if for granted that it must be led by Germany) would 
form tho nucleus of the European economic system, and SE Europe would form an econ-
omic bloc'-with Greater Germany. The" political implications aro clear-cut and ob-
vious and call, at least, for close political cooperation within the natural sphere 
of interest. 

The Italc-Gorman agreement of May 1938 which established the 
economically unnatural Italian sphere of interest along the \7 and Sb* coast of the 
Balkan peninsula was one of tho major political blunders of the Third Reich and 
formed a major stumbling-block In Germany's SB European pol icy, NEUBACHER believes. 

'.rhile tho Gorman policy for SE was generally oriented along natural 
economic lines (soe above), it followed unfortunately (in NEUE ACHER1 s opinion), no 
clear-cut aims subsequent to tho occupation of tho Balkans. one reason for this 
floundering was the agreement with Italy. Tho other, and in NEUBACHER's opinion, 
decisive factor was the indccision within the circles surrounding HITLER, \tfho fol-
lowed tho maxim of leaving all European and postwar problems alone until tho end 
of tho war. It was even taboo to mention postwar questions in HITLER'S prcscnce. 

Su«h shortsighted policy could have been understood in the case of 
RIBBENTROP who was simply uablo to settle any far-reaching political problem. It 
was moro difficult to explain HITLER's attitude. NEUBACHER thinks that HITLER 
night have lost appreciation and interest in political questions with his growing 
zoa.l for strategy and things military. HITLER's state of health under Prof MOREL's 
carc (soo ANNEX II) night also serve as an explanation. The following incident 
nay bo significant of his attitude: NEUBACHER reported to HITLER on sono current 
Balkan question and during his report compared the Balkans to a worn— out woodon 
box in need of sono nails for reinforcement. HITLER replied promptly, "The best 
nails are ny divisions". 

"Under those circumstances NEUEACHER found it very difficult to 
carry out a political plan supplanting his economic ideas.. Germany had, of course, 
to eecuro tho support of one of tho major Balkan powers, and the choice causod 
much troublo. Bulgaria was still considered the only faithful ally. Tho myth of 
the "Prussians of the East" was still popular, and an official pro-Bulgarian 
policy was sponsored by RIBBENTROP and tho completely incompetent German representa-
tive in SCPIA, SA C/Gruf 3EC2ESRLE,- a former police president and a typical, stupid 
Party product who finally c omni t tod suicide.. The pro-Bulgarian policy of the Aus-
waortigo Ant was a shining oxanplo of tho poor diplomacy of the Third Roich. 

HITLER also favored the Bulgarians, partly through EIBBENTROP's 
influenco, partly becauso of his anti-Sorbian prejudice. It is interesting to note 
NEUBACHER states, that HITLER, in spite of hia notorious aversion to everything 
Austrian, could not rid himself of tho typically Austrian anti-Serbian complex. 



The logical choicc, in NEUB^CHER's opinion, would ha.vo "boon to fol-
low a pro—Serbian policy, because (l) the Serbs were tho only Balkan nation that 
showed any talont for organizing a Xtfell—ordered state, and (2) sentiment among the 
influential woll—to-do peasants was conservative and anti— communist« Tho tradition* 
al friendship for Russia was decreasing as the aversion to Soviet ideas grow. At 
the same time pro—Russian sentiment was on tho upgrade in Bulgaria where it was 
fosterod by tho exponents of strongly pro-communist social theories, (cf c (3)). 
NEUBACHER was in sharp disagreement with the Auswaertige Ant which regarded the 
Bulgarians as nore pro-Gorman than the Serbs. Although ho criticizes RIEBENTR.P' s 
failure to plan for German postv-.r projects in tho Balkans and to conduct his polic 
accordingly, ho cannot offer a clear and detailed plan and limits his ideas to set-
tlenonts of only tonporary importance. He suggests, for instance, that at tho end 
of the war all former SE Europoan lands of the Aus tro—Hungarian nonarchy should be 
returned to Austria, and thoroforo to Germany, but when questioned, strongly re-
pudiates the plan of Germanizing the nations concerned (Croats, Slovenes, Bosnians, 
etc). Nor will he admit any plan for the federalization of these countries within 
a Greater Germany. 

Yugoslavia should not be revivod, but on the other hand, NEUBACHER 
favors tho idoa of a Greater Serbia. Even Croatia was to be included in Greater 
Serbia, unless it were tc be incorporated into Germany or to become a kingdon undo? 
an Italian prince, as provided for in tho agreement of March 1S38. HITLER J however 
was opposed to enlarging Serbian territory beyond the confines of Serbia proper 
("Rest Scrbion"). NEUBACHER also claims that he favored the old Austro-Hungarian 
policy of supporting the Mo slon elements in the Balkans. A H of his plans, how-
ever, are vague. It seems that either there aro no clear-cut solutions, or that ht 
is unwilling to admit that his general ideas, following the NAUMANN pattern, neant 
nothing but the subjugation^ political and economic cf the Balkan countries. 

His tonporary ains are far more clearly defined, and HITLER's crdert 
of 25 Oct 44 was written by NEUBACHER. Its principal ideas were: nobilization of 
all national forces against bolshovisn, abandonment of tho two-front war (against 
the Chctniks and TITO), moral pacification, and coordination of German policy 
throughout SE Europe. HITLER was not in full agreement \*ith the last point of tho 
order bccauso of RI"BENTROPTs ill-advised pro-Bulgarian and pro-Croatian bias. 
Neithor country was included in NEUBACHER's assignment despite his argument that 
TITO's action was only a forerunner of the Soviotization of all of SE Europo with, 
the ain of bringing tho Dardanelles under Russian control. 

(3) Position of tho USSR in the Balkans 
In outlining the political position of the USSR in tho Balka.ns 

NEUBACHER voiced the following opinions. 
(a) Conditions Favorable to Soviet Political Penetration 

Bulgaria 
a.. Tho traditional affection for Russia 
b. Connon religion and a. basic kinship of language 
c. A possible tendency toward collectivism as cvidonced i: 

a highly—dovelopod not of cooperatives, and a social 
structure characterized by the preva.lenco of small 
farmers. 

d. Tho inefficiency of the Gorman Mini s tor to SOFIA, 
BECKERLE, who managed to convince RIBBENTROP that NEU-
BACHER's reports, t̂ hich spoke of growing nunbors cf 
Communist sy.-pathizers were inaccurate. 

e. Tho weak, ineffectual rule of King BORIS, BORIS was 
strongly influenced by the Sect of occultist Danoyists 
led by a certain TULTSESFF and the architect SEUOFF. 
SEvrcFF had onco been "the power behind KSMAL ATATURK's 
throne" while ho was offically employed as architecture 
advisor at ANKARA. TULTSEEFF and SETOFF wore later cc: 
denned to death by tho Bulgarian People's court. 
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f. An impoverished intelligentsia. (There were three tines 
es many attorneys in SOFIA as there were in HAMBURG 

2. Montenegro 
a. The poverty existing within this hare, mountainous 

country. 
b. The majority of the young university men had studied at 

the University of Belgrade which, "before tho war» was 
known for its Co.xunist leanings. 

3. Albania 
a. The youth of the country was without any guidance in a 

country which was a state on paper only. In reality it 
was a territory populated "by an association of tribes 
ruled In a feudal, oriental fashion. 

b. The open corruption of the Italian occupational regime 
caused widespread discontent and provided fortile soil 
for social revolution. 

4. Croatia 
a T h e Ustasha regime of Ante PAVELIC. This was the great 

est blunder in the ^xis policy In SE Europe 
b.- Tho outstanding popularity of TITO (Josip BROZ) 

5. Groeco 
a. The poor economic situation in Greoce under German con-

trol 
b. The incorrect Italian policy of establishing spheres o$ 

influenco gave E L A S and EAM the opportunity to hoist t\. 
national banner. 

6. Bosnia and the Sanjak of Hovi Bazar 
Religious persecution of the Moslems by the Chetniks and 
Ustashas 

The USSR's skillful propaganda, urging resistance to the occupying 
forces, nre.s in NEUBACHER's opinion her greatest political asset. Ho mentioned no 
conditions unfavorable to Soviet political penetration in Bulgaria, Montenegro, 
Albania, -Croatia, Greece, Bosnia, and tho Sanjak of Novi Bazar. 

(b) Conditions Unfavorablo to Soviet Political Penetration 
> 

1. Rumania 
a.. 

Su. c. 

iU. 

e. 

Tho average Rumanian lives in a patriarchal socioty. 
Ho is substantially an individualist and has strong 
aversions against collectivism. Cooperatives never 
succeeded in Rumania. 
Food supplies have always been adequate. 
The ANTCNESCU regime pursued a strong anti-Comnunist 
policy. 
Corruption, which in othor countries had boon fortile 
ground for social revolt, had become such an integral 
part of tho Rumanian system that it could no longer 
serve as an effective revolutionary incentive. 
The agrarian reform after World r.rar I had done nuch tc 
pacify the small farmers and served as a bar against 
Communist propaganda, A significant example of the pc 
itioal attitude of the workers was:tho MELAÄA concerns 
election to the Workers Council, Spring 1S45. 



Pro-Soviet elements polled less than 10y> of tho vote. 
This resulted in the sudden appearance of VYSEINSKI in 
BUCHAREST. 

2. S orb i a. 
a. The Serb has a natural aversion to Communism! He ad-

heres to a patriarchal society, is orthodox, "Balkan 
conscious", nationalistic, and has a talent for state 
organization. 

b. The average farms are of medium size, and the Serbian 
farming class is relatively prosperous. 

c. The "correct" policy toward the Chetniks and other Serb-
ian national movements pursued by NEUBACHER. 

NEUBACHER mentioned no factors favorable to' Soviet political pene-
tration in Rumania and Serbia. 

(c) Centers cf Soviet Activity 
1. Tho Soviet Legation in SOFIA, long the center for the Sov— 

ietization of the Balkans 
2. TITO's mobile headquarters in Croatia 
ST S Albania and N Greece 
57" ATHENS and the Peloponnesus. A certa.ii». KAROS, an experien-

ced Soviet agent, ceused-the British considerable trouble ir 
the Peloponnesus. 

(d) Soviet Civil War Strategy 
To achieve a complete Sovietization of the Balkans it was plan-

ned that anti—Communis t Serbia be enclosed by pincers from Bulgaria and Croatia. 
To close the gap, a "Red Zipper" was planned between these two countries. Partisan 
movements were to form bridges, one in Montenegro to connect with Albania, another 
in Central Greece connecting Northern Greece "ith the Peloponnesus. It is interest-
ing to note that the "zipper" followed the line of tho Italian zone of intor«. sta. 

(o) NEUBACHER's Anti-Soviet Plan 
A medium—sized Serbia, Including Old Serbia, iiontenogro end the 

Sanjak of Novi Bazar was planned by NEUBACHER, who considered that such a state 
would form a reliable bulwark against the ascendence of Communism in the Balkans. 
Moreover, this plan could not be put into effect because of EITLER's persistent r 
anti-Sorbian bias which was founded on the tine-honored idea, of tho "Serbian wasp-
nest" of IS14, which was revived in 1941. 

NEUBACHER further planned to activate all national elements in 
Serbia, Montenegro, Groeco, Albania, and Eerzegovina, to counter-act tho Soviet 
iafiltration, and proposed for this purpose a truce tirith all these groups and move-
ments. 

Pro—German sympathies were to be furthered by a lessening of the 
hardships on the conquered nations. NEUBACEER proposed in this conncction a relief 
of the critical food situation in Greece, Albania, and Montenegro, relaxation of the 
rigid price regulations in BELGRADE (NEUBACHER had had experience in suppressing 
black markets), tho establishing of free open markets in Greece; tho suppression of 
routine shootings of hostages and other reprisals; revival of national and cultural 
life; reopening of BELGRADE University, and similar measures. 

(f) Soviet Activities and Arents 
The Soviets were masters in camouflaging their underground act-

ivities. Soviet agents operating with TITO and E L A S did their work inconspicuously 
and kept out of the limelight. Bulgarian Communists played important roles as 



agents in Greece where their cruelty, including such refinements as tho "three day 
death", were notorious. Others invaded Albania* where TITO sent more than 100 
commissars after the C-orman retreat. NEUBACHER claims that there were no Albanians 
among tho so—called Albanian Communists, but that the group was made up of Russians 
Bulgarians, and Yugoslavs exclusively* 

Cince all Soviet agents, with the exception of TITO, wore kept, 
from achieving prominence, NEUBAOEER could not rccall the names of any of them. 
There was an important chief agent in hiding somewhere near SEMLIN» but the BELGRAD 
police never discovered the man's name or hiding plr„ce, although they wore usually 
successful in preventing Soviet agents from operating in the city. 

(g) Soviet "Trial Balloon" 
In summer 1944, Prof J0NT.C, Minister of Education in NEDICfs 

cabinet, was approached by a friend who had close ties with high Soviet circles, 
with a message which obviously was intended for NEUBACHER' s ears. The unofficial 
emissary stated approximately the following; 

"The following opinions prevails among high Communist leaders: 
Germany cannot come to terms with the Western allies because ROOSEVELT and CEURCEIL 
are committed against making any agreements w:l t.h tho National Socialist government. 
The hands of tho Soviet government are not tied in that respect, A satisfactory 
conclusion of the war depends on a Russe-German reconciliation. Tho implied purpos 
of tho war is to drivo the King and the ruling class from England to Canada and, 
as soon as tho continont has been "cloaned up", England can be invaded by the Ger-
mans. Germany will be secured in tho East by an agreement with the USSR. A Gorman 
controlled England will no longer serve as tho American -bridge—head for the Eurasia 
continent. The USSR has no territorial claims but will accept no compromiso in tho 
Dardanelles. All of these aims can only be achioved through a separate Russo-Gorma 
peace.. Tho Western Allies * naturally, \tfill never agree to these objectives but wii 
do their utmost to cheat the USSR of tho fru-its of an Allied victory." 

The speed of developments in the Balkans prevented NEUBACHER 
from taking steps in connection ^ith this peace—feeler. 

(h) Outline .of__German-Soviot Relations shortly before 1941 

Although he had been active in missions involving relations 
with tho USSR, NEUBACHER never learned the full extent of tho RIB3ENTRCP—MOLOTOV 
Pact of August 1939. Eo understands that tho agreement gave the USSR a free hand 
in Finland and the Baltic states, and the right to occuny Bessarabia. He knows 
definitely that during a visit to BERLIN (1S41) MOLO TOV" claimed that tho. USSR had 
to havo freedom of action in Bulgaria and in the Dardanelles ojuestion, and that 
Rumania had to cono under tho Russian sphere of intorests. HITLER refused these 
demands outright, and it became obvious in loading German circles that war with the 
USSR was imminent. 

(4) Various Groups, Guerilla Bands and Personalities in NEUBACHER's 
Sphere of Activity - Autumn 1943 - Spring 1945 

(a) Introduction 
The division of those groups is purposely organizod along 

NEUBACHER's lino of differentiation. According to him there were only two main 
groups. One ho termed tho "National", and the other the "Rod" or TITO group. Ac-
cording to NEUBACEER it would bo pointless' to distinguish botweon anti and pro—Ger-
man parties inasmuch as, except for some few persons.- thore never were any really 
pro-German groups in tho Balkans. Moreover. botweon Autumn 1943 - Spring 1945 the 
Qerman occupation had become of secondary consideration, since its fato had already 
been soaJLod in the opinion of tho groups conccrnod. 

Croatia and Slovenia are not included In the Survey since they 
were not within NEUBACHER's sphoro of activity and he is therefore loss familiar wiJ 
events thore. Tho famous Croatian politician- Dr MACEE, had not been active. Tho 
other groups» with the oxception of the Ustashns, wero at best of puroly local im-
portance. 



(b) Serbia 
-g s c a E T 

^ , I,,. Nationalist Groups 
a. Governmental group of Col Gon Milan MEDIC, .Serbian Princ 

Minister since 1941, who governed, curiously enough, 
nainly "in statu donissionis". Despite assisting in a 
half-hearted manner ho was nevertheless never a collab-
orator. NEDIC had the following armed forccs at his dis-
posal. 
(1) "Serbian Staate Guard" (forner gendarmerie), consist 

ing of approximately 12,000 men under Gen JONIC. 
JONIC was last seen 1945 in Vorarlberg," Austria 

(2) "Serbian Border Guard", 1000 crack troops. Tho com 
manding officer was a Slovene, was formerly an Obst 
in the Imperial Austrian Army. He was last seen .in 
WIEN early in 1945. 

' (3) The BELGBADE Police, a specialized anti-Connunist 
unit led by the Mayor and Polico President, Draja 
JCVANCVIC, who was a personal foo of NEDIC. 

(4) The "Sbor" movement, led by LJOTIC (seo para c.(6)) 
supported NEDIC and had an armed force known as the 
"Serbian Volunteer Corps", This force was under ti* 
command of Gen MUSHITZKY and Lt Col TATALOVIC and 
had a maximum of 9.500 men. 

(5) The Chetniks (see para c (5)), led by Gen Draja 
MIEAILGVICE and his Chief of Staff, Gen TUFURNCVIC, 
This organization consisted of approximately 50,00c 
combat troops and approximately 10,000 unarmed re-
serves. Some of the moro prominent Vojvods (group 
leaders) were EALACIC, EESEROVIC, .LUKACEVIC, NEDIC 
PASARAC, PERCVIC (operating in Herzegovina, PILETIC 
RACIC and RAKOVI C. PAKOVI C was presumably killed i 
1945 but may still bo in hiding. Pop DJUIC operate 
soni—independently in Croatia. 

2uu C o mmuni s t Gr oup s 
The only Red Group in Serbia oporatod in the Lcskovac area 

undor tho leadership of "TEMPO" (a. cover-nane) and some Bulgarian Army officers. 
Most of tho personnel consisted of Bulgarian Army deserters. This caused the 
strength of tho group to vary and its exact strength was unknown. 

Co) Mont one gro 
JL. Nationalist Groups 

a. The supporters of the "Narodna Uprava" which wa.s a form 
of committee governing the country. Tho conittoe was 
led by its president, Ljubomir VUKSANOVIC, and was of-
ficially recognized by tho Germans. Ho actod in close 
cooperation with NEDIC in Serbia. Tho "Narodna Uprava" 
had sevoral thousand troops known as tho "Montenegrin 
Voluntoers" at its disposal. 
A guerilla * band of 3,000-10,000 men led, by Pavle 
DJURISICf who ere originally Chotniks, La tor they be-
cano completely independent and fought nainly against 
tho "Reds". 

II. Many small Chotnik guerilla bands, the nanoa and approx-
imate strength of which have been forgotten. 



2. Cor.inu.rii s t Group 
A group lod by Boco DAPCEVIC, a 28 yoar old student. 

•Lieciple of T I T O and a devout Comrmnist. 
(d) Albania 

1. Nationalist Groups 
a. The ''Government" Group which had been recognized by the 

Gornaus" bince 1943«, This group was ant i—Italian» NEU-
EACHER stresses that 51 ruled the country on the basis 
of free elections. 39 PUBAOHER personally flow Melidi Boy 
FRASHIERX: head of the Regency Council* from Italy where 
ho had boon interned Gtnex importejit personalities in 
that group icnlnded Dshaler DEV.» (soc para C o (9))? Min-
ister of tho Interior and; since 1944 President' of the 
Kossovean Liga"; Ibrahim Boy BICACEU* prime Minister; 
TSALARI, President of tho Parliament; and KRASNIGI, Vice 
President of the Parliament. 

_b* A scries of tribes, of which the following wore of great-
est impo rtane e: 

(1) ,The "Miridits"; a Catholic tribe, led by Capitan 
(Doke) Gion Marka GICNo The Miridits wore of para-
noun t influence in Northern Albania. 

(2) The "Dibranor", the leader of which was Figri DINA; 
the loading trube of "Western Albania*. 

(5) Tho "Bic.acku" who capturod the-British Gen DAYIES. 
He was lator transferred tc German custody and held 
in the Reich. NEUBACHER does not rocall tho name.pl 
Bica.cku loader;- " ' . 

(4) A tribe lod by "The Formidable"; who was tho ohiof 
guerilla loader of Southern Albania. 

(5) The Bali CCMBETAR group, the main aim of which was 
to oppose the Italians. 

2. Communist Groups 
a. A tribe led by Mahmed SHEHU, who had affiliations itfith 

TITO 
b. A tribe led by. I ys 1 i..DEVA, a Comrpunist guerilla leader. 

3. Neutral Groups 
A neutral group of about 3000 combat men, led by Abas KUPI* 
maintained good relations with both the Nationalists and tho 
Communists. Its main purpose was to effect tho restoration 
of King ZOG. The group operated between Scutari and Tirana. 
A British mission v/as attached to it. 

(o) Greece 
Nationalist Groups 
a.f> Collaborationist group led by the following men: 

(1) Gen TSCLAKOGLU, Prime Minister, 1941-Docombcr-1942. 
(2) Prof ZO GC THE TO PTJLu S, Prime Minis tor, Dccomber 1942-

March 1943o 
(3) RHALLYS, Frimo Ministor from March 1943 on. 
(4) T S I R 0 N I K 0 S , independent Minister of Economic Welfare, 

deputy Prime Minister from December 1942 on. 
(5) TAVULARISj Italian—sponsored Minister of tho Interior 

1941—May 1945 
C£l PASADAEIS; Governor of Crete, who has boon described 

as a "madman". 
- 2 2 -
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-g E C II B ü) 
The armed forces at the disposal of this group included th 
gendarmerie and the police of ATHENS whose 18,000 troops 
were strongly saturated with Communists, In addition,- the 
"Evzonean" regiments which consisted of approximately 
4,000 men, led "by the veteran revolutionist Col TERTILLYS, 
had "been operating since 1944.• 

b. .«Frionds of tho Hitler Movement" were an unimportant group 
of political gamblers. 

c. The "EEE", led "by GULAS» was a Nazi type movement which at 
one time was persecuted "by METAXAS« 

d. The "EPES" was the paramount national liberation movement. 
NEUBACHER describes it as being democratic, anti-German, 
and anti-Italian*. The movement was closely associated wit] 
BHAIiLYSo Its loading figure uas VULPIOTIS although he ivas 
not the titular head* At first, Col Napolean SERVAS was 
the military loader, but he later operated independently.. 

e. National liberation guerilla bands which operated independ-
ently 
(1) Col Napoleon S E R V A S originally had 2,000 and later 

15,000 men in Northern Greece. He was strongly sup-
ported by the British vrtio maintained a military mis-
sion at his Hq. He concentrated his efforts primar-
ily against the E L A S and had a truce with the Germans. 
At one time, the British managed to bring S E R V A S and 
P S A R C S to terms with the E L A S , S E R V A S was experience«: 
enough in E L A S tactics not to take the truce too ser-
iously. PSAROS accepted the truce in good faith and 
became careless. As a result, his positions and ranks 
were infiltrated by the E L A S and ho and his men were 
eventually slaughtered. 

(2) Col PSAROS'(mentioned above) had 5,000-10,000 of his 
men wioed out by the ELAS. 

(5) Of Col POULCS' forces approximately 1,000 men went 
over to the Communists. 

(4) Col SPIRILCS led an independent group of approximately 
1.000 men. 

(5) "Leonidas" was a free corps operating in the Polop-
onesus. It xiras a sort of National Guard, the prim-
ary interest of \vhich was not politics but defense 
against the pillaging and looting of ELriS guerillas. 

(6) The "Bulgarian Corps" was by no means national al-
though it was anti—Red. It consisted of approximat-
ely 2,000—3,000 Bulgars who were organized and armed 
by the German von KEILE(rank unknown) The Corps was 
of local significance on the Bulgarian border. 

2. Communist Groups 
a. EAM, a political party which was, aecoridng to NEUBACHER, 

manipulated behind the scenes by the Communists. It orig-
inated as a liberation movement but later became an openly 
Communist group. 

b. ELAS was a combination of fighting partisan groups lod by 
the Greek Communist Party. As is usual in Soviet-sponsor-
ed organizationsr none of the leaders became very promin-
ent. NEUBACHER remembers two minor leaders: KAR0S(?) who 
proclaimed a Soviet Republic in the Feloponosus in Spring 
of 1945 and L I C S ( ? ) » a former member of the Greek Parlia-
ment who may have been acting as tho leader of a guerilla 
band In the ulympus area under an alias. All the ELAs 
groups had Russian liaison officers who never acted openly,-
There were also Bulgarian commissars and Bulgarian Com-
munist agents who infiltrated the ranks 



c. There weire many snail parties» partisan groups « and 
cliques in Greece with all sorts of different leanings. 
These groups fluctuated fron one side to the other. 
British Intelligence was -very efficient and had a largo 
well—organized net of agents. 

(5) Draja MIHAILOVICH 
(a) Political idea.s. 

Although MIHAILOVICH had teen fighting the Germans since 1941, 
he was alnost certainly prepared for some degree of cooporation with then "by 1943, 
after NEUBACHER1 s arrival in the Balkans. At that tine MIHAILOVICH came to the 
conclusion that the Germans could no longer "be considered the number one enemy sine t 
the would eventually be forced to leave the country anyway. On the other hand, it 
appeared to hin that the MOSCOW—sponsored TITO(Josip BROZ) movement would never 
loosen its hold once it attained a firm grip on tho country. The ains of this nov^ 
ment were clearly incompatible with the idea of tho fedral, democratic nonarchy 
MIHAILOVICH had long evisioned. 

NEUBACHER*s policy ran along sinilar lines; 
1. To end the German two—front fight in Jugoslavia., i.e. 

against the Chetniks and TITO's Partisans. 
2. To base the German policy in the Balkans on Serbian nation-

alistic, anti-rConnunist groups such as those lod by LJOTIC, 
NELIC, and MIHAILOVICH. 
To encourage these groups to conbg.t the Soviet infiltration) 
convincing then that it constituted a far graver: threat to 
the social and national structures of the countries conc-
cornod than did Gernany. After final Nazi victory (which 
seoned certain to NEUBACHER at that tine)Gernany would with-
draw fron the Balkans, and although she would naturally tak$ 
neasures to safeguard her own econonic interests, she would 
grant the Balkan nations a far greater degree of independ-
ence than wonld a Soviet—sponsored regino. 
To agree with these elonents on a nodus vivendi for tho 
duration of the r. 

5. To cease all cruelties and reprisals, such as shooting of 
ho s tage s. 

(b) Cooperation iirith the Gernans 
Onoe this basis for understanding had been found, the first con-

tact hetween NEUBACHER and MIHAILOVICH was established through the forner minister, 
ACIMCVIC, who served as MIHAILOVICH's liaison officer. A porsonal meeting was 
scheduled for late Autumn 1943 and NEUBACHER received authorization from his govern-
ment to grant MIHAILOVICH a safe-conduct for that purpose. This nee ting never took 
place, largely because the British still had a mission and agents in the Chotnik 
camp. Thoy h&d not been withdrawn even though Britain was by then supplyihg TITO 
with storos of supplies. 

NEUBACHER started to pave the way for Gernan-Chotnik collabora-
tion by encouraging local Wehrnacht commanders to reaoh agreenents with locaJL 
Chetnik loadors. Tho Reich enpowered hin to act as the highest authority in set-
tling all guerilla problems and negotiating with guerilla bands in tho Balkans 
(excepting those in Runania, Bulgaria and Croatia). 

Several agreenents directed against TITO were roachod with the 
Vovjevods (Chotnik Leaders); with KALABIC, in Central Sorbia and BELGRADE, and with 
LUKAGEVIC in the Sanjak of Novi Basar and E Montenegro. The agreenents pledged 
mutual toloration, Chetnik recognition of NEDIC's local authorities} tho grant of 
safo-conducts for German supplies by the Chetniks, and joint action against TITO. 
In sono instances agreenont was made for Germany to supply ammunition and nodical 
equipnont, and to treat wounded Chetniks in Gernan hospitals. 
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Despite the agreements, NEUBACHER claims that there was still 
no real German-Che tnik collaboration. Clashes with the Mehrmacht and with MEDIC'S 
forces still occurred. Perhaps the best results were attained at the end of 1943 
and the beginning of 1944 following the agreement with LUKAC ÜVIC• Mvon this agree» 
ment degenerated after LUKAC T . V I C left for CAIRO on a mission seeking to counteract 
pro-TITO policy. IMJUBACHXR hoard that the British had held him under arrest for a 
short time, although LUKAC UVI C appeared later at King PulTSR's wedding in LONDON. 
IThen he returned to his guerilla bands to organize an independent uprising against 
the Germans in Herzegovina (September 1944) he was presupposing an zurminent Britis' 
landing on the neighboring shores of Dalmatia. The uprising met with the disap-
proval of 1£EHAILOVlCH and with counter action by TITO. 

The so-called 11 Sturmkorps" (assualt troops) of RAKOVIC, NEDIC, 
and RACIC, and, to a lesser degree, the forces of KAL3BIC and KESSEROVIC, were 
held well in hand by I H H A I I . O V X C H . Some independent guerilla loaders like the 
Orthodox priest, DJUIC, and "the notorious Pavlo DJURISIC in Montenegro, collabor*-' 
ated with the Germans. DJURIoIC had been a German captive but was released by 
NEUBACHBR in the Autumn of 1943. LI H AILOVlCH sometimes warned NEU BACK.JR about som 
of tho less "reliable" guerilla leaders, including PIL3TIC, who uas operating in 
thö NS corner of Serbia. PIL'ETIC finally went over to the Russians with out a sing-
le follower. 

( c) Contacts with Forei/yie rs 

Tho British mission, a.nd possibly the British agents, left 
MIHAILOVICH'early in 1944. NJ]UBACHMR does not remember their names although von 
HARLING (Ic, O/Bof Sued Ost) had at one time submitted a cora.p3.otc roster of names 
of the British mission to him. 

Early in 1944 (perhaps before tho departure of tho British 
mission) a US mission led by Col IIACD01'ELL arrived at MIHAILOVICH's Ho. (see c. (11 

Since tho spring of 1944 a certain Maj MEIL(?), Rittorkreuz*-
traoger, had served as the Gorman liaison officer with MIHAILOVICH's Hq. His 
function was to foster closer collaboration based on the previously-mentioned loc: 
agreements. N^UBACI-CR was in constant communication with i IIIAILOVICII through the 
latter's leaison officor, ACIMOVIC, and occasionally through Rudi STAERICiJR. (See 
b. (13)). 

(NHUBAC1I3R mentions incidentally that onco whan tho Germans 
overran TITO's Ho{ ho ha.d an opportunity to road some porsona.1 notos written by 
Randolph CHURCHILL in 1944. N iJUBACILLR was struck by CHURCHILL»s comments on tho 

. "vulgar" treatment ho recei vod from TITO. It appeared also that TITO arrested 
any Briton of influenco in tho Croatian zone ;vho did not report to him as willing 
to be of service. 

(d) Clima-x of Cooperation and tho Collapse 
The entrance of S o vio t troops into S3 Europe definitely throfr 

the forces aligned with MIHAILOVICH into the Gorman camp. July 1944 MIHAILOVICH, 
LJOTIC, and N7DIC jointly ask od for Gorman aid in tho form of ammunition, weapons 
and medical equipment. The aid was novor forthcoming in sufficient volume since 
the Go m a n s themselves were short of tho supplies requested. 

The Germans concentrated mostly on tho defense of tho East 
(Serbia). JI H AILOVlCH, on tho oth^r hand,, t rio d to prevent TITO's advance in th 
Most from Croatia and in Montenegro. MIHAILOVICH was defeat od in s ove r a 1 b at t lc s 
in the Valjovo-Usico area in Soptambor-Octobor 1944 by TITO's partisans who wore 
numerica.lly superior in both mon and material. Tho Partisan force of appr 40,000 
men finally pushod MIHAILOVICH westward over tho Drina. MIHAILOVICH' s difficult! 
and fa.to were shared by MACDOMSLL's mission. Novombor-Docombor 1944 " IHAIJ.OVICH 
concontratod his Chotniks on Croatian and Bosnian soil. This resulted in conflic 
with tho Gorman—sponsored Ustasha regime. 



KLUBACHER remained in touch vat th MIHAILOVICH through ACIMOVID 
and with w/T ccmmunication from, his head office in M , (See ',-,(14)). He was 
later able to maintain liaison through LJOTIC <, AS a result NEUBACHER was able to 
receive news indicating that at the beginning of 1945 MJHAILOVJGH was still in con* 
tact with certain other Serbian collaborationist formations which had escaped into 
the Gorizia-Fiume area* These vere namely5. LJOTIC with appr 7,000 men of the 
former NLDIC faction. DJUIC with appr 7, COO Dalmatian Ghetniks, and Vojvoda 
JEFDJILVIC with appr 2500 Bosnian Chetniks. 

NEUBACHER last heard of MIHAILOVICH in April 1945 v?hile visit-
ing LJOTIC in Istria. A wireless message had arrived from MIHAILOVICH stating tha* 
he had not joined the Germai s (LOEHR) in their retreat, that his position was difr 
ficultr and that his forces now numbered only 10,000-20,000 men, and were under-
going extreme hardship„ NAÜ3ACHIR believes JVJIHAILOVICH later made every effort to 
reach the Western Allied lines. 

(e) Conclusion 

NLUBACHER says that Draja MIHAILOVICH never ceased to regard 
and treat the Germans as f OB S , Even during the period when he V/as forced to co-
operate with them in the above-mentioned limited manner; his broadcasts and his 
agents continued to urge resistance against Germans as an enemy occupying power« 
Later the importance of his propaganda efforts lessened, being overshadowed by 
TITO's brilliant professional propaganda campaign. TITO did everything to dis®red^ 
MIHAILOVICH in the e;>s of his ccountrymen-and the Allies „ Many of the so-called 
"facts" of MIHAILOViĆH ' s conspiracy with the Germans we re outright inventions of 
TITO's propaganda which since the end of 1941 had been echoed by the British* NEU-
BACHER stresses that MIHAILOVICH was always highly esteemed by everyone who knew 
the truth of his dealings, including his foes. In fact, the Germans respected him 
for his fair play, character, and the heroic stubborness with vh ich he fought untjg 
the very end for the cause of his king and an independent Jugoslavia • 

Since MIHAILOVICH was primarily a soldier and not a very able 
politician,he was unable to find a solution when confronted by a political triangli 
comprising Germaiyi TITO, and the British. i 

Among the higher German officials, NEU3ACHER alone sponsored 
MIHAILOVICH as a foundation for his pro-Serbian Balkan policy. Other German autho^ 
ities, particularly in the Wehrmacht, did not trust UIHAIL0VI0H at all. Von HAL-
ING, for instance, warned constantly of eventual treachery by the Chetniks. NEU-
BACH2R stresses that MIHAILOVICH: although a fanatical anti-Communist, clearly 
differentiated between the Red Army as an Allied Army, and TITO's native forces. 
According to MIH^ILOVECH's orders, the aati-Comiaunist struggle was to be concen-
trated against TITO's local Jugoslav .revolution, and any clash with the Red Army 
was to be avoided, 

(6) LJOTIC (fnu) 

LJOTIC was the founder and leader of the "SB0R". This was a Serb-
ian, nationalistic, anti-democratic, anti-Semitic, anti-Freemason, so-called re-
vival movement based on the religious and social idea of a return to the simple 
form of life within a peasant»patriar chial social structure. LJOTIC was a fanatic-
ally religious, puritanical type of people's prophet. He was often called tThe 
Saint". 

LJOTIC supported the German-sponsored N^DIC movement since its in-
ception in 1941. He was the loader of the "Serbian Volunteer Corps", an elite 
corps among the various nationalistic Serbian guerilla bands. N^UB^CHER stresses 
th© high morale of LJOTICT s". bande* T which" cona is tod mostly of fanatical un-bi-Ccociun 
istic Serbian students and intellectuals. NLUBACHER claims that LJOTIC's volunt-
eers not only had a Serbian, bu"*t also a "European" aspect. Despite LJOTIC's at-
tempts to expand the Corps to. 000 men it never exceeded a strength of approxi-
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mately 9»5°0» Since 1941 they were in permanent conflict with opposition guerilla 
bands, particularly the Coijriunists« 45?S them became casualties« 

They also fought MIHAILOVICH1 s Chetniks although the basis for a 
certain amount of cooperation with MIHAELOVICH had been instituted in July 1944* 
(See para c.(5))* That cooperation resulted, for instance, in LJOTIC and scoe of 
MIHAILOVICH 1 s groups joining in a common fight against TITO in Istria» 

When the Germans were for cud to evacuate BELGRADE» NEUBACHER manageč 
to move the LJOTIC Volunteers into Istria via Slovenia and Graz in order to secure 
the Gorizia-Fiume area against TITO's activities» NEUBAGHLR1 s contact with LJOTIC 
was permanent and mostly personal. He saw LJOTIC for the last time while paying 
him a visit in Istria in April 1945« His visit was made for the purpose of advis4.a 
LJOTIC to surrender himself and his men to the Western Allies in the event of furtl 
German retreats* According to rumors which reached NEUBACHER» the Volunteers did 
actually surrender to the British and vrere interned. LJOTIC, himself, was killed 
in an accident shortly after NLUBACHER's last visit. 

LJOTIC had two professioiial military advisers, both of whom were 
former regular officers of the Imperial Austrian Army. They were Gen MUSHITZKY 
who was CO of the Serbian Volunteer Corps and Lt Col TATALOVIC, who was the Chief 
of Staff of the Corps. 

(7) NLDIC's Memoranda and Concentration Camps 
NLDIC left BELGRADE in October 1944 ^nd, after a short stay in WIEN 

came to the Grand Hotel in KITZSUEHEL, where NEUBACHER gradually assembled all "hi 
SE Europeans and where they formed a typical emigrees1 club (Emigranten Cafe), com 
plete with unproductive discussions, cliques, and quarrels. NLDIC plunged into 
the atmosphere and showed no more signs of real political activity. He soon- becam 
»Papa« NED IC . 

NEUBACHER states that NEDIC zicvor had a political line of his own 
but had been largely guided by LJOTIC's, and later by MIHAILOVICH1 s policies, but 
through lengthy interrogation 10 had arrived &t the coniusion that NEUBACHER was 
material in shaping most of NLDIC's policy. Generally, NEDIC 1 seems to have be.en c 
faint-hearted politician who maintained faithfully only the two principles of saf 
guarding the monarchy and of defending Yugoslavia against collectivist tendencies. 

Early in 1945 NEDIC sent NEUBACHÜ3R a memorandum, a confused and 
contradictory document which had been composed b-y the old men of his cabinet. The 
note expressed refusal on part of the government to collaborate further in view oi 
the tragic situation of the Serbian people, It particularly disapproved of the 
activities of the Istrian group (LJOTIC, DJUIC) because of the resulting reprisals 
against the population by TITO, and it pointed out the international obligations t 
Yugoslavia, a point which roused NEUBACHER1 s ind.ignation. It was obvious that th< 
document 7;as written in view of the imminent def eat of the German rule in the Ball 
ans. 

NEUBACHER points out that he did not forward the document to his 
superior authorities, as he should have done, because he ht^self realized the hop 
lessness of the German position and therefore considered it iiafair and impolitic 
expose NEDIC unnecessarily under these circumstances. On the „other hand, NEUBACH 
lost all respect for NEDIC as a politician aftei~ he had read tho% memorandum. 

Another note from NED IG., which, NJEUBACHER remembers complained of 
alleged mistreatment of NLDIC 's State Police mean and other Jugoslavs h a d 
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transferred to WIEN after the Gorman retreat from t lie Balkans, 
investigated raid found without basis. 

^ The 3LLGR/iLL police maintained an intera.itnt camp at SEiViLIN which 
Psamo to iNELUB.tCHhR's attention when he received the o^dor to abandon the comp be-
cause it was on Croatian, not Serbian territory. NLUBACHER does not know of any 
other concentration ca~-ps used by the i\LLIC regime * 

(5) The Ustashas 

(a) General Rem.rks 

The Ustashas formed a kind of militia-typo a ray of the .Axis-
sponsored Croatian government led by "poglovaik" (leader) Ante p--VELIO.. P . K V L L I C 
oaoc to Croatia from Ita3.y and soon became the realy dictator of Croatia« Ho was 
a great favorite of ,,-CASCrIL, the German Minister in AiGRLB. 

For 12 to 15 y^ars, the Ustascha. men had been trained by tho 
Italians to carry out terroristic assaults» Training camps were located in Italy 
(Ivi.A\ITrJA(?) ) and in Hungary o They boasted of having murdered King ALLX-*NLLR of 
Jugoslavia. NEUBACHER says they would head an./ war criminal list. Their cruelty 
was notorious and they committed thousands of murders. The concentration camp at 
JuSLNOVAC was tho see no of .unny of their crimes. 

NLU3.*CHLR was ewpnatically opposed to the .Axis' pro-Ustasha 
policy, strongly supported ty Italy into whose sphere of interest Croatia came in 
3-933» (Mare Nostrum policy), according to x\JLU3<aCHER, that pro-Ustasha policy re-
sulted in the increase of tho pro-Russian and therefore pro-Communist tendencies or 
the Serbs and even of some Croats. ilLUBAC^IERT s pronounced anti-Us t as ha attitude 
made him their avowed enemy and they planned to assassinate him, he says. 

Because the Ustashas wore pro-Italian and nominally ardent 
C Catholics, they enjoyed tho valuable secret support of tho Jesuit and Franciscan 
religious orders. It may bo that as a result of that support the Ustashas set about 
converting tho Orthodox Cf.tho3.ios to Roman Catholicism by force«, Entire villages 
turned Catholic in order to sav o themselves from the Ustasha terror. 

m 

in 
iaiAj 

The bitterest enemies of the Ustashas were iiuIĤ JELOVIGH and his 
Chetniks o LJO'TIC's and FLIC'S aspirations and ideologies were of course less in-
compatible with those of the Ustashas. Relations between TITO and the Ustashas were 
very poor at first but became betterv. especially after the situation of Italy and 
Germany became worse,. It became quite obvious to • Ustusha members that the p.- pula-
tion, which hated them, would show them no mercy once they were left without a pro-
tector. iSr_-U3.̂ CHLR sneers that tho coupon totalitarian ideology of the two groups 
and the similar manner in which they ruled by terror made it comparatively easy for 
the Ustasha rank and file to join TITO's group. Tile practice of going over to TITO 
increased in 1945* 3y that time Italy, the Ustashas1 sponsor, had been knocked out 
of the war, and it became clear that Germany was soon to follow. 

According to reports which reached i^UJBAC HBR, Ustasha officers 
approached TITO's Hq. in 3IX.GR.Jle at the beginning of 1945 to initiate negotiations. 
Ante PAVSLlC had tried to come to t em., s with the Western Allies since 1942 through 
the medium of ME3TR0VIC, the famous sculptor who was then in Switzerland« iLLUj,.uOxiLR 
hoard that i\A/LLIC had even submitted a draft of a new, ...ore democratic constitution 
with which he hoped to please the Western Allies. In order to accomplish hi3 aim, 
F-*Vi-LIC also sent a special envoy to fLigland. 

(b) Mass Eggcutions 

LJOTICfs "Serbian Volunteer Corps" was on the move from Serbia 
towards Is tria (sec para c„(o)) December 1944 or January 194.5« While ea route, 30 of 
its officers were captured by the Ustashas. In spite of the Wehrmacht officers 
identity cards which the officers carried, Lt Col LU3URIC of tho Ustashas issued the 
order that they be executed on the spots As soon as the news of the executions 
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reached NEUB-ACHLR he exerted strong pressure upon R I B B L N T R Ü P for a stern noto to 
be sent to Ante PAV.ELIC* (Croatia was officially considered to be a sovereign state 

^^Furthermore the Germans demonstratively recalled their Minister a^BCHE, from ZAGREB 

Same weeks later Lt Col LUBURIC ordered his m e n to evir.t 
approximately 120 wounded Chetniks from a German hospital train«. They were execu-
ted Ion the spot. According to NLU3ACHLR' s estimates, Lt Col LUBURIC killed sev-
eral hundreds of thousands of the Ustasha's opponents. Records concerning these 
mass murders should be available in the files of Obst Lt E**RLING ( S L C para b, (8)) 
Ic O/Bef Suedost. 

(9 ) Daha.fer D1.VA 

Dshafer DLVA was introduced to N-JJB^CHILR by Obst von xCOHOUTLK (see 
para G« (9)) in BLLGR-aDL, September 1943® DLV.if appr 40 years old, was an Albanian 
of Moslem faith* He came from the Kessovo district in Serbia and had studied in 
Albania« He was a convinced Albanian nationalist with strong an t i —C OU.AUI ist feel-
ings, Ho wore eyu-glassos f and at first his general appearance suggested that of 
an average high school teacher. 

After the defeat of Italy, LLVA organised the Albanian National 
Committee which proclaimed Albanian independence 14 Sop 43« The Committee formed 
a provisional government and DJEVA sought to gain official German recognition througi 
NLUBACHHRc NLUBACH,JR stresses that thoy permitted f r e e elections for representative 
to tfe iu tional parliment.Th® parliament appointed the regency auacil and formed 
a permanent government • DLVA s or ved as Minister cf the Interior under Prime Minis-
ter Redshep -uITROVITZ^ in both the provisional and permanent governments u He re-
garded as his main task the wreaking of (revenge for bloodshed) against the 
Communis ts• 

He represented the Kossovans (Albanians who stemmed frcm the 
Kossovo district in Serbia) in the new Albanian gover ma ent r According ta NLU34.CHLR 
the population of this district furnished the Tüost politically active element in 
Albania., These men wore strongly nationalistic and opposed any outside interference 
They wore therefore at that time anti-Italian. They were rather wealthy and as a 
result were decidedly anti-Communist. Next to the president of the Regency Council f 
Mehdi Bey FRASHJ3I, DLVA, and not prime Minister MITR0VIT2A (also a Kossovan) was 
the most prominent man in Albania, 

When Pigri DINO forsned a new Albanian cabinet May~June 1944» DLVA 
resigned because ef ill health. He travelled to v/IEN for medical consultation and 
cure. During Summer 1944 DLVA became President of the "Kossovan Liga", an Albanian 
nationalist organization opposing Serbia and Montenegro. He regarded as his mission 
the organization of center of "Greater Albanian" nationalism in the Albanian 
Kossovan district in Serbia* In order to accomplish this task he had to dispose of 
the outmoded leadership of the DR-^U and BLY groups c the pro-Italian sentiments of 
which were uncommon in the Kossovan district. These leaders represented the old • 
and backward Levantine mentality which tolerated the rule of tribal chiefs. 

DLVA resolved t O stay in the district after the anticipated German 
retreat in order to fight TITO* He was forced to drop that idea because the German 
authorities were unable to supply him'with the needed equipment and supplies in ti&e. 
As a result DLVA came to ZAGREB November 1 9 4 4 CM d flow to WJL 'N in IHXVBACH L R' s com-
pany. He participated in the formation of an 4lbanian National Committee in VIEN 
for KITZBULHLL together with members of NLU3ACHER 1 s main office t He attempted to 
reach Switzerland M a y 1 9 4 5 and NEUBACHER understands he succeeded in doing so, priof 
to his entry into Switzerland-NEU3ACHLR and DLVA discussed plans under which the 
latter was to return to Albania by way of Southern Italy or Greece. On that occas-
ion NEUBACHER said to LEVA, half in jest "Report to Gon 3C0BIE with my best regards, 
and tamper with the Albanian case by way of Northern Greece 

*(Tho shooting of guerillas is not considered "mass murdor", even when done by 
rival guerillas.) . 
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(10) Relations with the International Red Cross in Greece 

v'jiiile special envoy in A T H L A S S . NEUBAGrL-Pž hat to wiric in close con-
nection with the Grmele relief ..ission cf the International Red Cross. XEU3.k0HER 
states that the collaboration was smooth and efficient as it v/as based on trust and 
mutual good -'ill. 

Chief of tno miss i en (since September 1942) v/as the Swedish Minister 
at SOFIA. ALARL, who later became Swedish minister at CHUtfGKlATG» His first assis-
tant was Er SANLSTROEiu» a Swede who had been a member of the international council 
at CAIRO. Oth^r assistants included a Swedish consul general (name unknown), a 
cousin of president RoCS.-VLLT» and the S v is s von u-LUZ. NE'JBACH.Jl cannot recall 
all the names and functions of the members of the mission. 

NJSUBAGHLR's contacts with ALARI) and Dr S^i^LSTROEM developed into 
a close friendship with these men and their families. Tais proved of value in 
carrying out the mission's work despite some handicaps caused by the infiltration 
of foreign agents. 

It was to expected that the British Secret Service would take 
some advantage of the relief mission in Greece, but activities of British agents 
be conic so conspicuous ana reckless that the future of the entire work was jeopard-
ized. Encouraged by the apparent immunity of the British agents, Soviet-sponsored 
LLA3 agents began to follow their example, and several embarrassing incidents en-
sued, of which lCiUB̂ iCrlljR remembers the following* 

It was discovered by accident in December (?) 1942, that an IRC 
ambulance, unloaded in PEb*JJS harbor from the Swedish ship 3^'JJLRL**ND or M0iJGA3**RA, 
carried ammunition and explosxves, instead of tho declared relief supplies. Anotiitr 
IRC ambulance which was involved in a road accident in tae Isthmus of CüRJLJTxI also 
was found to carry explosives. One member of the mission, a Swedish ar che o log ist, 
drove the ambulances directly to the secret _I«AS headquarters. Another member of 
the mission, a Swiss, die not even bother to conceal the fact that he was primarily 
interested in working for the British Intelligence. .^mbulance drivers were partic-
ularly keen on helping the LL.*3 and black market operators. 

i>JEU3ACA£R is convinced TH-t neither A L A R D nor Dr S.uJeSTROEXV, with 
whom ne discussed those incidents , were involved. The alternatives in dealing with 
the problem wore either to intervene ruthlessly at the expense of the success of 
tile relief action, a solution which was favored by OK./, or to carry out routine 
counter-measures and take account of the security risks involved. MLUB^CHER advo-
cated the second method and succeeded in convincing tho German government. He ar-
gued that the British Intelligence Service was so "ell organized that it could Very 
well-carry on even if it coula no longer avail itself of the relief mission, while 
on the other hand, Germany was much more interested in tno success _,f the relief 
action than the Allies, 

(11) MACDCWELL 

( a ) Preamble 

In the beginning of 1944 Draja MIHAILOVICH's liaison officer 
brought WEUBAGxLR the first news of a US mission in x,.I.UIL0/ICii' s camp. The mis-
sion presumably consisted of approximately four or five members of the US forces, 
including ,r./T operators. It was leu by Col M-.CD0':>L1L, Professor of Balkan Science 
at BOSTON Univers ity(?). 

According to ximJB.CH-R, his past, political outlook, and mis-
sion at that time v^re quite welL known to Col m,,CDG:.LLL. His opinions of NEU-
3ACHLR were always definite, ivA*CL0.<,J_L apparently rospectod JLU3&CHLR. He even 
said once that the men who shaped w. rid policy would like to See UEU3ACHLR back 
a different i^orse and jump on another band wagon. 



The positive knowledge which MACDOWLLL had of NEUBACHER and 
the fact that the American colonel appeared to have a good knowledge of E Asia 
finally led NEUBACHER to the conclusion that iviACDOWELL must be identical with "the 
one-time US military attache in BUCHAREST, Col RATAY- NEUBACHER had been on fairly 
intimate terms with RATAY, 194n~1941» NEUBACHER mentioned, incidentally, that be-
fore the US entry into the war Col RAT AY had invited him to visit the TJ3 after the 
war. The visit was to have provided them the opportunity to discuss problems of 
mutual interest in a leisurely fashion* (After the interrogation NEUBACHER receive 
information from a visiting interrogator that RATAY and IviACDOWELL were not identica 

(b) Contacts 

Near the middle of 1944 Rudi STALRKER (see para b.(i3)) re-
ported to IvILUBACHER the details of a talk he had had with IviACDOWELL at IviIHuJLOVICH' ; 
Hq. MACLOWLLL pointed out, among otiî r things, that Germany was doomed to lose the 
war and that President ROOS-VLLT was absolutely opposed to any deal with the then 
existing government of Germany, IviACDOWELL seemed rather eager to have a talk with 
NLU3ACHLR and declared himself ready to meet him at any place the latter might 
suggest. 

NLUBACHER became involved in a long struggle to get permission 
for the proposed meeting. He applied personally and by wire to HITLER's head-
quarters. At first RIB3ENTR0P was opposed but he later changed his mind. He even_ 
used his influence with HITLER in support of NEUBACHER's last compromise suggest-
ions. According to this suggestion, NEUBACHER proposed to conduct discussions withi 
MACDOWLLL through an intermediary. He finally sent Rudi STAER&ER as his personal 
representative to meet lwAGLOWLLL at MIHAILOVICH's Hq, STALRKER took notes (see 
Annex IV) during the meeting and IviACDOWELL authorized him to submit the following 
outline to NEUBACHER. 

1_. MACDOWLLL wants to speak to xMEUB^CHOR and is even prepared 
to go to BLLGi^ADE for that purpose. 

2. Nothing can be discussed which might be construed as con-
trary to the common interests of ai.1 tne Allies. 

3l» He is authorized to discuss Balkan problems. 
4. He is ready to talk over any other questions in order to 

rufer them to his government. 

5- He is also authorized to use an American plane attached to 
his mission to send the German participant abroad for 
further discussions. He is even authorized to send him 
to the US. 
A spe-cial American plenipotentiary may also come over to 
participate in a very important conversation. 

7. He co.nsidors NEUBACHER an experienced i.ian and a German 
~ realist (praktischen Deutschen). He considers him there-

fore the iiian best suited to know how to act at a time when 
the war seems to be coming to an end." 

NEU3ACHER submitted those points to his superiors and re-
quested permission to start the talks. RIBBLNTROP refused flatly. NLU3ACHER heard 
later that MACDOWLLL remarked, "NEUBACHLR does not wish to speak to me but sooner or 
later he will be obliged to do so, regardless cf his wishes." 
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(O ) MACDQWELL 1 s Policy 
As far as NEUBACHER knows, IviACDOWELL* s policy ran parallel to 

his, namelyj 

1. To prevent Soviet invasion of the 3alkans 

2. To oppose TIT'0 and aid the Serbian nationalist groups 
3. To support mJHAILOVICH's idea of abandoning the two-front 

struggle. He considered it wiser to concentrate all ef-
fort on a one-front fight against TITO, rather than to 
squander energy fighting the Germans who were already 
destined to leave the country. 

NEUBACHER always kept abreast of MAGLOWELL' s actions. He knew, for 
instance, that MACDOWLLL was very interested in the movements of the Red Army after 
its entry into BULGARIA. During the last stages of the battle for Serbia, MAC-
DOWLLL advised iuIHAXLOVICH to get as much equipment- as possible from the Germans, 
MACDOWLLL himself was unable to support the Chetniks with equipment after the 
TEHERAN conference* His very presence had nevertheless,, according to NLUB^CHLR, 
b^en manna in the wilderness for the morale of all Serbian collaborationist groups 
(MIHAILOVICH, LJOTIC and iNL-DIC). 

(d) Conelus ions 

MACDOWLLL left mlHAILOVJDH's Hq for the US at the end of 1944» 
He expected an early return to the Balkans, possibly to Istria or Slovenia. Some 
of his W / T operators remained with i.. In ALL OV ICH for some time afterwards. 

MACDOWLLL had shared all the trials and tribulations of the 
Chetniks when they were pursue^ by TITO's overwhelmingly superior forces in 
September-October 1944. He was the last hope of the Serbian nationalist front. 

Balkan affairs were the only matters touched during all tüc 
negotiations between M.iCDO-VLLL and NLU3^CHLR. M^CDO.^LL has always been regarded 
in the Balkans as the Balkan envoy of the US. 

It may be that NECIBACHLR is still wit ho Id ing some information 
concerning his relations with MACDO.-.LLL, of whom he seems to be more tnan fond, 
ihis impression is caused by thee fact that NEU3ACH_R, w.xo usually speaks too freely 
and seems to have a need for talking, becomes very cautious and weighs each word 
whenever he is confronted by any question relating to iviACDOWELL. 

(12 ) NEU3AC HER ' s C on t a c t s with B r i t i s h C ircles 

(a) Before the War 

In his capacity as specialist on small truck farming 
ind garden homes and as leadoer of the Oesterreichisch-Deutscher Volksbund, an inter-
>arty organization favoring -fche Anschluss, NLUBACH-R came in to close contact with 
Jir Eric PHIPPS and Robert H.aJDOW, both of the British Legation in V*ILN, during 
-ho years 1932-1934. 

TjDho Member of Parliament, SiLJCJ3PEARL., visited NLU-
»ACHLR in 1928 as a re pre s en V* at iv« of the Royal 3ociety for Internat ional affairs 
.nd discussed the Anschluss ^problem, 

Sir Walter LAYTON, editor of the Economist and the News 
hronicle, discussed Central European economic problems with x\ILU3^CHLR during the 
ears 1932-1934. 3oth Sir W. c.lter and Lady LAYTON showed great interest in his 
ohievements in the field of garden homes. In 1935 and 1936 LAYTON wrote favora-
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bly of NEU3AGH-R in the News Chronicle. 
Beginning of 1934s NLU3ACHLR met the former Colonial 

Secretary and later Secretary of the PI ome Office, :JwLR i, and discussed with him at 
length the new German National Socialism and the fascist repression of tho Social 
Democrats in l i M , February 1934-

In 1^39 xMLlBAOiL-R visited J&* .üuke of KOiiTLOSE 
and several political editors of T'he Tinea«, 

(t; Purine the '.ir.r 

Some contacts existed between the Abwehr and the Britis 
Secret Service in Greece, NLU3ACHLR claims, because the British we're greatly con-
cerned over the spread of Com nun ism in that country. NLTJ3.k0HLR remembers only one 
instance when the two intelligence agencies met while ho was in office. 

During tho winter 1942-1943 O/Bef Sued Ost approached 
NEUBACHER with the request that the latter secure permission from BERLIN for an 
Anglo-German conference for a discussion of the co: munis t threat. HITLER and 
RIB BENTROP consented, and the meeting took place in ATHLLNRJ • The British were repre-
sented by a General Staff officer of fiele grade and two other officers. Rudi 
ST«JiRi\LR (see para b. (1J)), accompanied by Dr LOOS t chief of GFP with 0/3 of sued 
Ost, acted as NLU3.'*C HLR ' s emissary.» During the conference the British representa-
tive emphasized the fact that he acted _nly for British military circles, but did 
not represent H Ivi Government. Mutual views wore exchanged, but no definite results 
Wore reached. 

British intelligence made another attempt to get in 
touch with the Gorman Intelligence Service when the German retreat from Greece 
seemed imminent. It proposed a German surrender or a retreat so synchronized that 
the British could follow up with immediate occupation of tho vacated territory, ap-
parently, N^üBACHLR thinks, in order to check at any cost the rise of LLA3 into 
power. 

Similar attempts were made to contact the Germans in 
Albania, 'Mere they were to consider themselves prisoners of war, but would not havo 
to lay down their arms but would instead take over police functions in the country. 
Under no circumstances were weapons to be given to the Albanians. The Germans were 
eventually to be repatriated. 

In September 1944 NLUB^CxiLR was approached by TS IRONINGS 
of the RHALLYS Government and nis Swedish friends of the International Red Cross, wh 
suggested that he establish contact with the 3ritish General, SC03IE, in order to 
discuss problems of the Gorman retreat. The suggestion seemed to come from the 
British general, but NEUo^CxlLR did liot take any steps in that direction after RI33LN-
TROP, apparently on direct orders from HITLLR, had forbidden any action on these 
feelers. 

contacts with the British. 
i\iLU3.*CHi-R does not recall any other cases of important 

(13) Re la t i ens with RI33LNTR OL' and the Auswaortigo Amt 

The picture which NEUBACHER paints of Foreign Minister 
Joachim ven RI33ENTRUP is not exactly flattering. He describes him as mean, arrogant 
conceited, and jealous of his position; a man totally without charm and without any 
flair for foreign relations, who greatly preferred to discuss stragetic and military 
matters of which he know as little as of diplomatic problems. 

RI33LNTROP came to power not because of any outstanding 
qualifications, but because of the circumstances which surrounded the Nazi Party's 
rise to power. At that time the. party had very fcw educated men who spoke any foreij 
languages passably well, or had some foreign connections and could cut a half-way 
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later-party rivalries . OQUÜ 
Y ^ O the fore ir.Jaodic.tcly» BOHJJL, Gauleiter of Gau Ausland, and 30RM«NN were opposed 
W o the net; appointment0 They teok advantage of the situation by trying to exclude 

NEUBACHER from any important field in foreign affairs. BOHLE feared fer his "back-
door" influence in foreign matters, while 30Riw-*NN was motivated by his notorious 
hatred of Aus tri ans in general and any friend of ICJJTE^RUNNER1 s in particular e 
--JX33 .WT.teV did everything ne could to uphold his appointee in face . f the opposition 
because he did net want his two principal foes to score a success in his own field. 
Finally, a co^pr _mise was reached through mediation of Er TÜDT, a clese- friend ef 

1 s whom he highly respected as one ef the German key-men in the Balkans. 
NLU3.4CHLR remained at his post as special emissary- but nov; as a high-ranking perm-
anent official of the Auswaertige 4..:t. while the pest of Minister te Rumania was 
given to Freiherr von ivILLXNGul, an -Id xarty man. The "great" 3URLUNN never forgot 
this defeat, but the ".lesser" BOHLE did his best to reach a closer understanding 
with NLUBACHER, who avoided him consistontly. 

RIDBENTRO*. came out second best in another fight over 
NEUBACHER (suijaer 1941) v/hen GOLRING claimed hi.-.u for the post of key-executive in 
the Caucasian oil-fields for the F-ur Year i'lan. The appointment was approved over 
RJ33LNTRU* 's objections, and the only re as .n why NLU3ACHER remained with the Aus-
waertige Amt was the failure of the Gen. .an Army t g a i n a permanent foothold in the 
Caucasus« 

NEUBACHER'S success in curbing the economic plight and .. 
famine in Greece(1942) increased his prestige with the Auswaortige Amt, especially 
with R233ENTRÜU.' who considered hi., nis personal discovery er, at least, a product of 
his own. office, and secured for him a high award. 

Soon afterwards it became obvi.us to NEUBACHU1 that he 
had reached the climax of his career in the Auswaertige Amt, and that EI33.J>JTRu. 's 
attitude was changing as seen as he realized that NEUB^Ci-LH' s popularity had grown 
beyond the limits ef the Auswaertige Amt, and that he had achieved some fame of 
his own fer which RI33LNTR0X was not given credit. Apparently RIBB-NTROX' was afraid 
that this fame might spread further, overshadow his own, and eventually lead to his 
downfall. NEU3.ACHER states that by that time he had become too big to be dismissed 
without cause and. in fact, had t_ be given U T C and bigger assignments because of 
his popularity with the highest ix.rty officials and bocausc the Auswaertige .*mt 
needesd able meh as much as ever. 

When the OK.- reorganized the command in SL Europe and 
established a unified command (i-ieoros Gruppe F) under Gen Feld Marschall ven WAICHS 
as o/Bef Sued Ost: RIBBAJÜTRUL' had to coordinate his offices in the affected areas 
accordingly, and had 110 ch-ico but to appoint NEUBACHER special envoy and plcni-
Potentiary (Sonder Bovollmaechtigter des Auswacrtigen ^utos fuer don Sued Osten) in 
.Autumn 1943. The new sphere of activities coincided with the territory under von 
./"EICHS' cc..n.iand and included Serbia, Greece, Albania, Mentener.ro and the ,3 an jak of 
Novi Bazar, Croatia remained, for personal reasons, the untouchable realm of Min-
ister iCj3CHE, although it was clear from the outset that KASCHJs extreme pr--Croat 
policy vfould cause great difficulties to NEUBACHER's plans which wore diametrically 
opposed. 

RIBHENTRüx 's efforts to underline N^UBACHER'S p.pular-
ity led to a silent but persistent struggle which was carried on at the expense of 
German manipulations in NEU3ACHER's zone, A confidential directive from the For-
eign Minister requested the press and radio n.t te report on NEUBACHER's work. 
Suggestions by NEUBACHER could be expected to meet with RI33ENTRüx 's opp ..s it ion, as 
did his plans to establish closer contact with Col ivACLO.<LLL of the US -jemy, -r to 
take action when the opportunity offered itself to get in touch with the British in 
Greece.. In the last na_ed case, RI33LNT3J j?' s anti-British bias may also have had 
same influence on his refusal. Nor did RX3HLNTR..x' stop within the limits of nis own 



i&iLTLN3RR.!NN-R' s relations with NEUBACHER in the field 
of intelligence may be found in bo(2) and b„ (1^). 

(b) OLTINBRUNNER1 s intended Contacts with the Allies 

NEUBACHER thinks that KmLTm^BRUxLILR' s intentions to win 
over the Western Allies for a common fight against the USSR existed as early as 
1943« It is possible that KALTm.\iERUNNLR" s Swiss contacts originated because of 
these intentions, Later these contacts had also to serve other purposes ("saving 
of Austria") but were discontinued by order of HILMLER (see- para b. (3)), NEUBICHL 
gathered from his talks with XOAL TENBRUNXT_R that the latter hoped to use SCHLLLEN3xPv 
for the purpose of strengthening the contacts in Switzerland.. He understood that 
KALTIiSBRTINNLR put out some feelers in Sweden* He remembers only that there were 
hints and even a faint hope that an indirect contact with US presidential candidate 
DLYJLY might be effected» He knows no further details» 

JSTLU3..*CHLR thinks that xOiLTmNBRUNNER regarded him as the 
most suitable man to establish better Allied.-German relations for the purpose of a 
common fight against the USSR o xCPI/JLN3RTJNNER based his belief on NEU3 AC HLR 1 s good 
relations with pro-'.Vestern. Allies groups in the Balkans, NEU3ACHER had already 
established some contact with the British and Americans in the 3alkans even though 
it was poor and indirect« There were no tangible results« 

NEU3ACHLR denies having sent any one of his Balkan 
friends on any mission to Switzerland, He says that as soon as the German plight 
became obvious he advised the emigres in the Grand Hotel (see para c„ (7) and 
Annex V) to flee to safety to Switzerland. Some acted on his advice but others did 
not wish to, or were not in a position to do so. 

GAVRILO, the patriarch of the Serbian authokefalean 
(independent) church, and NIKOLAI the archbishop of that church decided independ-
ently or? NEUBACHER to leave SwitzerlandApril 1945- GAVRIIXÜ V/as to have gone to 
England and NIKOLAI to the US, They did not follow their plans, NLU3>CHER does 
not know why* 

NLU3A0HLR remembers one instance of KALTLN3RUNNeR's 
endeavours to got in touch with the V/es torn Allies. The polish Count, x^OTOCXI 
who was on his way to Switzerland with his mother had been approached by IvLLTLN-
3RUNNER in March or April 1945» POTOČKI came frcm LANCUT and may be the brother 
of the former polish Ambassador in WASHINGTON« (It is possible that he, himself, 
was the ambassador t but this is considered improbable 4) KALTLN3RUNNLR discussed 
with him the necessity of persuading the Western Allies that there was a danger of 
a soviotizati on of W Europe and spoke of its consequences and possible remedies. 
NE U3 AG HER met POTOČKI and K.JjTLNBRUNNLR in the Oe st erreich ,\s c her Hof in 3AL23URG 
but he does not remember many details. He does recall that he told POTOČKI to 
contact immediately the British embassador in 3LRN, who was known to NEUBACHER as 
a convinced anti-GoLimuaist. 

(c) "Save Austria" Activities 

NEUB^CH^-R decided to start convincing ICXT-mJBRUNNER of 
Germany's inevitable fate as soon as the results of the YALTA conference became 
kno7/n„ At first he was afraid of speaking too freely to KAETENBRUNNER since the 
latter was still under HITLxR's influence and still believed that HITLER's career 
would parallel that of FREDERICK the Great and end in eventual triumph, However, 
iCikLT^NBRUNNLR: s realistic outlook, common sense, and affection for Austria made 
the task of convincing him rather easy, NEUBACHER states. He agreed with NEUBICHL 
that everything should be done to saro Austria from utter destruction,, and more o v e 
frcm aovietization« Since HJQvJMLLR had appointed fCJLTLNBRUNNLR Ueber Reichsverteid 
igungs Kovmisar for Austria, it was much easier to execute the plans upon which 
he and NEUBACHER agreed. 



X In addition to the questions previously discussed (see 
±Jara b. (21)), NEUBACHER suggested that KALTENBRUNNER order Gen Obst LOLHR, CG of 
Heeresgruppe E, to move with his array from Croatia to Carinthia and as far into 
Austria as possible* This was to be done in order to forestall any Communist upris-
ing and in order to surrender to the Western Allies as an «Austrian" army. The army 
might then be permitted to remain temporarily aimed f NEU3ACHER thought, so that it 
could keep "order" in the country under Western Allied rule. 

N E U 3 A C H J - R suggested to IC JJTENBR UNNER that Volks stürm 
members of Austrian ori in be recalled to Austrian territory. He further suggested 
that any policy which might exist for demolitions within Austrian territory should 
be abandoned,, In ether words, all necessary steps were to be taken to prevent inter-
ior subversive elements fro- utilizing i»he transition phase to their own advantage. • 
N E U B A C H E R held also that neither the V . ? kssturm ncr LOKiIR' s units should under any 
circumstances oppose any -ccupati-n armies, not even the Russians» KALTXAXBRUNNLR 

entirely agreed with NXATBACHER and as far as NEU.LECHER knows issued the appropriate 
orders. However, NEUBACHER heard that LOLHR had been captured by TITO. (Later he 
apparently reached ,*ustria and was arrested near LUD./IGSBURG) • N E U B A C H E R regards 
LOLHR as one of the most efficient and able German generals of Austrian origin. 
LOLHR had succceded von WEICHS in the "Suedslavischer Restraum"« When NEUBACHER 
met LO.uHR for the last time in S*JJJJIKA, Swuuor 1944- the latter was sufficiently 
sobered to.regard the situation tie hopeless. 

.'Jome time after Easter (N E U B A C H E R thinks it was appr 15 
Apr 45) K . J J T L N 3 R U N N E R s ummoned N E U B A C H E R to attend a meeting at Fourstoinsbr 1 6 , 

in GMUND EN. present at the meeting in addition to KALTLNBR UNNER were W-JXUCK, GOLTSCt. 
MUEHliwkNN, and an Austrian who was unknown to NEUBACHER. JNFCUBACHER does not know anj 
details concerning GOLTSCH except that he was a S German and close to I C . * L T E N B R U N N E R . 

He may have worked in KALTENBRUNNLR1 s office* MUEHEM.JM was a renowned Austrian 
historian and connoisseur of art« He was definitely not a member of Amt VI although 
he had been an honorary Standf (Ehrenfuchror) since 193Ö« The man unknown to NEU-
BACHER was dark'-haired, round-faced and smaller than G0ET3CH. GL.iL SL-HORSTENAU (a 
close friend of NLU3.*CHER' s) and LOLHR were definitely not present at this meeting, 
and so far as NEUBACHER remembers, neither was HOETTL. 

Contrary to I L X T L N B R U N N L R ' s wish, NEUBACHER at first re-
frained from speaking frankly of the general and particularly the Austrian situation 
because of the presence -f the strange Austrian. However, he did so as soon as 
I L J L T E N 3 R U N N I.R assured him of the stranger's trustworthiness. This was the first 
time that N L U 3 A C H E R told a larger gathering of his opinion e<n the ii.minent downfall 
of the 3rd Reich« The meeting settled no conclusive issues or any issues worth 
mentioning. NEUBACHER stresses, it should be kept in mind that a certain uneasi-
ness prevailed over all minds at that vime. The non-stop bombings and the rapid 
course of developments rendered any sober and mature workings of the mind impossible 
N E U B A C H E R claims that this is the reason why „ he C " is unable to remember exact 
dates and facts of that period. 

A second meeting took place some days later (befa?e 
N E U B A C H E R ' s first meeting with von WINTER in iCOENIGGSEE) in ALT-AUGSEEW K A L T E N -

BRUNNER., N E U B A C H E R, WANECiC, G 0 E T 3 C H , MULHUviANN and perhaps the aforementioned un-
known Austrian were present. Again much was said and no conclusive settlement of 
issues was achieved. . 

When questioned, NEU3ACHER said that he did not remember 
any special meeting in FU3CHL* He vaguely remembers having stopped in FIT3CHL once 
while he was on his way either to or from S*«LZ3URG or GMUNDJ-.NO ( H O stopped at 
FUSCHL at that time because another car in his party had a flat tire). 'While waiting 
he met some people of the Auswaertige Amt and possibly ICiLTENBRUNNER. Nothing of 
importance occurred. 

(d) AUS trig's Future 

N E U BAC H E R was. prior to I9381 the leader of the inter-
party organization, Oestreich Leutscher Volksbund. (LOEBL held a similar position 
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(17) Franz von NLUH..U3LN and VUKQB/IC 
Franz von NOJH-xUOLN (CPI cord 43836-7) had boon chief of the 

military government in Serbia (iviilitacr Verwaltungs Ohof in Serbien) since 1944» He 
7/as also the German Gororimmt's special representative to the iron ore industry in 
the Balkans- He had previously served as tho plenipotentiary of the Gorman govern-
ment for the Four Year plan for Serbia (General 3evollmao eh t iger des Vier Jahre 
Planes fuer Serbien) In approximately 1936 he had been the manager of a travel a-
goncy in and chief of the foreign branch of tho N'JL-m. (Landesgruppen 
Leiter der Auslands Organisation in Yu?oslavien). 

Before settling in BLLGIVLvL he had been sentenced in absentia 
to four years harcl labor for embezzlement for funds of Bulgaria. That sentence was 
revised when xJLUrLxUSLN bo-came a prominent figure. _,ven before tho war iLJJH.*USmJ had 
been a o lose friend of GOLRING. The magnitude of his corruption v/as notorious 
throughout Germany. He abused his power to enrich himself an d was unscrupulous in 
all his dealings • However, because of GO.HING's protection .it was impossible to lay 
hands on him. His behavior lowered German prestige in the 3alkans,NLU3ACH_R states. 

According to NL.U3ACH.11, neither HL^.LLR nor RIBB-NTRQL' dared to 
incur the wrath of the "almighty" GCLR1NG by denouncing N^UH..U3_N's behavior to 
HITL-Ji • NLU3„.CHLR, with iCALT^OxULw. R' s full cooperation, did his best to bring a-
bout NLUHAUr:>_N1 s downfall. Finally in ,.ugus t 1944 HITLER had NLUH-.U3-N arrested in 
the Banat and put into jail in Bl-HLIN. GOLRING 1 s repeated attempts to liberate 
N-JJH.U3._N led to several clashes with K*LTxAvI3RUNNLR. To o arc GOLRING's personal 
prestige and "for reasons of state" NJUri.*aOJ>J was freed de-spite the vigorous protests 
of xLxLTLNBRUNNLH, von wLICrB (o/Bef sued Ost), and NLUB-..CHLR. It is interesting to 
note that with the exception of G O R I N G NLUH..ÜBLN's sole support wac the Gestapo. 
NLUHL^US^N's arrest had created quite a sensation in B mi LIN and in s ~ Europe, and his 
release left a demoralizing impression. Ho departed for ST iUTi;;„J, Austria to re-
cover. NLUH*USm^ was known to have been in contact with the Communist party through 
his friend, Lr /UKCLVIC. 

VUKCLVIC had bribed his way out of Serbia and escaped, using 
an American uniform and an Allied plane. He v/as able to board the plane through a 
ruse made possible because ..Hied fliers who had been hidden by MIHAILOVICH were 
from time to time gathered in groups and flown back to their countries. VUKCLVIC 
took advantage of such a flight. The plc.no took off fr cm ml H* ILO VIC H1 s camp despite 
his specific orders to the contrary. The craft was presumably bound for Britain but 
actually headed toward Italy, 

NLU3,ICHLR thinks that VUKCMVIC left Serbia to embezzle some fund 
and that he participated in all of NmUH.USml's shady dealings. VUKCLVIC endorsed 
lEUH.JJSLN's bills and notes. 

.according to „KJHwO'/IC, VUKCL/IC has been a very active Ceamunist 
since the 1930s and was arrested before the war for disseminatihg cax»unist propagand 

According t-' NLUB.*CHm3 tho following persons were involved in 
NoUH..USm^1 s criminal activities in Serbia* 

(a) mil Verwaltungs uberrat GRJLG 

(b) Mil Verwaltungs Oberrat RLISLR 

(c ) o/lnspe kt or H U N Z 

(d) A ccrtain MULHAvi-ÄlN(not the same person as IvlULiili,w*NN in pare 
c. (14) 

(e) a certain A.Jl^SCHU^T'Z 

All of these men either lived in 3LLGR.J)E or elsewhere in Serbia 
jr had Serbian connections, 
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1 . R E F E R E N C E S 

USFET MIS Center CI-IIR/36 dtd 29 Jan U6 
State Dept Special Interrogation Mission Report, dtd 15 Oct 

I 

2. REASON FOR BEPORT 

The CI War Room questionaire on Dr Hermann NEUBACHER (ref: PF 603013, dtd 
31 Aug h^) and CI 'Tar Room general questionnaire on political affairs in the 
Balkana reached this center after interrogation for CI - IIR/36 had already "been 
completed. 

REPORT 

a. rUiC JK 

Since Croatia was excluded from NEUBACHER' s official sphere of activity, 
UEUJBACHER did not know Dr MACEK personally. NEUBACHER knows that MACEK rejected 
the suggestion of VEESENHAYER, <• cting for the German Government on the eve of the 
invasion of Yugoslavia, that he form a new Croatian government. VE.JSENiAYER may 
he able to furnish additional details. 

When Ante PAV&LIC assumed power in Croatia, MACEK and other Croat Peasant 
Party leaders lost all interest in German policy in Croatia, according to NEUBA-
CHER. From then on the German loreign Office considered further relations with 
Croat peasant leaders unfeasible. MACEK was arrested at the start of the PAVüLIC 
regime and interned, first in a concentration camp and later under a strong Ustasha 
guard, which precluded outside contacts. NEUBACHER heard that only after 
PA VELI C' s downfall became imminent vre re Croat Peasant Party leaders able to com-
municate with MACEK. 

b. The Ustasha 
NEUBACHER1s knowledge of the Ustasha is limited, 

that movement, he claims, was always negative. 
His attitude tovrard 

The Ustasha, a Croat terrorist organization formed shortly after V7orld 
War I, v/as backed b" Italy and Hungary. Politically it sought an independent 
Croatia and the dismemberment of Yugoslavia; accordingly, it was anti-Serb and 
anti—Orthodox. NEUBACHER estimates its maximum strength at lO'^OOO armed men, 
trained in terroristic activities in Hungary and Italy. After the German occu-
pation of Croatia, the responsibility for arming and equipping the Ustasha fell 
to the Waffen SS (O/Gruf BERGSR). 

The üsta.sha and PAVELIC's Poglovnik had the support of most Croats, 
according to NEUBACHER, wh^ considers it an oversimplification to say the movement 
v/as backed by the Yugoslav Catholics. Some supoorters were numbered among lower-
level clergy in Croatia, and NEUBACHER thinks the Ustasha enjoyed the unofficial 
sup -ort of some members of the Jesuit and Franciscan orders, but definitely not 
that of the Vatican or of higher Roman Catholic clergy in Yugoslavia, The 
Viennese Catholic newspaper, Reichs Pest, was always "friendly" to the Ustasha. 

Official German policy toward the ustasha was the responsibility of the 
Foreign Office, but after the German occupation of Yugoslavia it was actually di-
rected by KASCHE, the German Minister. Although usually favorable to the Ustasha, 
it always followed the lines of general German policy in the Balkans» NEUBACHER 
states tha t the pro-Ustasha policy was based partly on KASCHE' s fondness and high 
esteem for PAVELIC and partly on HITLER*s anti-Serb complex. Under these circum-
stances, NEUBACHER1 s endeavors to show the da.nger of the pro-Ustasha policy to 
Germany's position in the Balkans vrere fruitless. 
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NEUBACHER finds it difficult to provide an estimate of the number of Serbs 
massacred by the Ustasha, particularly within given ,eriods. The Serbs have 
charged the Ustasha with murdering a, million Orthodox Serbs, including infants 
and elderly persons, and the Ustasha itself boasted of the same figure. . Official 
German circles olaced the toll of Serb victims of the Ustasha at 100,000. "Outside 
and impartial" sources estimated the'number at 500,000 to 1,000,000. NEUBACHER's 
own belief is that from the start of the German occupation •until the retreat, six 
to seven hundred thousand vre re killed. 

The Ustasha concentration camp at JASENOVAC, commanded by Colonel LUBURIC, 
was the scene of tt.ro to three hundred thousand killings. LUBURIC himself was said 
to have.murdered 10,000 Serbs. Murders also took place in other camps and prison^ 
and frequently took the form of Ustasha raids on entire villages of Orthodox Serbs, 
Two other Ustashi gained notoriety for their ruthless murders of Serbs, according 
to NEUBACHER: KV.-iTERNIT, Jr, and T0EIC (fnu) . It is PAVEL IC who bears the main 
responsibility for the Serb extermination program, NEUBACHER charges. PAVELIC's 
policy toward the Orthodox Serbs, as outlined to close collaborators, was for a 
third to be killed, a third forced to emigrate, and the remainder Catholicized. 
Neither the Vatican nor the high clergy of Yugoslavia were implicated in the PAVE-
LIC plan, according to NEU ACHER, biit some of the lower-level Catholic clergy 
actively supported the program. 

NEUBACHER dismisses assertions of the mass murder of Croats by Serbs as 
"out of the question". The Serbian nationalist movements were concerned only 
with fighting the Germans and later TITO's partisans, without regard to religious 
or national distinctions. The remainder of the Serbian populace was unarmed. A 
few thousand Croats were killed by Serbs, but only in self-defense, NEUBACHER be-
lieves. Further information on the Ustasha massacres can be furnished by KASCHE, 
Gen GLAISE-HORSTENAU, SS Gruf KAhEERHOlER, and IODIC. 

KASCHE was well-informed on the massacres and condoned them. Such was al-
so the attitude of RIBBENTROP. HITLER, who was woll-acquainted with the bstasha 
record, took no steps to halt or moderate their program. NEUEACHER attributes thi* 
stand to the Fuehrer's anti-Serb complex. 

Infrequent letters from the Gorman Foreign Office to KASCHE asked that a 
brake be put on Ustasha cruelties, bi-'t no one failed to see that those letters v/ere 
but mere formalities. NEUBACHER styles himself a consistent ooponent of the 
Ustasha and claims he won over KALTENBRUNNS?, to the same vie^, RIBBENTROP1 s only 
answer to NEUBACHER1 s and KALTENBRUNN ER' s protestations was to recall KASCHE for-
mally for a few weeks. 

STAERKER j • (see CI - IIR/36), who was listed by the Ustasha as first among 
its enemies, narrowly escaped death at the hands of the Ustasha. 

c. Relations with Church Leaders 
(l) GAVRILO and NIKOLAI 

GAVRILO, head of the Serbian Orthodox Church, was interned in a 
monastery in the Banat with Archbishop NIKOLAI immediately after Yugoslavia's de-
feat. The Germans regarded GAVRILO as a powerful foe of Germany and a warmonger. 
As head of the Serbian church, GAVRILO remained outside politics, but was a 
staunch Yugoslav patriot. 

NIKOLAI, born in KOLASIN (Montenegro), was a typical theologian and 
fanatically religious. NEUBACHER believes he had spent many years in ISTANBUL and 
had made a name for himself in Turkey, the US, and England as a theologian and 
philosopher. At first his political sympathies were with MIHAILOVIC, but he later 
shifted to LJOTIC's Zbor movement. 
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Both leaders regarded themselves as Christians first and Serbs second. They 
sympathized with the Western Allies, while domestically their views paralleled 
those of MIHAILOVIC, NEDIC, and LJOTIC. GAVRILO exerted strong influence not only 
in the Balkans "but in other Orthodox countries, including Russia. He is decidedly 
anti-Communist-, according to NEUBACHER. 

NEUBACHER states that relations between the two clerics were not 
too close, a situation frequently exploited by certain of their followers. NEU-
BACHER realized soon after arriving in BELGRADE (Autumn 1943) that the two church 
leaders might be useful to his policy, and he therefore supported NEDIC's request 
for their release. But all NEUBACHER's efforts to free GAVRILO and NIKO HI were 
without avail, probably because of RIB.33NTR0P' s (rather than HIMKLER' s) negative 
attitude. 

NEDIC1s attitude toward GAVRILO and NIKOLAI cooled as their sympathies 
for MIHAILOV became more and more evident, thus handicapping NEUBACHER's endeavors 
co free the leaders, who were regarded as increasingly anti-German. 

After the German retreat from Rumania (August 1944), GAVRILO and 
NIKOLAI were moved to a jail in WIEN and later to DA.CHAU, <-ithout >EUi>ACHER's 
knowledge. In December 19KALTIiiNBRUSuCER, who was also unaware of this action, 
had the clerics transferred, at NEUBACHER's request, to SCHLIERSEE (Bavaria). 
There they lived in a private home, remaining under SD guard. Later, the two 
were sent to WIEN (Hotels Imperial and Bristol) and freed. RIB^SNTROP agreed to 
this only after KALTENBRUNN ..R vouched for the two leaders. 

In the meantime the Chetniks of POPDJUIC and JEIDJEVIC and Serbian 
volunteers (LJOTIC) in Istria had sought permission for the leaders of their church 
to visit Serbia. NEUBACHER persuaded GAVRILO and NIKOLAI to make the trip, and, 
with difficulty, obtained HITLER's permission. GAVRILO and NIKOLAI confined their 
visit to purely religious activities. 

(2) STEPINAC 
Relations between the Germans and high Roman Catholic clergy in Yugo-

slavia wore practically non-existent, according to NEUBACHER. Neither KASCHE nor 
the Roman Catholic Archbishop of ZAGREB, STE^INAC, had any desire to contect each 
other. STEPINAC remained completely aloof from politics throughout the occupation-

(3) DAMASKINOS 
NEUBACH R characterizes DAiiASKINOS, the "uncrowned King of Greece", 

as a man of striking appearance, highly intelligent, a prominent theologian, and 
politically astute. DAMASKINOS, a consistent Anglophile, was on good terms with 
only two Germans, NEUBACHER and von ALTENBURG, the German Minister, basing these 
relationships solely on personal esteem. The Metropolitan's initial skepticism 
over NEUBACHER's relief mission later changed to vigorous support. 

DAiASKINOS never mentioned King GEORGE of Greece in conversations 
with NEUBACHER, but the latter got the ix̂ pression that the Metropolitan was. not 
overly fond of the monarch. A n the Greek resistance movements, including the EAM, 
stood in the good graces of DAMASKINOS. Considering himself "the father of all 
Greeks", DAMASKINOS never took an open anti-Communist stand. TSIRONIKOS and other 
Greek politicians revealed to NEUBACHER, however, that the Metropolitan provided 
financial support for the SAM. 

Throtighout the occupation DAMASKINOS maintained contact with both the 
Greek government-in-exile and the British. When this became openly apparent, the 
BdS, BLUi' Jj , had SD guards posted at DAMASKINOS' ATHENS apartment, but NEUBACHER 
intervened to prevent this and more drastic steps contemplated by BLUME. 



o. GOEBBELS ?nd. the Geneva Convention 
KALTENBRUNNER told NEUBACHER at the end of 19hh that he was taking steps 

to thwart G0EB3ELSr attempt to convince HITLER that Germany should renounce the 
Geneva. Convention. It was already known that GOEBBELS had broadcast a veiled 
suggestion to the German people ,to kill grounded Allied airmen, and that 
HIMMLER had issued a secret order forbidding police interference with civilian 
actions «gainst Allied fliers. The latter order may have represented a compromise 
between the G0E33ELS and KALTENBRUNNER points of view, according to NEUBACHER. 

r. Rumanian Oil in Africa 
A confidential report received by NEUBACHER in Spring 19^3 alleged that 

Rumanian oil barges were putting in at a minor Bulgarian port (NEUBACHER does not 
recall the name) and transferring their cargo to southbound trains, evidently 
connecting with British tankers traveling to Africa. An investigation launched 
by NEUBACHER revealed that the cargo consisted of Rumanian oil in drums bearing 
the markings of the "Wehrmacht Mission in Rumania.", which s named as 
consignor. The cargo, it w s learned, wap consigned to a non-existent "Wehrmacht 
Mission in Finland". Rumanian authorities protested, claiming the honor of the 
Rumanian navy had been violated. Tho serious repercussions were ouelled only 
after numerous conferences between NEUBACHER and Romanian officials. 

In following up the incident, NEUBACHER discovered that through the efforts 
of British Intelligence at least h,000 tons of valuable lubricants had been sent 
to British forces in Africa from Rumania, via Turkey, since 19^2. 

s• Execution of Allied Personnel with Partisans 

In a German parachute raid on TITO's HQ at JAJCE (3osnia) in 19hU, a 
number of uniformed British and American newspaper correspondents were captured. 
Lt d R RITTER, Legations Rat and Foreign Office liaison officer with von WEICHS' 
HQ,, called NEUBACHER's attention to HITLER's order th^t Allied personnel captured 
with partisan units were to be executed, and would therefore be turned over to the 
Gestapo immediately upon their apprehension. 

Thereupon NEUBACHER telegraphed a warning to KALTENBRUNNER that the execut-
ion of the newspapermen would bring reprisals. KALTENBRUNNER immediately replied 
that the prisoners were not to be executed. 

t. German Shipping in the Mediterranean 
BESI, an official of the Levante line, which handled German oil trans-corts 

in the Mediterranean, was one of two brothers with whom the Germans in BUCHAREST 
had dealings. The other was honorary German consul in BRAIIA and a. prominent 
wholesale merchant. 

In 19U0, after the Italian attack on Greece, the Italian'Minister in 
BUCHAREST expressed distrust of the Levante official and asked NEUBACHER to 
cease using the Levante line for Italy-bound cargoes, at the same time proposing 
that RHEEDER, reputedly an avid Italian Fascist, replace BESI in handling this 
shinping. NEUBACHER felt obliged to comply with the recjuest, realizing that the 
German Foreign Office would overrule his objections in any case. 

Several months later the Italian Minister reauested that RHEEDER be 
dropped. RHEEDER, the Italians had learned, had been selling large quantities 
of oil to the British. 
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A b s c h r i f t i 
Edmund Glaise-Horstenau 

II. 
DPai P,,uTIJ.,Ni'JJKRILG IN KRQ/iTILvN 

Der Partisanenkrieg im Suedosten und insbesondere in Kroatien u n t e r s c h i e d 

sich mehrfach stark von dem in Russland und Polen. Eher glich er in seinen 
aeusseren Formen den Aufstaenden in Frankreich und Italien. Was aber seine beson-
dere Eigenart ausmachte: er war zugleich Buerger- und Bruderkrieg, blutig, wie es 
nur Bruderkriege sein koennen. 

Fuer die urspruenglich sehr schwache deutsche Besatzung - ueber ein Gebiet 
von 50.000 KM^ waren zuerst 9 ausserordentlich schwache Landsturmbataillone ver-
teilt, indess im gleich grossen italienischen Besatzungsgebiet stets mindestens 
ebenso viele Divisionen standen - ergab sich geg;enueber den Aufstaendischen nach 
dem noch mit der jugoslawischen Heeresleitung geschlossenen Waffenstillstand zu-
naechst die voelkerrechtliehe Frage: Franctireus oder regulaerer Boldat? Da der 
Aufstand zuerst nicht gegen die deutschen Truppen gerichtet wir, sondern 3.1s Kampf 
zwischen Kroaten und Berben ausbrach, gipfelten meine Vorschlaege nach oben zu-
naechst in dem dringenden Ratschlag, die deutschen Truppen dieser nationalen Aus-
einandersetzung, so lange es ging, fernzuhalten. Ich gab mich dabei der Hoffnung 
hin, dass es doch noch gelingen keennte, die kroatisch-serbische Frage im Geiste 
der nationalen Gleichberechtigung unter deutscher Patronanz besser zu loesen, als 
es im Jugoslavien der Karageorgewitsche glaeckte, und damit, wie immer der Krieg 
ausgehen mochte, wenigstens einen Beitrag fuer die kuenftige europaeische Or mung 
zu liefern. So sehr sich im Räume die Sachen auch da stiessen, war doch ein erheb-
licher Teil der kroatischen Nation, die ehemalige Bauernpartei, einem Mitwirken 

l/Unter "Kroatien" ist hier entsprechend der von Deutschland inaugurierten 
staatlichen Loesung die Gesamtheit der ehemals habsburgischen Laender Kroatien, 
Slavonien, Dalmatien, Bosnien und die Herzegowina zu verstehen. Es gab in diesem 
100.000 KM^ grossen Raum 3 Mill, katholische Kroaten, 1.8 orthodoxw Serben, 7 0 0 . C O G 
bis 800.000 Moslims zum groessten Teil kroatische Blues, aber doch eigenes Volkstum, 



an einer solchen Loesung nicht abgeneigt. Leider hatte die stets gleich ungeschick-

te deutsche Aussenpolitik den Staat von Anbeginn der unkonstruktiven, terroristi-

schen Ustaschabewegung, einer absoluten Minderheit, ausgeliefert. 

Fuenf Monate hindurch glueckte der deutschen Wehrmacht die Abstinenz vom 
r 

Buergerkrieg, der sich irn wesentlichen zwischen der Ustascha und ihren Terrorban-

den einerseits und den nationalistischen orthodoxen Tschetnitzi andrerseits ab-

spielte. Da wurden anfangs Sept.1941 bei Sarajevo zwei deutsche Sanitaetsautos 

von Aufstaendischen ueberfallen. Nun kam die Lawine ins Rallen. Es waehrte nur 

mehr kurz, da sah sich die deutsche Wehrmacht in den Buergerkrieg hineingezogen, 

und zwar auf jener Seite, die ihren Fuehrern auch in der Folge nie Sympathien ein-

floesste, auf Seiten "Ustascha-Kroatiens". Die Abneigung gegen dieses blieb den 

deutschen Fuehrern bis zum Schluss, nicht ohne Grund stellten es die Ustaschau-

Terroristen, stellte es der ustaschahoerige deutsche Gesandte immer wieder fest. 

Der in unerwuenschter Bundesgenossenschaft gefuehrte Kampf der allmaehlich 

verstaerkten deutschen Bataillone mit den nationalistischen Aufstaendischen ©rtho-
> 

doxen gipfelte in einer Reihe von "Befriedungsaktionen", die unter dem Oberbefehl 

von Ob.Suedost und unter diesem eines in Belgrad stehenden Reserve-Generalkommandos 

durchgefuehrt wurden: Ende 1941 in Nordostbosnien, April 1942 nordoestlich von 

Sarajevo, Pommer 1942 noerdlich von Banja ^^uka und in kleinerem Ausmas s in Syrmien. 

Waehrend dieser Ke^einpfe foerderten die Italiener in ihrem Besetzungsgebiet die 

Tschetnik-Bewegung unausgesetzt wider die katholischen Kroaten. Dennoch kam es 

noerdlich der deutsch-italienischen Demarkationslinie allmaehlich zu einer Art 

von Waffenstillstand, an dem auch die kroatischen Truppen und selbst die Ustascha-

Miliz partizipierten. 

Irgendwelche Ausrottungsbefehle kamen in diesen Kaempfen meines Wissens -

im Gegensatz etwa zur blutigen "Saeuberung" der Mabschwa westlich von Belgrad -

nicht zur Auswirkung. Zu erinnern ist allerdings / fuer spaetere Kampfphasen noch 

weit mehr / an die traditionelle Grausamkeit jeglicher Balkankriegfuehrung. Waeh-

rend der Okkupation Bosniens durch die oesterr.Truppen im Jahr 1878 erschossen sich 
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fussmarode Soldaten, die zurueckbleiben mussten, um den ueblichen Massakrierungen 
durch serbische und tuerki-Insurgenten zu entgehen. Diese Masskrierungen kamen 
quch jetzt wieder vor, auch an deutschen Soldaten und Repressiv-Mas snahrwan blieben 
selbst ver staendlich nicht aus. Aber Gefangennahme und Entwaffnung der Aufständi-
schen war doch die Regel. Bezeichnenderweise zogen es schliesslich viele ortho-
doxe Bewohner Kroatiens aus Furcht vor den Ausrottungsplaenen der Ustascha selbst 
vor, sich als Arbeiter fuer Deutschland heuern zu lassen. 

In dem Sommer 1942 fiel das Aufflammen der Tito-Bewegung, das sich ursprueng-
lich auch auf italienischem Besatzungsboden und unter italienischer Patronanz voll-
zog. Im Fruehsommer 1942 wuchs aus der Dreilaenderecke Herzegowina-Montenegro-
^andschak jenes seltsame "Partisanenreich" heraus, das sich, zunaechst ausschliess-
lich suedlich der Demarkationslinie, also im italienischen Bereich, allgemach bis 
in den Raum suedlich von Agram erstreckte und bei einer Eaenge von 400 km 100 bis 
150 km breit war. Die Leitung dieser Bewegung war entsprechend der Persoenlichkeit 
ihres Hochbegabten Fuehrers Tito ausgesprochen kommunistisch. In der nationalen 
Zusammensetzung der Bewegung ueberwog anfaenglich das serbische Element entschei-
dend. Dieser Charakter aenderte sich jedoch bald. So stiessen gleich zu Anbeginn 
des Vormarsches gegen Nordwesten zahlreiche kroatische Insurgenten aus dem italieni-
schen Besatzungsgebiet, ganze "Brigaden" zu Tito. Aber auch noerdlich der Demarka-
tionslinie wuchsen ihm bald zahlreiche Blindesgenossen zu, nicht zuletzt aus dem 
Lager jener Kroaten, die nicht laenger den Terror der Ustaschaminoritaet erleiden 
mochten; unter ihoen bef;ind sich der Politiker Rybar, der Bildhauer August int s chitacl 
der Dichter Nazor. Gleichzeitig girff die Partisanenbewegung auf das deutsche 
Besatzungsgebiet ueber. Zumal noerdlich der Save bildeten sich mehrere Partis nen-
brigaden, die namentlich die immer zahlreicher werdenden Anschlaege gegen die Bahn 
Agram - Belgrad mit ihren vielen Opfern an deutschem Soldatenleben veranstalteilen. 
Diese Anschlaege, die in aehnlicher Weise auch gegenueber den Bahnen suedlich der 
Save ausgefuehrt wurden, zeitigten deutscher- und kroatischerseits "Suehnemass-
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naJoABn", die zweifellos den anfechtbarsten Teil der Kriegfuehrung gegen die 
Partisanen darstellten. 

Was ueber die Grausamkeit der Balkankaempfe schon andeutungsweise gesagt 
worden ist, galt auch fuer die nun folgende neue Kriegsphase. Von den Partisanen 
wurden Ustascha-Soldaten grundsaetzlich ohne Aushahme erschossen, wenn sie in 
Gefangenschaft gerieten. "Domobranen", d.h. -Soldaten der kroatischen Wehrmacht, 
wurden in der Regel entwaffnet und Nachhause geschickt oder sie fanden nach ihrer 
Gefangennahme freiwillig oder unfreiwillig den Weg in die Reihen der Partisanen. 
Gegenueber deutschen Soldaten kamen gewiss Faelle von Toetung und Massakrierung 
Gefangener vor. Vielfach wurden sie jedoch schlecht und recht als Gefangene am 
Leben erhalten, um nach Moeglichkeit Austauschobjekt zu bilden. Da die Austausch-
aktion auch die Kroaten mitinbegriff, fiel ihre Lenkung mir als Bevollmaechtigtem 
deutschen General zu. Tito forderte als Tauschobjekt fuer deutsche und kroatische 
Soldaten meist prominente Anhaenger seiner Bewegung. Mitunter auch solche, die 
sich weigerten, zu ihm zu gehen» Auf dem Wege ueber den Gefangenenaustausch wurden 
auch Versuche zur Äilderung besonderer Haerten der Kriegfuehrung unternommen, al-
lerdings auf beiden Seiten mit geringem Erfolg. 

Generelle ^rschiessungebefehle wurden, so viel ich weiss, im kroatischen 
Partisanenkrieg auf deutscher Seite nicht brlassen, oertliche 'Weisungen dieser 
Art kamen, beeinflusst durch das Tempo der Kriegfuehrung, wohl vor. Ich ver-
fehlte in meinen Berichten nie, auf das Uebel beredt hinzuweisen, wobei allerdings 
Argumente der Zweckmaessigkeit ins Treffen gefuehrt werden mussten, da ethische 
Bedenken an der obersten Spitze den gegenteiligen Effekt erzielt haetten. Fuer 
die zu Beginn 1943 einsetzende^ allgemeine deutsch-kroatische Offensive gegen das 
"Tito-Reich" zwischen Agram und Mostar, bei der Tito vorue&ergehend bis weit nach 
Suedosten zurueckgedraengt wurde, kam von oben der muendliche Auftrag, in dem von 
unseren Truppen zu durchschreitenden Gebiet auch Greise, Frauen und Kinder nicht 
zu schonen. Es glueckte mir, durch eine entschiedene Verwahrung und auch auf Um-
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wegen die Ausfuehrung dieses Befehls zu vereiteln. Ebenso nahm auf mein Betrei-

ben im August 1944 die Heeresleitung die Weisung zurueck, beim bevorstehenden 

Rueckzug von der Kueste die dortigen Staedte weitgehend zu zerstoeren und ihre 

gesäumte Einwohnerschaft in einem Todesmarsch hinter die Save zurueckzufuehren. 

Ueber die Zerstoerung der vier Doerfer an der Cetina und die Ermordung ihrer 

Bewohner Ende Maerz 1944 gab ich muendliche Aufklaerungen, soweit ich sie nach mei-

ner Kenntnis der Dinge geben konnte. Es ist nicht anzunehmen, dass ein hoeheres 

Kommando dazu den Befehl gegeben hat, auch das Divisionskommando nicht. Die 

"Aktion" scheint aus niedrigeren Verbaenden herausgewachsen zu sein, entfacht 

vielleicht durch den Nationalhass serbisch-banater SS-Soldaten gegen die katholi-

schen Bewohner der kroatischen Doerfer. Ebenso ist es aber leider Tatsache ge-

blieben, dass es der SS Dank ihrem Sonderdienstweg gelang, der Untersuchung durch 

das 2. PanzerAOK (Rendulic) auszuschluepfen und die Angelegenheit schliesslich im 

Sande verlaufen zu lassen. Der Einzige, der, ausser den armen Kroaten an der 

Cetina, am Platze blieb, war der kroatische Aussenminister, der auf Geheiss 

Ribbentrops zuruecktreten musste, weil sein Gesandter in der Wilhelmstrasse allzu 

stuermisch Genugtuung erheischte. 

Dass die Vernichtung von Ortschaften auch sonst im kroatischen Partisanen-
krieg - und zwar auf beiden Seiten eine hoechst traurige Rolle gespült hat, ist 
bekannt. Die beiden Parteien des Bruderkrieges hatten in den Ortschaften ihre 
offenen und geheimen Bundesgenossen, die an dem so listenreich gefuehrten Kriege 
mitwirkten. Repressalien, oft unberechtigt und noch oefter uebers Ziel schiessend, 
waren auf beiden Seiten die Folge. Die maennliche Bevoelkerung wurde von den 
Deutschen mitunter zur Zwangsarbeit abgefuehrt (die zuletzt auch fuer gefangene 
Partisanen vorgesehen war), von den Partisanen eventuell zwangsweise in die 
eigenen Reihen gepresst. 

Pluenderungen, Raub und aehnliche Ausschreitungen gehoerten bei den deutschen 
Truppen bis zu Beginn von 1943 zu den seltenen Ausnahmen. Sie wurden in dieser 
Zeit strengstens geahndet. Nach Neujahr 1943 begann das Auftreten von SS-Truppen 
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die guten Sitten zu verderben und die Kosaken, die im Spaetsommer 1943 einge-
setzt wurden, setzten mit ihren unzaehligen Schandtaten die Krone auf. Antraege 
nach oben, diese Truppe ehestens wieder aus dem slavischen Lande wegzuziehen, 
•wurden schliesslich mit der Weisung abgetan, von solchen Voröchlaegen in Zukunft 
abzusehen, da man die Kosaken aus Mangel anderer Truppen belassen muesse. 

Das schlechte Beispiel^ wirkte allmaehlich teilweise auch auf die Heeres-
truppen zurueck. ,;ie sich in den ersten zwei Jahren bei Freund und Feind wirkli-
chen Ansehens erfreuten. Naturgemaess spielte auch die Laenge der Kriegsdauer eine 
Holle. 

Ein Gegens and besonderer Sehnsucht Hitlers war es, Titos entweder lebendig 
oder tod habhaft wu werden. Einmal schien der Vielgesuchte schon im Mai 1943 
oestlich von Sarajevo zusammen mit einigen Taxisenden von Mitkaempfern voellig 
umzueggelt zu sein. Er entkam jedoch in gewohnter Weise. Gans besondere Hoffnungen 
setzte man im Fruehjahr 1941 in das Fallschirmunternehmen "Roesseisprung", durch 
das Tito bei Drvar (suedlich von Banja Luka) ausgehoben werden sollte. Der Abflug 
der Fallschirmer erfolgte bei Agram, wurde aber so geheim gehalten, dass ich das 
Unternehmen erst nach seinem Missgluecken erfuhr. Dabei scheinen, wie ich kuerz-
lich in Nuernberg hoerte, zieihlich scharfe "Liquidierungsbefehle" ergangen zu 
sein, die auch vor Alliierten Militaermissionen nicht Halt machten. Tito entkam 
abermals. Nur seine in Anfertigung begriffene Marschallsuniform wurde ins Wiener 
Heeresmuseurn gebracht. 

Der Ausrottungskrieg der Ustascha gegen die orthodoxen Staatsgenossen hatte 
inzwischen irn Fruehjahr 1942 einen gewissen Hoehepunkt erreicht. Bei Her Unzu-
friedenheit mit den sonstigen Ergebnissen meiner ziemlich eigenwillig betriebenen 
Sonderpolitik in Kroatien-Jugoslavien rechne ich es mir zu einer gewissen Befrie-
digung, dass mein resmrtwidriges Eingreifen als bevolimaechtigter General (die 
Sache gehoerte ausschliesslich in die Zustaendigkeit des Gesandten) einiges zu 
diesem Abflauen des grossen planmaessigen Vernichtungskrjpjfes der Agramer Clique 
gegen die Serben beitragen konnte. Einzelaktionen dieser Art hoerten wohl auch 
in der Folge nicht auf und auch die durch mich bis zu meinem Sturze vom amtliehen 
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Sektor ferngehaltenen boesartigsten Ustascha-Terroristen betaetlgten sich hinter 
den Kulissen, gefoerdert durch Pavelic, weiter und trieben dun it auch Tito unab-
laessig Verstaerkungen zu. Weitgehend fand die Auseinandersetzung nationaler Art 
immer mehr im Rahmen des Partisanenkrieges statt, wobei allerdings Serben, 
Katholiken und Moslims in beiden Lagern oder, die Tschetnitzi,mit inbegriffen 
in allen dreien fochten. Erst im Jahre 1945 nach Abzug der Deutschen aus Jugos-
lavien hat sich Tito gegenueber offenbar eine nationalistische F r o nt zusammen-
geschlossen, die von Uraza Mihajolovic bis zu den nicht allzu kompromittierten 
Ustascha alle nationaÜ3 it sehen Elemente zu umfassen scheint. 

gez. Glaise-Horstenau. 
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1. REFERENCES 

USFET' MIS Center CI-IIR No 50, published mid-February 1946 
2. REASON FOR REPORT 

Brief from UK Base, CI War Room, UK 59587, dtd 7 Nov 45, 
S 30371 

3. INTERROGATION RESULTS 

a» Subject's Life History 
Walter SENSBURG was born 6 Sep 96 in MULNCHLN. Ho attended 

schools there, entered the Cadet Corps in 1904, and was graduated 
from Gymnasium in 1914. An officer candidate at the outbreak of 
the war, he received his commission in 1915, He left the Army in 
1919 and bought an interest in a firm which produced educational 
and travel films. The ooncern eventually went bankrupt and 
SENSBURG lost all his savings. 

In 1934 SENSBURG joined the Wehrmacht and became Abwehr 
Gruppen Leiter I with the staff of IX Army Corps, KASSEL. In 1936 
Gruppe I was transferred from KASSEL to WIESBADEN to join the 
newly-formed General Kdo XII. Gruppe I concerned itself there 
with the procurement of military information on S Bolgium and 
France. In 1940 SENSBURG assumed the additional duties of NOB 
(Nachrichten Beschaffungs Offizier) with 1 Gorman Army at 
BAD KREUZNACH. In this capacity he furnished the Ic with 
information submitted by Frontlauefer and V-Loute. 

SENSBURG was transferred to Belgium on 20 May 40 as Leiter 
I of the mewly-created Ast BRUSSELS. In ^ y 1941 he was sent to 
Greece to servo first as Leiter 1 and then (July 1942) as chief of 
Ast ATHENS. IS August 1943 ho flew to HLLGUJXL.. to take charge 
of Leit Stelle I Sued Ost fuer Front Aufklaerung, and he remained 
in this position until ifciay 1945, when he was placed in the F.VE 
at RADSTADT, Austria. He was discharged in June but was taken into 
custody again at WIESBADEN, 25 Aug 45. 

b. Front Aufklaerung in the Balkans 

(1) History 

During the combat phase of operations in Jugoslavia, 
Albania, and Groeco in April and May 1941, intelligence was 
furnished by Abwehr I men attaohed to the advancing troops as 
Nuohrichten Beschaffungs Offiziere. Their work v/as supplemented 
by mobile Abwehr III units like Einsatz Kdo SCHMALSCHLAEGER. 

After formal hostilities ceased at the end of *«ay 1941, 
the Abwehr set itself up on a territorial bases, and Asts ATHENS, 
BELGRADE, SALONIKI, and ZAGREB v/ure organized. 

Beoause of the growing danger of an Allied invasion from 
Italy and because of the increased scale of Partisan activities, 
the territorial Abwehr setup was abandoned in Summer 1943 and 
mobile Front Aufklaerung units were activated. 



U ) Activating the Front Aufklaerun Units 
The dissolving Asts aided ii. the activation of the 

Front AufKlaeruxiG units uy sup.lying them with specialized 
personnel and equipment. The resouroes of Gruppen I, II, or 
III of the Asts vc placed et the disposal of the respective 
I, II, or III FA unit. Ast ATHENS hc.d, for instance, to supply 
personnel and equipment for the following organizations: 

(a) L/Stelle I SO, O/Bef SO - Gruppe I personnel 
(b) FAT 127 - Gruppe I personnel 
(c) FAT 170 - Gruppe I personnel 
(d) NBO beim Asm. Aegeis - Gruppe L-I-M/SO personnel 
(e) FAT 375 - Gruppe III personnel 
(f) FAT 376 - Gruppe III personnel 
(g) FAT 219 - Gruppe II personnel 
(h) AO des Bef Sued Griechenland - Gruppe III personnel 
The new FATS were usually able to start operating at 

once in the territory of the former Abt. 

(3) Organization 
(a) 0/aef Sued Ost In August 1943 the O/Kds of Army 

Group F moved from SALONIKI to BLLGRADL and Gen Ru von WEICHS 
assumed command of the Balkan theater. His organization was 
known as O/Bef Sued Ost. 

(b) The lo of 0/Bef SO was Obst von hARLING (succeeded 
by Obst/Lt MARMSTORF in March 1945). The services of all the 
FA units in the area were at his disposal, and orders from OK!/ 
i.bwehr in BERLIN to the FA units in the Balkans were channelled 
through his office. L/Stellen I and II SO and FAK 201 were di-
rectly under the Io and transmitted his orders to the subordinate 
FAKs and FATS I, II, and III. Liaison between the FA organization 
and the -»-c was managed by Obst/Lt HINTLRSEER (replaced by Obst/Lt 
HAuwLR in march 1945). This coordinator was the only man in the 
office of the O/Bef SO who had a complete picture of Front 
Aufklaerung operations in the theater. The chief of L/Stelle I SO, 
for instance, knew only of matters pertaining to Front Aufklaerung 
1 operations, and had nothing to do with Abwehr II or III. 

(c) FAKs 176, 124, 310, & 390 were under the juris-
diction of the Io of 2 Panzer Army and the Io of Army Group L, 
and relayed instructions to the 1 and III FATs in the zones of 
2 Pz Armee and HG i.. Their activities were coordinated by the 
L/Stellen I or III SO. 

(4) Amotions of the I. II, & III FATs 

(a) I FATs conducted reconnaissance missions against 
the Partisans and the Red Army and filtered agents into enemy 
territory to radio back military information. 

(b) II FATs often oarried out special combat missions, 
suoh as the olearing and seouring of important highways. Balkan 
collaborationists and Cossaok fighters were often attaohed to 
these F^Ts. The 1 and III iATs never enlisted aliens of this 
sort as regular members of their units. 
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(o) III fuTa were supplied with false and worthless in-
formation by Obst/Lt HINTERSELR which they were to use as 
"Spielmaterial" to deceive the enemy. SENSBURG has no detailed 
information rogarding the employmont of those ruses. The CO of 
L/Stelle III SO maintained close contact with the Croatian 
authorities, with the Geheime Feld Polizei, and with the SD, con-
cerning polioe questions involving the Front -aufklaerung service. 

(5) Front Aufklaerung Finances 

All regular military expenses incurred by the Fi» units 
were handled through ordinary ohannels. -»11 expenses peouliar 
to FA work were regulated by the paymaster in the offico of the 
Ic of O/Bef SO, O/Zahlmoistcr POSCHMAHN (succeodcd by ß/ln-
tendant ROESCH in -mtumn 1944). All decisions on FA disbursements 
lay with tho Ic. 

Agents signod receipts with their oover names, The pay-
master was responsible only for the correctness of the account, 
and not for the advisability or purpose of the expense. He 
submitted the aocounts monthly to tho Chef .ubw (ZF) and requi-
sitioned tho neccessary monies in foreign currency, gold, and so 
forth. 

(6) Channels of Communication 

The .„bwehr Xunk Loiter in the offioe of the Io, O/Bef 
SO, Hptm WEBER, coordinated the entire radio sorvice of the 
Front Aufklaerung units and individual agents in the Balkans. 
His duties also included the training of W/T agents and the 
procurement of equipment from the Funk Loiter SO, WIEN. 

Carrior pigoon sorvioo was handled by Brieftaubonzug 
Balkan under tho command of O/Lt MOELLER. 

Personnel of .ufuloi Sued Ost: 

Commanding Offioor: 

Deputy 
Other offiocrs 

NCO'S 

Hptm WEBER (Soptombor 1943-Novombcr 
1944) Hptm FLADE (November 1944-
May 1945) 
O/Lt NUTZ 
Lt HUNDT 
Lt HELLWIG 
Waohtm -»SCHÜ..CHER II HECKER II KR.NLL II FRITZKEMPER It PAUL 
Uffz FUCHS u GR.J3SE it Lu^NGLMEIER It REITER II RICHTER 41 WULFHOOP 
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(7) Training of W/T ^fvnts 

ĵi offioor of a F*/v or FAK would first instruct the 
prospective V/T agent in reoonnaissanoc work and other tactical 
aspeots of Front aufklaerung, When it was seen that the man 
had intelligence possibilities—and not until then—radio-teoh-
nioal training was begun by instructors from the offioe of 
the ikbw Funk Leiter (Afuloi),. ^econnaissanoe equipment (maps, 
compass, eto) were provided by the F... unit, ^adio equipment 
wr.s provided by the ^bw Funk Leiter, 

Until Sumner 1944 the ..»fulei's radio station maintained 
communication only with the Y./T agents of Front „.ufklacrung 
Sued Ost, but subsequently the .*fulei took over radio contact 
with all W/T agents in the Balkans. His station was loeated 
near WILN until March 1945, probably at BiiLITLNFURT. It was 
later transferred to OBING (Bavaria), near the Chiemsee. 

(8) Technical and Specialized equipment 

Technical requirements of the Front Aufklaerung service 
were filled by the G-Staflel in the officc of the Io, O/Lcf SO. 
CO of the unit was hptm Dr SASSL (replaced by O/Lt A..YSLR in 
Summer 1944). Secret inks, forged documents, and photographic 
equipment were the items oomiuonly handled. 

(9) Front Aufklaerung I Organization 

Loit Stelle I Sued Ost beim O/Bef SO wr.s the highest 
I agency in the Balkans and gave orders pertaining to Abwehr 

matters to all F/uCs and F^.Ts under its jurisdiction. 

FAK 176 (and later Fâ C 124) stood between L/Stelle I 
SO and the FATS and passed on and elaborated orders from Obst/Lt 
SLNSBURG to FATs 125-129, 167-174, 177, and 178, and, for a 
short time, 117 and 118. 

The Io at O/Bef SO received instructions of a general 
..bwehr nature from the Chief of the ^bwehr service in BLRLIN. 
L/Stelle I SO also received general instructions, pertaining 
only, however, to lu I problem«. 

F.. I work on the Russian and Bulgarian fronts was 
conducted by FATs 167, lt58, 169, 170, 177, 178, 117, end 118. 
Results were meager and unsatisfactory sinoe the FA personnel 
working on the NB and i, borders of Jugoslavia was unaoquainted 
with the terrain and the temper of the people. The F..Ts had 
no experienced agents and few interpreters. 

Some of the F..Ts were oooupied with the problem of 
establishing W/T agents in jJ.lied-oooupied Italy. It was feared 
that an invasion of the Balkans would be launched from that 
quarter. VjLuiNLR of F..T 173 (see Annex I) was, however, the only 
W/T agent eventually to submit information of any value. 
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FAT 127 in G»ecse end Crete, (of USFET MIS Center CI-IIR 
50, published mid-February 1946) F.JI 128 in Serbia and Albania, 
and FAT 129 in Croatia were oooupied with the setting up of nets 
of stay-behind agents (R-Netze). Their labors net with little 
success. *̂fter the jellied oooupation of Greeoe and Serbia not 
more than threo messages of any value woro ever sent from ATHENS 
and BELGRADE. No messages of any sort emanated from Croatia. 

(10) L/Stelle I SO fuer Front aufklaerung 
(a) History: L/Stelle I SO began operations in BEL-

GRADE on 25 -uig 43 under the command of Obst/Lt SENSBURG. Most 
of the oadre and equipment of the L/Stelle had been taken over 
from i.st ̂ THENS (dissolved -.ugust 1943). Fron 25 ̂ ug 43 to 
22 i.pr 45 the L/Stelle was stationed at the Hq of O/Bef SO. 

(b) Headquarters: 
BELGR.DE, 25 Aug 43-beginning of October 1944 
VUKOVAR, until end of October 1944 
ZAGREB, until 22 -.pr 45 
HOEFLEIN (nr IJUBLJ.JJA) until 6 May 45, then with-
drawal via KL.4GENFURT and R.JJST-DT, Austria, into 
vicinity of WEILHEIM ( Bavaria) 

(0) Mission of L/Stelle I SO: This offioe furnished 
the Io, O/Bef SO, with practical proposals oonoerning the employ-
ment of tho F^ I units. This prevented to some extent the 
possibility of the Io, O/Bef SO, and his subordinate Io's, 
sending the F^Ts on foolish and incompatible errands. The 
L/Stelle also issued speoifio **bwehr instructions to all FAKs and 
Fi.Ts in the South East to supplement the general military opera-
tional orders issued by tho Io, O/Bof SO. 

Tho following faotors oomplioated Front aufklaerung 
operations in the Balkans: 

1 £he tribal feuds and antipathies which set 
regions, tribes, religious soots, and political 
parties at violent odds limited the usefulness of 
individual agents who themselves bore these 
grudges. 
2 The ruggod character of the terrain and the laok 
of good roads made movement precarious and slow. 
3 The Jugoslav hatred for Germany and the increas-
ing hope of liberation by the «allies made the 
procurement of roliable Balkan agents more diffi-
cult as time went on. 
4 the growing strength of Partisan foroes rend-
ered operations perilous. 





(d) Gruppe Sichtung of L/Stolle I SO had to oheok all 
incoming information with" the aid of handbooks, maps, previous 
reports, and other reference material. It edited and consoli-
dated reports from I units in tho field, and diöoeminated 
them to interested agencies. Under no circumstances was L/Stolle 
I SC alxowed to evaluate a report. This funotion was assumed 
exclusively by the Ic's, L/Stelle I SO was seldom told what aotion 
the Ic proposed to '»/airs on the basis of any particular report. 

(e) iAgcnic of L/Stelle I SO: It was not necessary 
for the L/Stelle to"'maintain agents of its own, but an exception 
was made in the case of W/T agents working behind the Allied lines 
in Italy. The recruiting of such operatives was tho job of F..K 
176 and F..T3 170, 171, 172, 173, and 174. ..bout 12 Italian sold-
iers were enlisted and plaoed in a special training unit set up by 
O/Lt KLESSL1NG of Gruppe n, L/Stello I SO, in a house in the 
DÜDIWJE suburb of BEIGR-J)E. Chief instructor of this unit v/as 
one HTEXFTUL (alias HEINRICH), a former 1st Lt in the Italian 
Military Intelligence 3orvice. W/T instruction was provided by 
one FUCHS (probably a cover nume) from the office of the ..fulei 
SO. 

The special training unit later transferred to 
BREITENFURT, nr WILN, here rations and quarters were provided 
by ^st WIEN. One group of agents was sent into Italy in 1944 
and another early in 1945. Bot.h batches were dropped by 
parachute from pianos of Geschwader 200. A1ESSLING and K^YN-JL. 
accompanied the second group. L/Stelle I SO never received v/ord 
from any one in either of the groups, Lt LASCHGLER or Sdf 
MERTENS, both of the L/Stolle, may be able to shed more light on 
tho subjeot. 

(f) Personnel of L/Stelle I SO: 

Commanding Officer: 
Obst/Lt Walter SENSBURG 

Deputies: 
O/Lt ROLSSLER Uutumn 1943) 
Maj PROBST (Winter 1943-Spring 1944) 
Hptm SChELAER (Summer and -«ubu..in 194<0 
Maj BRÄUNLICH (Winter 1944-capitulation) 

Other Offiocrs: 
tiaj W0D1CZ&* 
Hptm PFlTZNER 
Hptn G01TSCH.JUC 
Hptm BitEDOu (only for a 3hort time) 
Hptu SOhLITTER 
Hptn OLBRICH 
hi ttm von iu^HOEVENER 
O/Lt KOENCG 
O/Lt iJ/^oLING 
O/Lt MUETZE (lator with F..T 169) 



O/Lt REICHERT 
Lt von CODLLLI (only for a short time) 
Lt RE^TZ (later with FAT 1 6 7 ) 
Lt idOESSNER 
Lt ^.LCHGLLR 
Lt REICHERT 
Sc.f JiilLRTLWS 
Self METZNER 
LCt SUETE 
SCt. iLtRGER 
Sdf GROivJivIE 

N C O S : 
Fw „ILBLRT (later with FAT 1 2 5 ) 
*'w BijRM. JTN 
Fw GLUE 
Fw KUGLwLÜTN 
F w L A N Z I N G L R 
Iw STUNA 
Gefr hELFER 
Gofr SPERBER 
Gefr LEISSEL 

(g) Dissemination of Inf orna t i on: FATS receiver, infor-
mation from their message ccnters (kelC.ekocpf e) ancl individual 
agents, consoliuatec. and edited the data, and forwarded reports 
(with remarks evaluation tho source) to: F-üC 176 in the ousc of 

FATS 172, 173, 174, 126 W and 126 0; to the Ic of "ceres Gruppe E 
in the case of FATS 170, 171, and 124; to the "Deutscher Gene-
ral Griechenland11 in the case of FAT 127; to the "Deutscher 
General in Kroatien" in the case of FAT 129; and to the 
"Deutscher General in Serbien" in tho case of FATS 125 and 
128« In addition, the FATS sent copies of all reports to 
L/Stelle I SO. 

FAX 176 forwardcc". all roports from its subordinate 
FATs to the Ic of 2 Pz Army. xt forward C to L/Stolle I SO 
only those roports which were collector" by its own agents. 

L/Stolle I SO had to submit all incoming information 
to the Ic, O/Bef SO; all infornation except that of a purely 
local nature to Fronrle Hecro West; all important inf ornati on of 
Abwehr interest to Abwehr I, BERLIN (later Chef FA); all infor-
mation portinont to tho torritory covered by 2 Pz .any, Heeres 
Gruppe E, Deutscher Genoral in Kroatien, Befehlshaber Serbien to 
the Ic's of those commands, provided the data had not already 
boon submitted by tho FaT3. L/Stelle I SO disseminated all infor-
mation of naval interest to iviarine Gruppen Kdo SuoC, and all 
material of local naval interest to Admiral Adria and Admiral 
Aegaeis. A H information of air force interest was given to 
Luftwaffen Kdo SO, and air force information of local intcroet 
to Flieger Korps i, Luftgau Belgrad, Flieger Fuehrer ..Ibanion, 
and Flieger fuehrer Kroatien, hooroo Gruppe Sued reoeivoc. infor-
mation portinont to its zone of operations, as clid O/Bef Sued 
(Italy). 



^he oorman military attache oi 5CR:*A (later DeutaoVer (jsneral in 
Bulgarien) received all iiif-rrxa-iou L/'üo9ii3 I yc ^aiheced on 
partisan activity in Bulgaria- L/Stelle III SO received information 
pertinent to FA III operations, and ^AF 201 all information concernins 
FA II. 

km CONCLUSIONS 

None 

5. COMCTTS AND KFCQMMINDATIONS 

NonG 
JM;HCB;cJa For the Commanding Officer» 

1st Lt., ATTS 
Chief, CI Section 
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PRISONER: obst/Lt SENS BURG, Walter -.Iber t Lothar, Co of 
Loit Stelle I Sued r̂t-

1. FAK 176 

Personnel: Obst/Lt Dr HEMPRICH (Commanding Officer) 
Hptn WAAS (Deputy CO) 
Lt MONTAG 
Fw KUNZM.*NN 

History: "hen ü.st ZAGREB was diss >lve F-JC 176 was activate" 
in September 1943 under tho command of Obst/Lt HEMPRICH, forner 
Leiter the ^st, F-JC 176 was assigned to 2 Pz ,jrmy fron 
Septenber 1943 until Spring 1945 and operate•* mainly in Croatia. 
In November 1944 2 Pz -..rmy and F-ai 176 v/crc withdrawn fron 
O/Bef SO and transferred to S Hungary and lator to the Western 
Front, ivftor Novenbcr 1944 L/Stelle I SO had nothing further to 
do with F.JC 176. 

Hoaf, quarters: F-JC 176 Hq was locator, Autumn 1943-Soptonbor 
1944~ in VRNJ.JL* BANJi.. Jugoslavia, SI. ;f BELGR.J)E; Septenber 1944-
early Novcnber 1944 in NUST^Ji, Jugoslavia, SW of VUKOVAR i and 
then in S Hungary, 

Mission: Tho duties ct FAK 176 involved the transmission of 
Abwehr instructions to all I F^Ts operating under the juris-
diction of 2 Pz 4»ruy, and maintaining liaison with L/Stelle 
I SO. Fiji 176 had little success w:\th its agents, most of whom 
had been recruited by the olc. ,*st Zi«GR£B. Information received 
ha'", generally only a local value, but secme 1 to fill the demands 
of tho Ic of 2 Pz .*ruy who was principally interested in infor-
mation of a tactical nature. Fm2 176 maintained no special 
agents' training camps. 

F,.T3 under jurisdiction of F.JC 176: 

EAT 126 Ost (..utumn 1943-4.utumn 1944) 
3.26 West (..utunn 1943-.*utumn 1944) 

i-.T 172 (autumn 1943-Soptember 194*) 
F**T 173 (autumn 1943-September 1944) 
ZAT 174 ( " «» " ) 
F..T 125 (nid-Ootobcr 1944-Nobembcr 1944) 
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FAT 168 (Sumner 1944-November 1944) 
IAT 169 (Spring 1944-September 1944) 
FAT 117, 118, and 167 (Summer 1944-May 1945; accon-

paniod FiJC 176 to S Hungary) 
2« 124 
Comnanding Officers: u/Lt MUETZE (Spring 1944) 

Lt REETZ(oarly Summer 1944) 
O/Lt FROEHLLCH (Summor 1944-January 1945) 
Maj SCHÜLLER (February 1945) 
Hptm Ait4»NN (Maroh-May 1945) 

History: FiÄC 124 was activated lato 1943 or early 1944 at 
S;.LuNIAI, Greece. It carricd the noriial T/o of a FAK (36 men), 
but had no Trupps under its jurisdiction until January 1945, 
whon it took ovor F-.Ts 125, 126 ost, 126 West, 170,172, 173 
174, 177, and 178. 

L/Stelle I SO lost contact with F.j£ 124 after 22 Apr 
45. It was always assigned to the Ic of Hoeros Gruppe E. 

Headquarters: FAK 124 was stationed first at SALONIKI, and 
then moved to L U R I S S A , Greece, maintaining Meldekoepfe at L U M I A , 

V 0 L 0 S , and POLYGIROS. Its last Hq v/as at ZAGREB. 

Mission: In February 1945 F;*K 124 assumed the task of giving 
Abwehr instructions to the I F..Ts in Slovenia and N Croatia, and 
maintaining liaison bctwoon thorn and L/Stcllo I SO. FAK 124 
maintained no camp for the training of agents and had littlo 
success with the fow V-Leute it controllod. o/Lt MUETZE was an 
inefficient ceuuaander, and whilo C/Lt FR^EHLICH achievod better 
results, the information ho uncovered v;as only of local taotical 
value. 

3. FAT 125 

Personnel: Hptm BUERGER (CO, Autumn 1943-Juno 1944) 
Lt VOGT (CO, Juno 1944-j.ugust 1944) 
Lt TAMCHINA (CO, August 1944-Fobruary 1945) 
Lt BUERGER (CO, March-May 1945) 
Lt l.TENHuLD (Spring 194 .) 
O/Lt iviUETZE (for short period in 1944) 
Sdf GRUiL.iE (missing) 
Fw iJjBERT (killod) 

History: FAT 125 v/as activator in BELGR.JDE in the Fall of 1943. 
Tersonnol and oquipmcnt wore inhoriucd from Gruppo I of tho 
inactivatod AS t BELGR,JDE« The Trupp had the actual strength 
of a (36 men ) sinco it took ovor tho Fi. operations oonductc ' 
against Partisans in the Gntiro state of Sorbia. When FAT 125 
was taken out of Sorbia, its strength was reduocd to that of 
a regular FAT (14 men). -*ftor working against Partisans in 
Serbia, it took up operations against guerrillas in E Croatia and 
S Styria. 
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Hoaćguartors wore sot up in BELG&JDE nnć! then in POZAREVAC, NISH, 
NEGOTIN, and SJENICA, Sorbia, and then noar RUM... NUST.JR, nad 
VINKoVICI, Croatia. Sourco SENSBURG does not know VRBE TO 7..T 125 
was stationod after September 1944. Tho Tru-jp wao r-c 
tho Ic of Bef Sorbion, ..utumn 1943-mid-Octobcr 1944; t:i-:i to tho 
Ic of £ Pz Airily; and then, Docembcr 1944-Mc.y 1945, to the Ic of 
Army Group E. 

Mission: FAT 1 2 5 conducted rcconnaissanco operations against 
tno i^artisans in Sorbia and, after Octobcr 1 9 4 4 , in Slovenia. 
InApril 1 9 4 5 it functioned ineffectually in Styria, nr D R A V O G R A D . 

FAT 1 2 5 took over the Mcldokoopfc and quite a number of agents 
of Gruppe I, Ast BELGRADEr allowing for a minimum of disruption 
when tho ASt was dissolved. 

4 . FAT 1 2 6 best 

Personnel: Hptm Dr OTTO (Commanding ^fficor) 
O/Lt PESCHKE 

History: This FAT was activated in autumn 1943, personnel and 
equipment being taken over from Gruppe I , ASt ZAGREB. 

Headquarters wore loc&tod at ZAGREB until May 1 9 4 5 , and 
Meldokoepfo wore maintained at SIZAK, 10 JiLoVAC, and later in 
VAR.«SDIN, Croatia. FI.T 1 2 6 West was assigned to tho Ic of 2 
Pz A R M Y , Autumn 1943-Aiitumn 1 9 4 4 . After Octobcr 1 9 4 4 the F A T 

was assigned to the lo of the "Doutsche Goncral in Kroatien." 

Mission: FAT 1 2 6 Wost conducted roconnaissanco opor.tions 
against tho Partisans in NV/ Croatia and on the Adriatic coast. 
Hptm OTTO and O/Lt PESCHKE (who had lived in IL^RLOVAC before 
the war) were well-acquainted with tho population and the 
terrain and were able to hiro reliable agents. Thoy produced a 
number of good roports of local interest for the fighting troops. 

5 . F A T 1 2 6 Ost 

Personnel: Hptm .JLJttl (CO - succeeded by Sdf MERTENS) 
Lt MuESSMER 
Sdf SCHV/ARZ ( ? ) 
Gefr POISL 

History: FAT 1 2 6 ost was activatod in Autumn 1 9 4 3 , mainly 
from personnel and equipment of tho deactivated AST ZAGREB, for 
tho purpose of conducting Front Aufklaerung operations against 
tho Partisans in SE Croatia. FA work in Styria under Sdf MERTENS 
in April 1 9 4 5 had to bo given up owing to tho haste of tho 
German rotroat. Somo members of the FAT were in tho PVE at 
V/AGRAIN. Austria, and rocoivod discharges at WEILHEIM (Upper 
Bavaria). 

FifcT 126 Ost was assignod to the J-o of 2 pz ..my, 
Autumn 1943-AUtumn 1 9 4 4 . .*ftor Ootobor 1 9 4 4 it sorvod the 
I o of j*sqy Group E. 

) 
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Hptm. A&JJN know his territory and had reliable agents 
who delivered quite useful tactical information on the Partisans. 
Higher intelligence authorities were so pleased with „uvi.JflN• S 
work that ho was given command of F̂ JC 124 at the beginning of 
February 1945. 

Headquarters were located, ,*utunn 1943-eatly 1945, at S-JUJEVo. 
Meldokoopfe were established in HRoD, DuBuY, and ELJJJA LUiC., 
Croatia. At tho end of 1943 the Moldekopf at LUA.* was 
attacked by Partisans, its CO was taken prisoner or killed, and 
important classified documents fell into the hands of tho enemy. 

6. F^T 128 
Personnel: O/Lt TuPL.JC (Commanding Of!icer) 

Lt HOFwLJJH (since ..utumn 1944) 
Sdf P0I8L (later with F,*T 129) 
Sdf PICHLER 
Gefr M..SSITSCHEK 

History: F..T 128 was activated in -jutumn 1943 at BELGRADE, 
personnel and equipment being taken over from *«.3t EELGR-J)E. 
O/Lt TOPL.JC spoke fluent Serbo-Croat and had a fair knowledge 

of the country. He may now be in Camp 74, LUDWIGS BURG. 
The F-.T stayed in Serbia until wctobcr 1944, when half 

the F^T proceeded to TRIESTE and the other half operated in S 
Styria. Fi.T 128 was assignee, to 4*rmy Gp E and was, until uctober 
1944, attaohed to Bef Serbien. 
Headquarters were maintained at BELGR.J5E until October 1944, then 
at BUKuV*kR (Slovenia), and thorn at &JDKERSBURG, «ustria, and TRIESTE 
Italy. 

Mission of F-̂ T i28 was to organize an R-Netz in Serbia and 
Albania. It acquired some agonts in Sorbia, but none were to be 
had in the province of Istria or around RADxCEIiSBURG. .*ftor the 
German withdrawal from Serbia only one agent continued to send 
messages: HEYiCO (oover name), who was stationed in BELGxLJ)E. He 
transmitted three messages of military value on the movements of 
Red troops ho had witnessed, .another agent (alias probably 
NUCUL) was dropped by paraohute behind tho linos in Rumania, but 
nothing was ever heard from him. 

Before he joined F..T 128 and during his early days with 
tho unit, O/Lt TOPL.JI took charge of a special mission for the 
late obst H.JJSEN. Source SENSBURG believes that this mission merely 
involved the forwarding of messages or orders to an agent of „».bw 
I, BERLIN, in HELGRJDE (alias P.JJLa), and the booking of plaoos on 
planes and the procurement of visa3 and permits for associates of 
PAULA. 

Maj HUNZINGER of «kbw I-H, Oat, informed SENSBURG that 
P-.ULa, was an important agent of obst H.JJS1IN and had olose connec-
tion with Gen MIILJXOVITCH and with cirolos in Franoe and England* 
Sdf WREDE supervised P.JJWS associates in Franoe. 
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7 . FaT 1 2 9 

Personnel: Hptn BUCKWICH (Commanding Officer) 
Sdf PuISL (formerly with FAT 228) 

History: FAT 129 was activated in AUTUMN 1943 at ZAGREB, personnel 
and equipment being taken over fron the old ASt there. Hptm 
HJCKLICH spoke Serbo-Croat and had a thorough knowledge of tho 
country and people. Sourco bENSBURG does not know what happened 
to FAT 129; when last hoard from on 22 Apr 45 it was still oper-
ating near ZAGREB. 

The Trupp was assigned to Army Group F and later to 
Army Group E, and attachod to the "Deutsche General in Kroatien." 
Headquarters were always in ZAGREB. During -autumn and I/inter 
1944 FAT 129 had a Meldekopf at LJUBLJ.JSA. 

Mission of FAT 129 was to organize an R-Netz in Croatia, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, and Montenegro. Its Meldckopf had a similar 
mission on tho Austro-Croat border. No meassages were received 
from agents after the Gorman withdrawal from tho area although a 
good many were rooruited and equipped. 

8. FAT 167 

Personnel: Lt REETZ (Commanding Officer) 
Sdf METZNER 
Uffz SEIBT 
Gefr BOCK (deceased) 

History: FAT 167 was activated in EELGR. *DE, Summer 1944, mainly 
from inexperienced personnel hired through Front L/Stelle 
BELGRADE. The Trupp bogan its F.. work in tho territory E of 
the Tisa River, near VELIK.*, KIKINDA, Jugoslavia. In November 
1944 FI.T 167, along with 2 Pz Army and FaK 176, left the juris-
diction of O/Bef So and L/Stelle So. 

Headquarters wore ..first in VELIKA KIKINDA and then in NOVI 
S . J ) , Jugoslavia. Later the FAT moved into the region W of 
Lnke Balaton. 

Mission: FAT 1 6 7 oonduoted rooonnaissanoo work of dubious 
value against the Red Army which was advanoing from the SE and 
E into the Bannt and the region N of tho Drava River. 

Uffz SEIBT of Meldekopf TOMIC contacted come 
Rumanians who offered to bring military information concern-
ing the Red Army out of Rumania. Before this connoction 
could be oxploited by FAT 1 6 7 , SEIäT was transferred to KdM 
WIEN. Nothing further is known of this operation. 

9. FAT 168 

Personnol: Lt VuGT (Commanding Officer) 
Lt HuFMitNN 

History: F..T 168 was activated in BELGRADE in Summer 1 9 4 4 and 
saw aotion in the Banat in the environs of VRU..C, Jugoslavia, and 
later on in the vioinity of BRCKu, SE of VINAJVCI (Slovenia). 
It then retreated NW via ZAGRLB. The JV.T was assignod to the Io of 
2 Pz ..nay until Novombor 1944, and then worked for tho Ic of <Jviy 
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Hoadquarters wcro at VRS..C and then at BRCZo. 

Mission: F..T 168 carried on regular FA reoonnaissr.noc work 
against the Hod .^roy on its own limited sootor of tho front. 
It was always in particularly close contact with tho fighting 
troops, a fact appreciated by the local la's. It socurof infor-
mation of a purely looal tactical nature. 

During the campaign in the Banat, At HUFM..NN v/as 
attached to F.*T 168 with a motorized advanced Meldcköpf 
under his command. This motorized unit was suddenly sont 
into tho OUSOVAC district of Rumania when the Red .mmy nado 
a surprise attack against the Iron Gate. HOFxnUNN was able to 
procurc somo tactical information but his agents found it 
difficult to contact him when tho Germans began retreating 
further anG further into tho West. He was later wounded while 
attachod to F^T 128 in SE ..ustria. 

10. F..T 169 

Personnel: o/Lt Pj»N (Commanding officer) 
u/Lt MULTZL 

History: F.*T 169 was activated in Spring 1944. It served in 
.abania (Hq in TIH-Jtf-*) until the Gernan forces departed, working 
always in close contact with F.uT 173.-. (Both FATu were tunder 
»he command of u/Lt P.JJ during the retreat via SCUT-iRI, 
S.JLATLVO, and ZAGREB.) the end of February 1945 F«.Ts 169 
and 17-3 wcro transferred to L/Stolle I Ost. 

Tho F^T was always attachod to Gebirgs Korps XXT 
under 2 Pz aJMy and then under j*rmy Gp L. 

Mission: The prinoipal duty of F;.T 169 was to conduot recon-
naissance missions against the Partisans in *J.bania. 0/Lt PAN 
knew the country well, his wifo being -J.br.nian, and was acqu-
ainted with a number of reliable tribesmen who provided hin with 
valuable information. 

O/Lt MUETZL roma ine d in Albania after the German re-
treat. His motives for staying behind are n^t known. He was 
charged in absentia wit*, desertion. 

11. FAT 170 (cf USFLT MISC CI-IIR No 50, published mid-
February 1946) 

Personnel: uptn Gottfried ANDREJS (CO) 
Hptn SINZ 
Lt x-UDLI-bSuNIG 
Sdf VRII&L*«NDAR (killed) 

" Uffz BOECKauiNN 
Uffz BROI CHÜ.USLN 
Gefr iLtlSLHLINLR (missing) 

-3Ä -
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History: FAT 170 was activated in September 1943 at ATHENS 
and oporated thore until tho city was ovaouatod in Sunnier 1944. 
It then functioned in the S.JL.JEVO-MOSTAR region of Jugoslavia 
until early 1945 and then moved into Slovenia. 

While in Greece Fi.T 170 procurot. some Italian sold-
iers—among then a captain—for undercover W/T operations in S 
Italy. Thoy were delivered to L/Stello I SO for training at 
BREITENFURT, Austria. 

12. FaT 171 

Porsonnol: Lt WTENHOLD (CO, September 1943-early 1944) 
Lt DUERTRECHTLR (CO, oarly 1944-April 1945) 
Lt REICHERT (CO,April 1945-8 iviay 45) 
Lt WASCHGLER 
Uffz HOIST 
Uffz SCKRUED^R 

History: FAT 171 was activated in Soptonber 1943, porsonnol 
and equipment being inherited from Gruppe I of tho dissolving 
Ast S.tLoNIKI • It was attached to the Ic of Gebirgs ..rmoe Xorps 
XXII, Rittm von LENTHE, and conducted reconnaissance operations 
against tho Partisans in the J.^NNIiL. region of Greece and main-
tained a ^ldekopf on Corfu. Unsuccessful attempts wore made to 
get agents into S Italy. After tho retreat from Greece to 
ZAGRLB via S.ARAJEVU, it operated noar FIUME and subsoquontly 
retreated by way of ÄLiGENFURT. Cf USFET MIS Centor CI-IIR No 50, 
published mid-February 1946. 

13. FAT 172 

Personnel: O/Lt .JiNvLD (CO, suocooded by Lt KRAFT, Spring 1944) 
Lt BENFTLING 
Waohtn von SRBIIC 
Fw NEUGEBAUER 

History: F^T 172 was aotivated in .uitunn 1943, the majority of 
the porsonnol and equipment ooming from tho former .»St ZAGREB. 
Hptm JUNGE or Hptm .»MANN may have boen in o onmand of tho FAT 
during the oarly days, but source SENSBURG remembers only Lt 
ARNuLD as being CO. The FAT surrendered to US forces noar 
R*J)ST.J)T, ..»ustria, and was interned at the PUE at .»EILhEIM (Upper 
Bavaria). 

FAT 172 was assigned to 2 Pz -*rpy until Soptonbcr 1944, 
and wa3 thon put under the Ic of .orny Gp E, sorving fron tino to 
timo, however, tho Ic's of tho looal nountain oorps. 

Headquarters of FAT 1 7 2 were loortod for a 1 )ng time at BIH..C, 
Jugoslavia, ^ldokoopfe being set up at OGULIN, ZARA, SIBENIC, 
and GOSPICE. 

Mission: The zono of oporations covorod tho Adriatic ooast from 
SH.TTT up to (but not inoluding) FIUME. FAT 172 aohiovod looal 
taotioal succossos in obtaining infornr.ti.on on the Partisans. 
Attonpts to rooruit agents for work in .dliod-oooupiod Italy were 
unsuccessful. 

-17-
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14. F^T 173 
Personnel: Hpti.i Dr LLJFL (CO until Sumnor 194i; succocdod by 

O/Lt PAN and u/Lt von HLilTLNBEAG) 
Lt hoFi.i*JJ!N 
Uff z KN.AJDÊ t (missing) 

History: F^T 173 was activated in ..utunn 1943 and was at once 
s^nt to TIH..N.,., aJ-bania, remaining thorc until the Germans 
rotroatod at the ond of 194 ±. ..ftcr withdrawing to Z..GiiLb via 
S^JiAJEVO, the Trupp was transferred to the jurisdiction of L/ 
Stelle I ust in February 1945. 

Headquarters of F-.T 173 were looated at THUN.., and a Moldekopf 
was maintained at V-L0N-.. 
Mission: F..T 173 procurod information on Partisan activities 
in ^J-bania, but was mainly noted for its success in getting 
information out of -allied-occupied Italy by means of tho rgent 
WExcNER (cover name). WERNER, and old and intimate friend of 
Hptm ILiTL, had bo on previously troinod and employed by ..st 
BELGIe J)E• Ho v/as dropped by parachute in the vicinity of 
BRINDISI in the Spring of 1944, supplied with a radio set and 
enough funds in dollars, pounds, lira, and assorted gold coins 
to last him half a year. His mission was to traoe the movements 
of -allied units in S Italy and to ovaluato the likelihood of an 
-illiod invasion of tho Balkans via the Straits of Otranto. 

WERNER transmitted reports from Italy until April 
1945 and frequently submitted valuable information on -illiod 
locations and strengths. In Summer 1944 additional funds and 
radiq equipment were droppod for him in the vicinity of LEECL, 
SVI of Bi-OLNDISI, rocoipt of which was later aokno lodged, '..hen 
MATL left F.»,T 173, contact with WERNER was kept up by Sdf 
MERTENS of L/Stollo I SO. 

SENSBUKG never mot WE^dlER and knows nothing of his 
background, exccpt that ho spoke fluent English and Italian. 

.another agent was dispatched to ±taly by ship, but 
he was never heard from again. Ho had no radio transmitter, 
being expoctod to return by fishing boat to .J.bania. 

The information on -*lbania Partisan activities whioh FAT 
173 oolloctce was generally reliable, and the G»_n Kdo in TIR. .Nu 
acknowledged that several surprise att- cks had been thwarted J 
through prior warnings given by the Trupp. 

15. FAT 174 

Personnel: hptm JUNGE (Co, suooeoded by o/Lt r.EINZ, -*pril 1945) 
Sdf Graf ELTZ 
üffz WÜIMWWUZ.U: (killed) 

History: &..T 174 was activated in -*utumn 1943, personnel and 
equipment b^ing taicen wer from ..st ZAGREB. ..fter serving in 
the Z*.GREX3 area until opring 1945, the F̂ .T moved to TRIESTE and 
then retreated N via iGL.GEiIiURT. 

-18-
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FAT 174 was assigned to the Io of 2 Pz ..rmy, .autumn 1943-AUtumn 
1944. In uotobor 194i it was assigned to Army Gp E. 

headquarters were at M O S T C r o a t i a , Moldckoepfe being main-
tained at PODGOAIZA and iiETKuVIC, and probably also at DUBROVNIK 
and SPLIT. During the retreat from the Balkans the FAT was 
stationed at ZENICA, Jugoslavia, and attempted to anticipate 
Partisan plans regarding the blocking of the all-important 
highway from S A X < A J L V O to tho North. 

Mission: FuT 174 was mainly cono^rncć with seeking information 
on Partisan activities on the strfetoh of ooa3t from the -JLbanian 
border to SPLIT (Dalmutia). .J.though effective in some fields, 
it was unsuccessful in getting agents into .,J.lie d-occupied Italy 
or the Partisan-held islands of Korčula, Vis, and Mljet. 

hptm JUNGE maintained contact for somo tL.ie with an 
agent in TRIESTE or FIUME until F.Ji 176 forbado further rela-
tions with tho agent (oover name: MORo) because anothor GIS 
agoncy was already using him. 

Uffz WoJj^lJx/WoLZu*K (killed in aotion) wa3 oxtremoly 
well-acquainted with conditions in Jugoslavia and gave Ambass-
ador NEUBACHER, Germany1S special envoy in the Balkans, much 
valuable information. NEUBACHER recommended WOIITIR/WOLZ-UC to 
the J-o of O/Bef SO for a deooration. 

16. F A K 177 

Commanding officers: MaJ STOERMER or O/Lt z S MUELLER (suooocdod 
by Hptm KREISSIGK, September 1944) 

History: FAK 177 wr.s activated by KO Bulgarien in 1944. When 
tho German .<*my ovaouated Bulgaria, F.*K 177 was transferred to 
Jugoslavia and camo under tho jurisdiction of O/Bof SO. Being -
understaffed and ill-equipped, it was reorganized in BELGPu.DE 
in September 1944 and plaood undor the oommand of Hptm 
KREISSIGK. 

.although it had tho aotual strength of a F^aC, no 
Trupps in Jugoslavia were plaood under its control. SENSBURG 
does not know whether F.uC 177 ever operuted as a Kdo in Bulgaria. 
It operated in Serbia under the io of Bef Serbien in Autumn 1944, 
was transferred to .urmy Gp E in October 1944, and then moved to 
Slovenia, retrouting N by way of KLAGENFURT. 

17. F..T 178 

Personnel: Maj STOERwiLR or o/Lt z S MUELLER, CO s (succeeded by 
; / hptm KREISULGK) 
Sdf ( Z ) BUCHNLU 

History: FAT 178 was activatod by Kü Bulgarien, transferred to 
the jurisdiction of u/Bef SO when Bulgaria was evacuated, and 
dissolved lato February 1945, its porsonnol being apportioned 
ampng sovoral other F..Ts. SLN3BURG is not sure whether KO Bul-
garion activated a FAT 175, but FAT 178 may originally havo borno 
tho designation "175". 

-19-
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Mission: Sourcc SENSBURG knows nothing of F*.T 178»s operations 
in Bulgaria. xt later operated against the Partisans in SE 
Jugoslavia, and then in Slovonia. There was no contact between 
L/Stolle ISO and Fi.T 170 after uctobcr 1944. 

17. F,.Ts 117 and 118 

Personnel: u/Lt STEIN was CO of one of these Trupps. 

History: Both F„.Ts were formerly on the E Front and were trans-
ferred fron L/Stolle I Oat bo L/Stelle I SO in September 1944. 
They joined 2 Pz <.rmy ane accompanied this ..uiC when it moved to 
Hungary at the end of November 1944. 

Headquarters of F«T 117 were in BELGiu.DE in September 1944, and 
then were moved tu share FAT 118's CP near uSIJxC, Jugoslavia. 

Mission: aoth F^Ts worked against the Partisans and Russians in 
the sector between the Danube and Drava~Rivers and Lake Balaton. 

18. F-.T 185 Luft 

Personnel: O/Lt KILJMEu (CO) 
kaj ERTL (temporary) 

History: F^T 185 L v/as assigned to the Io of -Kiftwaf fens tab 
Sued Ost. Its special mission v/as to set up a Luftwaffe R-^etz 
in the Balkans, absolutely independent of the I R-Netz which had 
been organized by FATs 127 (of USFET MISC CI-IIR No 50, published 
mid-Fobruary 1946), 128, and 129 under L/Stellc I SO. SENSBURG 
docs not believe that F..T 185 L had time to rocruit and equip 
agents before tho withdrawal. 

Headquarters were at i'ANCLVO, Jugoslavia, and, since late Sept-
ember 1944, at ASPLHN, near WIEN. 

L/Stcllc I SO had no connection with F.kT 185 L, but 
u/Lt ifRolttlKni frequently came to SENBBUilG at BELGRADE in order to 
get advice and discuss plans. 

Maj ERT.e had formerly been with ^st BELGR,J)E and then 
with F...T 128. In -uitumn 1944 ho v/as Kidnapped by Rumanians on 
the Jugoslav-Rumanian border. 

19. SENSBURG has no infor.nation on F-AC 106 or FAT 197 Luft. 
Noithor unit, ever operated in the territory of tnc o/Bcf Sued 
Ost. Ho believes F AK 106 may have worked in S Hungary. 
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HEADQUARTERS 
UNITED STATES FORCES EUROPE,IN THEATER 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE CENTER 

APO 7 5 7 

A N N E X I I 

Personnelity List 
PRISONER: Obst/Lt SENSBURG, V/alter albert Lothar, CO of 

Leit Stelle I Sued Ost 

1. LNSTETT (fnu) Obst/Lt born 1896 1.78 m muscular 
bald fair complexion blue eyes 

Career: Leiter, ^st BERLIN. 
2. BREYMaNN, Julia S.Helf Secy Ihl, Ih, i»st ATHENS, 1941-43 

Austrian 

lives GRAZ born 1904 1.58 m frail black hair 
pale complexion brown eyes 

Career: Trfd to Austria 1943. 

Mise: Speaks French, Italian. 

3. BECKER (fnu) Major Leiter III of Ast ATHENS, May 41 -
Nov 41 

born 1898 1.75 m stocky blond hair ruddy com-
plexion gray eyes 

Career: Ast BERLIN. 

Miso: Married. 

4. von BOEKN, Wilhelmine S/Helf Secy to Leiter I A8t ATHENS, 
1941-43 

lives BERLIN born 1908 BERLIN 1.76 m slender 
blond hair fair complexion blue eyes 

Career: 1940 Ast BRUSSELS. Trfd to Abw unit in 
France in 1943. 

Miso: Speaks French. 

(of CPI Pinx: Card 136855) 
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BALKA.IT AFFAIRS 

1. INTRO DUO TI PIT 
This consolidated interrogation report is publissd in answer to: US 

Forces, European Theater, Special Interrogation Brioi1, Subjects BALKAN AFFAIPS , 
For: KAMPHOEVEIIER, Kurt von; Held at: 8AIC; File Hot 95, dated: 22 Aug 45; 
Originated byt Foreign Office, LONDON. 

In order to present a more detailed report, Oonrad von S0HU3ERT of the 
German Foreign Office (Report Ref No SAI0/PIR/69> dtd 29 Jun 45) and Brig Gen 
(Croatian Army) Milan von DESSOVIO (Report Aof No SAIC/PIR/15, dtd 25 Jun 45) 
were also interrogated in connection with this brief» 
2. SOURCES 

a. KAMPH03VELTER, Kurt von, German foreign Office. Source, who is 57 
years old, is a cultured diplomat. He claims to L-ve been anti-Nazi, 
democratic! and an exponent of Anglophile foreign policies. He had 
been in the diplomatic service sinoe 1911» .In 1941 ho was head of the 
commission which fixed tho frontiers of the statos and provinces carved 
out of Yugoslavia» In 194^ ho worlcod in tho G—2 Section of tho Second 
PANZER Army in VRNJAOICA BANJA, Serbia. During 1944 ho was on the 
Russian front, but in 1945 ho .was again in Yugoslavia as Liaison Offioor 
of tho Foroign Office with Army Group "East" in ZAGREB, Croatia. 

b. SCHUBERT, Conrad von, German Foreign Office. Souroo is 44 years old. 
Ho is a professional diplomat who served in tho diplomatic service in 
various capacities from 1927 until tho ond of tho war. From Jan to 
May 45 ho was Socrotary of tho Gorman Embassy in ZAGREB, Croatia. 

0. DESSOVIO, Milan von, G3NMAJ (Brig Gen), Croatian Military Attache to 
Germany and Slovakia. Souroo is a professional soldior who sorvod 
first in tho Aus tro—Hungarian Army, thon in .no Yuroslav Army and 
finally in the Croat Amy, which ho joinod in Apr -.1. From Aug 4l to 
Aug. 42 ho fought on tho Eastern front as battalion commander in tho 
Croatian Logion. From Oct 42 to Jan 45 ho sorvod in tho same capacity 

. in tho lit Brig nPETRIJA" , fighting Partisans in Bosnia. In Fob ho 
became Croatian Military Attache to Germany and Slovakia. DESSOVIO is 
well oduoatod, intolligcnt, and fairly objootivo in his judgmont. Ho 
is opposed to TITO and tho pro-̂ v/ar Yugoslav Mbnarohy* end favors an 
indopondont Croatia. Sinoo ho considorod Gorman influonco moro bono-
ficial to tho causo of Croatian indopondonoo than tho Allios, ho always 
maintainod a friondly attitudo towc.rd tho Nazi Rogimo. 

Rating: 0-2 (all souroos) Interrogator ž J.J.H. 
J. INTERROGATION RESU LIS 

a. THE INCLUSION OF IDS T OF KOSOVO AND METO31JA IN AIZANIA IN 1941 
KAMPHOEVEITER claims that most of Kosovo and i-iotobi ja vroro includod in 

Albania on tho basis of a nationality consus, i.o., for othnoiogical roasons. 
Ho doos not know on how rooont a consus this vras basod. 

DESSOVIO boliovod that many Albanians livo in tho Kosovo-llotobija 
aroa and that most of that roglon might havo boon given to Albania for that 
reason, in spito of tho fact that tho Albanians do not form a majority thoro 
and that tho aroa is historically Sorb. 



b* THE RE AS PI'S FOR DRAWING THE AL 3ANIAN-BULGAR IAN FROF ~*IER SOUTHEAST 
TIS SAR PL&NIN&, MOUNTAIN 

According to KAMP F HOE VENER, CIANO brought with hin to the VIENNA Con-
ference an ethnological map on which frontiers had already been drawn. RITJ -
BENTROP originally agreed to these frontiers, but when Gerr.an economists c -
vinced him that they greatly favored Italy and placed mineral resources (cop-
per, asbestos and chromium mines) within the Italian sphere of influence, he 
asked for a revision of the map on the second day of the conference- A comp-
romise was reached which took not only ethnological but also economic factors 
into consideration. Since the SAR PLANINA mountains are rich in the above men-
tioned minerals, the final location of the frontier line must have been the 
result of this compromise, Ethnological considerations favored Albania and 
thereby Italy, wheroas economic considerations favor* Bulgaria* which promised 
to pnoduoo for Germany* 

DESSOVIC thinks that strategic considorations woro mainly responsible 
for the drawing of tho Albania-Bulgaria frontier southeast of the SAR PLANINA. 

c. RELATIONS BETWEEN NEDIC AND MIHAILOVICH 

KAMPHOEVENER and DESSOVIC boliovod that thoro existod a certain soli-
darity between NEDIC and MIHAILOVICH becauso thoy had boon fellow-officers in 
the old Serbian Army» Both wore, in addition, ant i-communis t and loyal to 
the King. 

In KAMPHOE VENER1 s opinion, i-IIHAILOVICH always avoi'od personal contact 
with both NEDIC and the German authorities, and never openly acknowledged any 
cooperation with them® Initially!, there was probably no cooperation whatso-
ever, and MIHAILOVICH ovon termed NEDIC a "traitor". But later, when MIHAILO-
VICH adopted IMEDIC's stand against Communism, agreements v/oro mada between 
local Chetnik representatives and NEDIC, as well as with tho German authorities. 
The latter froquontly included "gentlemen's agroomontswhoroby Chetniks woro 
allowed by tho Germans to operate unmolested in oortain areas, and wore po •• 
mittod to "loot" Gorman supply trains. It must bo assumed that MIHAILOVI. 1, 
who likod to stay in tho background, had knowlodgo of, and agrood to, those 
arrangomonts . 

Shortly boforo tho capitulation of Gormany, roprosontativos of NEDIC, 
MIHAILOVICH,tho Slovonc Kingdom Party and tho Croat Peasant Party mot in 
LJUBLJANA and ZAGREB to form a unitod front against Communism. KAMPHOEVENER 
has no knowlodgo of tho final outcomo of those mootin^s but ho knows that 
thoy woro hold with tho tacit approval of tho Gorman .uthoritios. At that 
time, both NEDIC and MIHAILOVICH wero hoping that th: Y7o3torn Allios would 
take ovor control of formor Yugoslavia, and both claimod that thoy had estab-
lished contact vrit h tho Wostorn Allios. TITO and Communism woro thoir common 
onomios. 

DESSOVIC summed up tho situation as follows: ITEDIC wantod peace in 
Sorbia; sinco Chotnik activitios croatod unrost, ho first objoctod to 
MIHAILOVICH1s movomont. Lator, duo to an understanding or for othor reasons, 
MIHAILOVICH confinod his oporo.ticns mainly to tho "Croatian Aroa", and dif-
foroncos botwoon NEDIC and MIHAILOVICH booamo vory small. DESSOVIC bolioves 
that NEDIC and MIHAILOVICH maintainod contact with oach othor. Ho knows that 
Ohotniks and Gorman author itios workod tog othor as oarly o.s Oct 42. Exchanges 
of prisoners wont on continually. 

d. AGREEMENT BETWEEN COL S IMIC, CAPT KALABIO, AND RITTMEISTER (OAPT) 
FUERST V/REBE 

KAMPHOEVENER cannot clearly plačo S IMIC and KALA3IC in his momory. 
But ha vaguoly associates thoir nomos with a contact mado locally botwoon a 
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Gorman ABWEHR officer and the Chetniks early in 1944, which resulted in an 
armistice covering Old Serbia and the Sandjak» This agreement was reported 
to the G~2 of the German Second PANZER Army. Althoi i it was welcomed by 
the German Army in general, the ABtfEHR agent risked being court-martialed 
because the BELGRADE Army Administration did not entirely approve of his 
action. WREDE, who v/as the political advisor to tho German Military Admini-
stration in BELGRADE, might unofficially have approved of the step the AB-
WEHR officer had taken because, contrary to the BELGRADE Military Administra-
tion, he preferred cooperation with the OHE'̂ TIKS tc that with NED 10« The 
above agreement v/as later extended» SIMIC and ICALABIC might have taken part 
in the first öonferonce» 

DESSOVIO has no knowledge of an agreement between WREDE and SIMIO 
and KALABIC. He only knows that NEUBACHER, Gernan Ambassador to BELGRADS, 
and the SD had boon interested in oooperation v~th tho OHE"'"TIKS.» 

e. EVENTS OF AUG 44 WHICH LED TO THE DISAPPEARANCE OF VOKIC» MINISTER 
OF WAR, PANIC, OOI-HL'jroSR IN ÖHI3F, AND LORICOVIC, MTNISTJ?. 07 THg INTERIOR 

I 
• 

KAMPHDEVENER v/as in Russia at the time, thus ho could only repeat 
what he lator hoard .about these ovonts. After BADOGLIO's surrondor, VOICIC 
CANIO and LORICOVIC had becomo "unreliable" from tho Gorman point of view. 
They probably thought that Germany's defeat v/a3 imminont and oithor got in 
touch with tho l/ostorn Allies or took adve.ntago of tho situation to mako 
demands on tho German authorities• 

, SCHUBERT states that LORKOVIC allogodly dealt with tho British bohind 
the backs of PA VELIO, Croat Chiof of S tato , and tho Gorman authorities. 
PAVELIC discovorod those doalings and, assorting that ho had writton evidonoo 
to prove tho mattor, roportod it to tho Gorman Embasr in ZAGREB. Sourco 
does not know if ICASCHE;, tho Gorman Ambassador, ovor aw this ovidenco. 
VOKIC and CANIO woro supposedly also involved in the plot. LORICOVIC and 
VOKIO were then imprisoned (an exceptionally mild sentence for treason), while 
OANIC was only forced to resign. Since Ambassador KASCHE had always thought 
very highly of LORICOVIC, the latter's arrest come as a surprise. 

SCHUBERT also mentioned the theory 1 ,.iat the alleged plot was PAVE-
LIC's invention in order to rid himself of LORICOVIC who belonged to a dif-
ferent faction of the USTASHA, Rivalry and factionalism within the USTASHA 
was also mentioned by DESSOVIO as a possible explanation'» According to him, 
LORICOVIC together with Dr KOSAIC belonged to tho "European USTASHA" faction, 
whereas PAVELIC sided with the "Wild USTASHA" represented by MOSCOW, HEREN-
CIO and LISAIC. 

DESSOVIO summed up the "official Croatian version" as follows: LOR-
ICOVIC started negotiations with the V/ostorn Allies without ^ho knowledge of 
PAVELIC; VOKIC, supported by CANIC, who xvas a member of tho Croat Army and 
not the USTASHA, wanted to dissolve the armed USTASHA for cos. This plot 
was discovered by PAVELIC. 

DESSOVIO boliovos that in view of the procarlou3 military situation 
both PAVELIC and LORICOVIC, who woro anxious to appear in a hotter light to 
the Western Allies, decided to got in touch with thorn. LORICOVIC probably 
started negotiations on diroct ordors from PAVELIC rathor than bohind his 
back. VOKIO possibly wanted to procuro Gorman arms in order to oooporate 
with tho Allios against tho Germans if ahd whon tho timo camo. However, it 
is improbable that ho wanted to dissolve tho armod USTASHA. 

It is also possible that tho Gormans riisccvor i tho plot or o Is o 
PAVELIC might havo boon afraid that the Gormans would find out and consequent-
ly "oxplodod tho sholl" himself, without revealing hi3 part in tho plot. 
OANIC, who was apparontly not involvod, was only for cod to roBign. 

. 0. 0 M F ID S IT T fr—£r 3 
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f. THE CROAT PEASANT' PARTY, ITS PRESENT STRENGTH AND FUTURE SOLIDARITY; 
DR MACEK'S PRESTIGE 

KAMP HO EVEHER believes that about ^0% of Croatia !s population is behind 
the Croat Peasant Party« At the time of Germany's capitulation th«? Peasant 
Party was the only party which could have taken over the fate of Croatia* i * 

Croats have been accustomed to belong to the opposition; Dr MACEK 
has been their leader for about 20 years. He had always been in opposition 
to BELGRADE, never coming to a final agreement, and he kept his part as the 
Spiritual leader of the opposition throughout the PAVELIC Regime» Yet, in 
KAMPHOEVENER's opinion, it is highly improbable that he would prove a con-
structive politician, considering his advanced age and poor physical condition. 

MACEK's name, however, still carries great weight in democratic and 
liberal quarters in Croatia, and his prestige is high' throughout the county, 
fie is respected as a person who maintained high, uncompromising integrity 
during the occupation regime® Given an opportunity, ho could either stay as 
i}he leader of his Party or if he docided to appoint a succossor, his choice 
Vfould, in KAMPHOEVENER1s opinion, be accepted by his followers. 

Dr MACEK is in favor of an autonomous Croatia within a Yugoslav king-
dom. KAMPHOEVENER believes that the Croats, having just learned from the 
bitter experience of their first opportunity to govern themselves, would 
Support MACEK. 

SCHUBERT states that since the Croat Peasant Party was officially 
dissolved it is difficult to estimate its strength, but he believes that if 
free elections were held about 80% of the population of Croatia would vote 
for the Croat Peasant Party "in spite of TITO1'» 

Dr MACEK is still the most popular political figure in Croatia» He 
has always been, and still is, the "idol';. of the little man. This explains 
the continued laolc of harmony and cooperation between the Croat per Jants and 
the US TAS HA. 

MACEK however is an old man and it is • questionable if he could resume 
Party leadership. 

Most members of the Croat Peasant Party, including MACEK, prefer an 
independent Croat State (on this question source differs with KAMPHOEVENER). 
Yet, SCHUBERT too believes that if an attempt woro made to create another 
Yugoslavia, MACEK and his Party would be willing to havo Croatia join it as 
an autonomous state within tho Federation. 

DESSOVIC claims that the Croat Peasant Party rocoivod 90% of all votes 
in Croatia in tho last free elections. Even though it might havo lost some 
supporters in tho moantimo, its present strength is probably still close to 
that figuro. 

Tho Party onjoys a groat innor solidarity bocauso its mombers aro 
bound togothor by common intorosts» It is tho only Party in Croatia which 
had dofinito accomplishments and succossos to its croditW 

MACEK usod to bo vory popular, but according to DESSOVIC, everybody 
who goes into oxilo losos his popularity, and MAOEK was not ablo to oscapo 
that fato eithor. Yot, DESSOVIC boliovos that possibly undor tho loadorship 
of KOSUTIC or KRNJEVIC tho Croat Poasant Party could onco again play an im-
portant part nif it woro allowod to exist and function frooly." 

g. COMMUNIS TS IN CROATIA 
KAMPHOEVENER considers tho Communists in Croatia only a minority 
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(about 20?S of the population)* Communism is the slogan of people dissatisfied 
with the conditions which prevailed during the past years, and its mainstay 
is the "Intelligentsia"o The latter are idealists with abstract theories, 
which would be almost impossible to apply because of tho-proud, individualistic, 
patriarchal tradition of the peasantry* E.en though the simple people admire 
and respect "men of learning" they would most violently rosist tho establish-
ment of a new social system affecting their way of life* ICAMPHOEV5INER thinks 
that under free political conditions most of the present communist youth can 
be won over to Western, democratic ideas. 

SCHUBERT believes that only about 20~50f9 of TIT0Jr Partisana are "real" Communists. ?Ia.ny, including quite a number of former members of the Croat 
Peasant Party, joined TITO because they were dissatisfied with the USTASHA 
and the Nazi Regime and not because they were convinced Communists. Others, 
mainly of the rank and file, were forced into tho movcncnt« However-, TITO 
will keep his support if ho refrains from introducing "MOSCOW Communism" and 
ttsos his own initiative instead. In that casov his popularity might spread among people who hithorto have not boon among his supporters. Ho consider 
TITO's movement tho only roally significant roprosontativo of Crotian Cor. ;nismc 

DESSOVIO' s tato s s "Unfortunately, duo to tho immonso successes of 
TITO's Partisans, those pooplo (tho Communists) aro much stronger than is 
desirable!" Ho supports SOHUBERT's view that many joinod TITO for nationalist 
rathor than communist reasons. 

Prior to TITO, only tho workors in the chcmical and wood (lumboring) 
industry had boon Coumunistso 

Ho boliövos that for a long timo to oomo thoro will bo no opposition 
to TITO bocauso, "it is physically impossible to attempt any opposition." 

h. CROAT ATTITUDE TOV/ARD A YUGOSLAV FEDERATION 
KAMPHOEVENER thinks that the oxporiaont Croatia undorwont under PAVE-

LIC was sufYiciont to euro thom of tho idoa of over forming an independent 
state of thoir own again« Yot, antagonism botweon hor and Sorbia* basod on 
cultural .and historic grounds, has widonod to a doop gulf duo to tho shocking 
atrocities committod by both sidoss particularly by tho Croat USTASHA. This will m-Jco oxistenco undor ono govornmont very ifficult« ITovortholoss tho 
Croat Poasant Party and tho majority of Croats would wolct.uo an autonomous . 
Croatia within a Fodoral Yugoslav State. They would also gladly form part of 
a Central European Federation. On the other hand, the Croc '0a are unwilling 
to submit ever again to the domination of BELGRADE. 

DESSOVIC claims that prior to the European War there was a period of 
better understanding between Serbs and Croats, and that at that time there 
existed a possibility for Croatia to live, with a "reasonable" degree of 
autonomy, as a peaceful member of the Yugoslav State« Later, however, the 
Serbs again started to insist on their "hegemony"; relations became strained 
and, with the beginning of the war, the differences of opinion became crystal-
ized: Serbs v/ere anti-German, while the Croats, out of expediency, became 
pro-German. This also conformed to old historic differences in outlooks 
Serbs always liked to think of Russia as "Mother Russia", whereas Croats have 
looked to the Wost (moaning mainly Austria and later Germany) for inspiration. 

Due to the shortcomings of the USTASHA, entr.oiasm for an independent 
Croatia has dwindled, and a streng Croat autonomy witnin a Yugoslav Federation 
might be acceptable to most Croats. 

i. ARCHBISHOP STEPINAO; HIS RELATIONS V/ITH THE GERIIA-NS 

ICAMPHOEVENER has never met Arohbish p STEPINAO personally. Source 
only knows that the Church in general cooperated with the Italians and Germans. 
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SCHUBERT gives the following picture of STEPINAC whom he knew very 
well» "STEPINAC reminded me of a Catholic fanatic of the Middle Ages« He 
is perhaps not mentally outstanding but he is extremely energetic o A Croat 
Nationalistj, through and through- He is strongly anV:.H3orb and* oven though 
he was ideologically opposed to National Socialism &... .4 the USTASHA, he collabo-
rated with both to further his nationalistic aims and to fight TITO and 
Bolshevism»" 

* 

He was very aotive politically and oven though ho chose to stay out 
of the limelight, his connections to the Vatican and Switzerland were known and 
utilized by others«, He maintained contact .i ih tho Pope, and through represen-
tatives or intermodiaries even conferred wiLh Archbishop SPELLMAN while the 
latter was in ROME". It was once rumor od that tho Pope requested STüPlNAC to 
stay out of active politics since tho Vatican wished to maintain it& neutrality». 

DESSOVIC does not know Archbishop STEP* IAO personally but he thinks 
that in his youth STEPINAC was a Yugoslav idoologist (SCHUPERT and DESSOVIC 
disagree on this point).» For that reason, ho doubts that STEPINAC was friendly 
toward the Germans» Similarly, in the beginning STEPINAC was against the 
USTASHA but, after the latter had given him certain assurarjas, they started 
to collaborate for an independent Croatia. He agrees that STEPINAC maintained 
ČonnectioTiB with the Vatican. 

j. CROAT REACTIONS TO PANS LAVISH 
All sources agree that only very few Croats are in favor of Panslavism. 

Of Catholic faith, and for a long time under Y/estern influence, Croats in 
general are indifferent towards the Pans lav movement* It might bo significant 
in this respect that the USTASHA started a new v: theory" according to which the 
Croats are really remnants of the former Visigoths, with some Dinarian blood 
added later, and that therefore their Slavic language is but an historic 
accident. 

k. SENTIMENTS OF THE POPULATION OF ISTRIA 
KAMPHOEVENER and DESSOVIC agree that the great majority of the popu-

lation of the istrian peninsula is Slovene, Italians aro in the majority 
along the coast, with some Germans (Austrians) in tho larger towns. He does 
not know about the prevailing national sentiments0 

SCHUBERT only knows that the Croats were disappointed in not receiving 
TRIESTE and FI UME in 1941, and that they maintained their claims to these 
territories« USTASHA policy was directed at gaining, at least, political con-
cessions in Istria. He claims - in contrast to DESSOVIC and KAMPHOEVENER - that 
Croats aro by far in tho majority in Istria. Fa beliovos that not many Slovenes 
live on tho Peninsula. Those that do are concentrated in t A© C ILLY MARBURG -
LAIBACH - KLAGENFURT aroa. 
4. OONOLUSIONS 

None 
5. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

None 
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HEADQUARTERS 
UIT I TED STATES FORCES EUR. "EAT T: LATER 
MILITA7Y INT2ILIG-EITC'3 SERVICE CENTER 

AFO 757 

A N N E X VI 

PRISONER: O/Lt Dr PANDE?, Rudolf 

PANDER cannot ^ive full details of 3P£T 380 since he spent nos t of his 
two months in CIRKVENICA on trips to HQ, or on leave. Members of Ai.it III were 
forbidden to participate in any FAT action, to avoid their capture by the enemy, 

FAT 380 consisted of approximately 24 men, stationed at three bases of 
operations. One base was located at SE3ENIK under Sdf (z) Dr EECKEIMANN, 
another at SPLIT under Uffz Hans KAUFMANN» The third base, which also served 
as HQ, of the FAT, was in CipJCVLNICA under O/Lt PANDEL. Tho sector of opera-
tions of FAT 380 extended alone; the Dalmatian coast fror-. C I B O E I T I C A to the 
area S of S~LIT, but was not clearly defined. 

From C > T X V E N I C A the unit took part in raids o'f the divisions holding that 
area in order to exploit documents or interrogate prisoners of interest to 
Amt III» In March 1944, the FAT was ^resent during the occupation of RAT; but 
obtained no information, as the Partisans had escaped in time. At the end. of 
May 1944 FAT 3*0 took part in raids on the islands of Olib, Silbe., ? se muda, 
Ist, and Molat (or Vir). PANDEL ha.d learned thet Olib was an important link in 
.the Partisan courier chain end supply net which pessed through DUGI, -TGir, and 
RAL. Valuable documents were captured, at Olib, and it was lee„rned that the 
British Army had several agents, probably Jugoslavs, and a W/T station there. 
At the end of July 1944 FAT 380 participated in a raid on PAOr, but results were 
poor. In October 1944 the FAT took part in action,in the DENICE-L0K033 area, 
but PANDER does not know what the results were. 

He does not know the activities of the bases in SILENIK and SPLIT since 
news by courier required several months to reach him, and only very scanty 
accounts were transmitted by radio. 
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